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N PLANTS where accurate records of process 

efficiency are maintained, it is possible to 

identify the exact ways in which Cenco Hypervac 

pumps improve both product quality and product 

cost. 

These graphs, taken from the records of screen 

grid tube production at Rogers Radio Limited, 

represent continuous port to port vacuum meas- 

urement, with and without load, on an auto- 

matic machine whose last eighteen positions are 

CENCO HYPERVAC pumped.. The unloaded 

curve marks the best vacuum allowed by the 

characteristics of the exhaust machine itself. The 

loaded curve approaches this in 

proportion to the efficiency with 

which the pumps remove gases as 

they are released from the load. 

Fast recovery -the key to minimum shrinkage losses -is seen in the sharp 

and prompt return of the loaded curve to high 

vacuum, following voluminous gas release by fila- 

ment processes and high frequency bombardment. 

This is the factor that reduces unit costs. 

As to high finishing vacuum, notice that these tubes 

are sealed off at one micron, practically equal to 

the limiting pressure of the empty machine. Other 
pumping equipment previously used finished off at 

five microns. Here is a constant integral of finer 

quality that applies to every tube made in a day's 

run. Address inquiries to the Central Scientific 

Company, 460 East Ohio Street, Chicago. 

SCAENsTuIFIC GOW494 

H 
ENCOH HIGH VACUUM PUMPS 
^ Megavac S Hyperrac 

NEW YORK- BOSTON - CHICAG O-TORONTO-LosANGELCs 
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PHOTO -ELECTRIC 
ART IN OVERALLS 

Realizing the limitations of the 

usual photo -electric cells, with their elab- 

orate, delicate and costly associated 

equipment, the technicians of England, 

Germany and America have collaborated 

in the development of a new and practical 

art for everyday use. The foundation of 

that new art is the 

Page I 

WRITE for data on 

Burgess Radiovisor 

Bridge and its basic 

applications to con- 

trol of circuits. Our 

engineers will gladly 

co- operate on light - 
control problems. 

Reg. U. S. Pet. Off. 

A thoroughly tested Eng- 

lish development in light - 

sensitive cells, combining 

simplicity, ruggedness 

and long life for an en- 

tirely new conception of 

light control of electrical 

circuits. This development 

is now offered for the first 

time to engineers, manu- 

facturers and experimen- 

ters of the United States 

and Canada by the Bur- 

gess Battery Company. 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 
R A D I O V I S O R D I V I S I O N 

295 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY 
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THROUGHOUT the long series of events 
and stages of litigation which have led 

down to the present situation with regard to 
radio patents, the Radio Corporation of 
America may at least be credited with or- 
derly procedure. With the idea established 
that large industrial organizations, in order 
to be on solid foundations, must be in strong 
patent positions, the policy of R. C. A. in 
this regard seemed logical, and protective to 
its own interests. 

It was, of course, inescapable that as the 
industry expanded competitive interests, de- 
sirous of establishing themselves as manu- 
facturers, should experience checks and in- 
terferences which were widely regarded as 
oppressive. Contract requirements insisted 
upon by R. C. A., no doubt, were restrictive 
in making it difficult for certain indepen- 
dent radio manufacturers to build up profit- 
able volumes of business. That various con- 
cerns, perhaps only temporarily in radio, 
rode boldly upon the crest of the wave of 
protest made by legitimate independent es- 
tablishments, on more than one occasion 
served to cloud the actual issues and mislead 
the public. 

The deliberate, if slow, entry of the Na- 
tional Department of Justice into the con- 
troversy during recent months, served to 
bring forward for judicial review and con- 
sideration all of the matters in dispute be- 
tween R. C. A. and other manufacturing 
units of the industry. 

It is now probable that during the corn- 
ing months modifications of policy will be 
worked out which will remove much of the 
obstruction which, legal or illegal, has kept 
the radio manufacturing industry in a tur- 
moil for twenty years past. 

BRYAN S. DAVIS 
President 

JAS. A. WALKER 
Secretary 

Published Monthly by 

Bryan Davis Publishing Co., Inc. 

52 Vanderbilt Ave. 
New York City 

Chicago Office -333 N. Michigan Ave.- Charles H. Farrell, Mgr. Kansas City Office -306 
St. Louis Office-505 Star Building -F. J. Wright San Francisco Office -155 
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Application for entry as second class matter at the Post Office at New York. N. 
act of March 3, 1879 pending. Yearly subscription rate 92.00 in United States 
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A1NA,CN DA 
_ /rem mine to consumer 

The coils shown 
above, made to 
exacting specifica- 
tions, are typical of 
the production in 
Anaconda's Coil 
Department at 
Muskegon, Mich. 
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ANACONDA 
COILS exceed 

radio's demand 
for accuracy 

Anaconda ... always pioneering ... offers coils of advanced 
design for every purpose in radio -coils which exceed 

today's. growing demand for accuracy. 
The most advanced principles of design and construction 

go into their manufacture. But that is not enough. Their 
unexcelled performance is due also to painstaking produc- 
tion methods and strict adherance to accurate standards. 
They are wound with Anaconda Magnet Wire. 

To insure accuracy that's unsurpassed, Anaconda uses 

most modern methods of winding, treating, testing and 
inspecting. You can depend on Anaconda Coils for 
superior performance. Further data supplied on request. 

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY 
General Offices: 25 Broadway, New York Chicago Office: 20 North Wacker Drive 

MAGNET WIRE MILLS AT 
Muskegon, Michigan; Anderson, Indiana; Sycamore, Illinois. 

Sales Offices in Principal Cities 
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THE entire radio industry 
WELL DONE, owes a debt of gratitude to 

Mr. Morris Metcalf, retiring 
president of the Radio Manu- 

facturers Association, for the able manner in 
which he directed the organized efforts of the 
business during the past year. 

In June, 1930, the radio sales outlook was 
dismal enough to worry the most sanguine go- 
getter. In addition to the declining demand 
for radio receivers due to the economic depres- 
sion, there were many loose ends within the 
radio industry which needed selvaging. The 
morale of cooperation, or at least of fair deal- 
ing, between manufacturing units, had suf- 
fered grievously. 

The president of the R. M. A. has no end 
of responsibility, but his authority is mainly 
that which may be exercised by an intelligent, 
courteous, conciliatory, but forceful personality. 
That Mr. Metcalf during his term as president 
held the organization in line and strengthened 
it was evidenced by the great gathering at Chi- 
cago in June-evidenced also in the smoothly 
functioning machine which kept watch on every 
detail of this large industrial gathering. 

MR. METCALF, 

RODUCTION of radio 
PRODUCTION receivers this year indi- 
IN 1931 cates that hitherto neglected 

markets are being cultivated. 
Twenty manufacturers are turning out midget 
receivers designed to employ 2 -volt tubes and 
to operate on the new, long life dry -cell bat- 
teries. These receivers will find service in 
many places where commercial a -c. power is 
not available, and in locations where the battery 
sets of earlier years failed because of short life 
of the batteries employed. 

In the makeup of the 1931 receivers operat- 
ing on house current almost every need and 
desire of prospective purchasers have been met. 
Receivers are on the market which fit into al- 
most any available space. Almost every need 
of color and finish may be satisfied, and as to 
clarity and volume of reception all of the pres- 
ent day receivers made of dependable parts are 
superior to the sets passed over counters even 
a year ago. 

Production, moreover, is well in hand. Most 
manufacturers of receivers have determined 
upon a general output which they believe can be 

4 

marketed within a year, while at the same time 
the larger factories are in a position to enlarge 
production rapidly, should conditions improve 
sufficiently to stimulate the demand for receiv- 
ers. 

In our July rounds to the factories of re- 
ceiver components manufacturers we visited 
plants where practically every work bench was 
manned and where there was not displayed 
much eagerness for additional orders at present. 
It is true that in some shops the misfortunes of 
the past still weigh heavily around Board 
rooms, slowing down noticeably initiative and 
exploitation. 

A noticeable outcome of the times is that 
various manufacturing organizations have 
been relieved of much of the top heaviness 
which accumulated during the unusually good 
sales years. The best managed plants now 
appear to have under control a flexibility of 
organization and of production which is nec- 
essary for present market conditions, yet which 
will be promptly responsive to an improving 
market. 

T is perhaps a concomitant 
CRASHING of the newness of radio 
THE MIKE that an agreeable and popular 

technique of broadcasting has 
not yet evolved. The great American ambition 
to "make" the front page of a newspaper is 
losing out to a widespread desire to "crash the 
mike." 

It has often been commented upon in recent 
months, by radio listeners, that it is a most 
singular thing should Mr. Graham McNamee 
hurriedly rush to the scene of a prize fight, a 
regatta or a disaster to broadcast the details to 
a waiting world, that at his elbow, or within 
hailing distance of the mike should instantly 
materialize the salesman for a glass wind -shield 
manufacturing concern, who, when stalling 
along is unavoidable, jumps to the task like a 
seasoned front pager. 

It will require vigilance on the part of broad- 
casters to keep publicity seekers from ruining 
the broadcasting business. 

10A)-na.Cokrn-51-1/CO'(., 
Editor. 
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THE RADIO INDUSTRY DEMANDS 

ASSEMBLY SPEED, ECONOMY AND SECURITY 

Leading manufacturers obtain all with Self- tapping Screws 
Build fifty thousand sets in thirty days! Such an order is not 
unusual in a great radio manufacturing plant. Each improve- 
ment in radio design, every buying season, sends produc- 
tion skyrocketing overnight. Speed is the password of radio 
production. Speed to meet delivery schedules. Speed to 
meet cost schedules, too. 

To attain rapid, uninterrupted work along the assembly 
line, leaders in the radio industry use Self- tapping Screws. 
By experience they know that these unique Screws offer 
the simplest, easiest way of making the many fastenings 
required in the assembly of each receiver. In a year's pro- 
duction of the Famous Philco Balanced Unit Radio, more 
than twenty -seven million tapping operations are eliminated 

Hardened Self- tapping Sheet Metal Screws 
For joining and making fastenings to sheet metal up to six 
gauge; also aluminum, die castings, Bakelite, etc. Simply turn 
Screw into drilled, pierced or molded hole. It forms a thread in 
the material as it is turned in. Can be removed and replaced 

by Self- tapping Screws. Radio assemblies made so much 
quicker and cheaper, are also stronger. Scientists have 
proved that fastenings made with Self- tapping Screws hold 
better than machine screws or bolts and nuts under tension, 
shear and vibration stresses. 

Whether you produce ten or a thousand units a month ... 
if your product requires metal assembly, Self- tapping 
Screws probably will reduce your fastening time and costs. 
Find out. Our Assembly Engineers will gladly and honestly 
tell you whether you can use Self- tapping Screws to advan- 
tage if you attach a description of one or more assemblies 
to the coupon below. You will find the two free booklets 
shown below worth careful reading ... be sure to get them. 

Type "U "- Hardened Metallic Drive Screws 
This type of Self- tapping Screw is used for making perma- 
nent fastenings to iron, brass and aluminum castings, steel, 
Bakelite, Durez, etc. Just hammer the Screw into a drilled or 
molded hole. It forms a thread in the material as it is driven 

PARKE R-KALON d/ardened Self-tapping Screws 
AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

< - 14 Unbiased Reports on Savings 

PAT. IN U. 5. 

Scientists Explain Fastening Security 

PARKER -KALON CORPORATION, Dept. L, 190 -198 Verick Street, New York, N. Y. 

Send me free booklets on the Security and Economy of assemblies made with Self- tapping Screws. 

Name and Co. 

Address - 
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WHEN PRICE 
TALKS 

By AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA 

HE radio industry, which has 
never hesitated to talk price even in prosperous times, is 
busy these days establishing lower and still lower prices. 
Quality seems to have gone overboard, and everyone is buy- 
ing on price. Which gives food for some radically new 
thoughts. 

If we are in a price market, there is little to be gained 
by talking quality. Time and again the quality plea is 
pushed aside and the buyer decides on the price basis. While 
this situation is readily met by the smaller manufacturers 
with minimum overhead, no research staff, no advertising 
and no prestige to defend, it is proving more and more of 
a problem to the larger manufacturers. 

There is just one way for the larger manufacturers to 
meet this price situation, and that is to play the same game 
without jeopardizing their regular line and good name. In 
other words, this is the time to introduce new brands geared 
to the price demand. One manufacturer after the other is 
going into a second and third brand, priced to meet the new 
day competition, depending on a sufficient sale to wai rant 
the anticipated low production costs. In many instances 
the demand proves so great that the manufacturer in time 
is able to bring his regular brand down to the new low 
prices, gaining that much more acceptance by offering the 
quality brand. 

Rather than jeopardize the quality brand, the second and 
third brands should be introduced, for it is only a question 
of time when the market will again be demanding quality. 

WANTED: 
TELEVISION 
SHOWMANSHIP ELEVISION companies re- 
port a marked falling off in their sales during the past sixty 
days. This is most disappointing since television sales were 
mounting by leaps and bounds during March and April. 
Yet the matter is readily explained -and even remedied, if 
that is the desire of those concerned. 

The crux of the trouble is that television broadcasters have 
failed to pay proper attention to programs. True, they have 
gone on a more or less regular schedule, which is the first 
step. Some have made a serious attempt at entertainment 
programs. During the past sixty days, however, there has 
been a definite falling off in whatever showmanship may 
have been developed in television broadcasting, and we are 
practically back to the transmitting of films and test pickups 
of little or no entertainment value. 

Before television is definitely accepted by the public, with 
the resultant sale of television home equipment, we shall 
have to organize television entertainment. In this respect 
the problem is no different from the development of sound 
broadcasting, which did not take hold until real showman- 
ship on a time -table basis came to take the place of radio 
telephone tests. Ultimately the regular sound broadcasters 
are certain to introduce the television supplement, flashing 
closeups of their favorites which may be tuned in as an 
optional feature by the broadcast audience. In the mean- 
while, the television companies could do much to help their 
cause along by presenting some genuine entertainment. A 
little more showmanship would make a big difference in 
their balance sheet. 
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ADVERTISING 
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HE slashing of advertising 
schedules during these few months may seem justified on 
the basis of reducing expenses. Certainly it is the easiest 
way out for any management that must trim sail quickly 
to ride out the storm ; but it may not be the best policy for 
an organization that intends remaining in business and get- 
ting started without delay when business in general picks up. 

Advertising is nothing if it is not consistent and persistent. 
The radio industry has seen too much of the wild spurts and 
splashes of inexperienced advertisers, followed by complete 
silence. Today there are radio advertisers who, after spend- 
ing fortunes in consistent and persistent advertising, are 
dropping out, presumably for a month or two, but actually 
for more than they contemplate. That there is no such thing 
as an advertising vacation does not seem to be appreciated 
by radio advertisers, for the most part quite immature in 

this as well as other business details. 
No one can criticize the cutting down of an advertising 

appropriation to fit the available income. Space can be re- 
duced. But to cut out all advertising -to drop out of sight 
for a time -is something quite different. It requires a dis- 
proportionate effort to restore interest and acceptance for 
a line that has dropped its advertising for a time. 

Meanwhile, the radio press is not receiving the support 
to which it is entitled. Many radio consumer papers are 
suffering severely from the advertising vacation. They are 
being seriously impaired. The radio industry will some day 
be sorry that it did not support its press more wholeheart- 
edly, when things move ahead once more. 

PRODUCTION 
CONTROL 

HERE is little danger of over- 
production this radio season. The buying of components 
and raw materials is on a most conservative basis, and 
manufacturers for once are talking sane figures in place of 
the telephone numbers of not so long ago. Even the radio 
tube industry, notorious for its wild over -production sched- 
ules, seems to have declared a veritable moratorium on pro- 
duction in order that excess inventories might be cleaned up. 

During the past thirty days, several large radio manu- 
facturing organizations have closed up shop for several 
weeks. Many radio organizations have gone to a five -day 
week, in some instances reducing wages 10 per cent so as to 
effect an economy in the salaried end of the payroll. Some 
plants are working on a three -day week more or less regu- 
larly, staggering the workers so as to give maximum help 
to the largest number of workers. These measures are all 
justified under present conditions. They are not, however. 
a permanent cure of present -day conditions. 

The radio industry must find new products to stake in 

justifying its facilities and personnel. While it may he well 
to cut down on the working hours for the time being, there 
is one department that should be working harder than ever. 
That is the research and engineering department. It is im- 
perative that this industry develop new products and new 
markets. More money should be spent than ever before for 
engineering talent. The battle for the future radio markets 
is now being fought silently but effectively behind the sealed 
doors of the laboratories. 
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TICKER tape showers and ballyhoo! All very well for the general mob. But 
practical, hard -headed men of science look for solid merit before they award any medals .. . 
Since its introduction last fall, Elkon's acceptance as standard equipment by 42 leading set man- 
ufacturers proves this new -type condenser a sound, worthwhile contribution to radio engi- 
neering ... The new Elkon is the most efficient electrolytic condenser ever made -no free 
water * -nothing to leak, or freeze in shipment -most compact -mountable in any position - 
can optional but not necessary -only 4 % power factor- highest voltage rating -long life -high 
filtering efficiency -in fact Elkon has practically the same characteristics as paper condensers - 
only it costs less and is far less bulky! And all of the above characteristics apply to our new Bi- 
pass condensers, too! ... A request today will bring you your sample tomorrow. Complete 
information will be sent to all members of your technical staff. Just send their names. 
* -water of crystallization, of 
course - but no free water. 

E L K O N 1ml Imil CONDENSERS 

r E L K O N D I V I S I O N O F 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. 
Sales Offices: New York Cleveland Detroit Chicago - Los Angeles 

COST LESS TO BUY AND LESS TO INSTALL 
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CHANGE- 
and its bearing 
on your COILS 

How long are your radio prod- 

ucts likely to continue exactly as 

they are today? 

As changes become necessary, 

or when entirely new designs 

must be conceived, it will be of 

great value to you to draw upon 

wide coil knowledge and exper- 

ience that is abreast of its day. 

It will be of value to secure the 

right coil promptly -in any quan- 

tity- without involving expens- 

ive changes in coil -producing 

equipment at your own plant. 

There are many advantages 

in making General Cable your 

source of coil supply. Not the 

least of them is the ability of 

General Cable, through extensive 

facilities, widespread experience, 

and modern research laborator- 

ies, to offer you unlimited, flex- 

ible, and economical production. 

You will find able engineering 

assistance to meet your changing 

requirements, promptly. 

GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION 
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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PROMPT DELIVERIES 

any where -any time 

-any quantity 

The scientific care used in making 
Summerill Seamless Nickel Tubing 
is carried through until it reaches 
you. It is packed in a sturdy box 
carefully made to insure the con- 
tents against all shocks in trans- 
port. It assures perfect condition 
of the tubing when it reaches you. 

THE Peak Production demands of radio 
tube manufacturers have for years been 

met promptly and accurately by Summerill 
precision and protected shipping methods. 

In the manufacture of the new pentode, 
variable -mu and other tube types -the 
background of Summerill experience and 
coöperation is again helping to maintain 
high standards of tube production -and 
tube performance. 

Radio tube manufacturers recognize the advan- 
tages of the almost perfect uniformity, both 
chemically and mechanically, of Summerill tubing. 

If you need tubing of this character -if guaran- 
teed deliveries, no matter how large your require- 
ments, would be helpful -write us. 

Now is the time to contract for future needs. 

LET US send you a sample for your 
engineering and production departments 

The Son.merin Tonkin.) Co. 

Bridgeport 
founded 1899 

Philadelphia District 

Pennsylvania 

Tti III) ING by S1TJMMERILL 
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LET'S Go 
SEPTEMBER, as usual, will see the stepping up of production 

schedules and a scurry of sales activities thruout the radio 

and associated fields. Increased activities in television manufac- 

ture and broadcasting have already commenced. 

AT THE NEW YORK RADIO AND ELECTRICAL SHOW many new 

products will be exhibited. Sales charts will show an upward 

trend. The requirements of the industry for parts and materials 

will step up -as they always do during the autumn and winter. 

OVER 9,000 PAID SUBSCRIBERS will scan the September Show 

Number of RADIO ENGINEERING for information about com- 

ponents, materials, instruments and their applications. 

YOUR ADVERTISING IN THE SEPTEMBER SHOW NUMBER OF 

RADIO ENGINEERING (The Season -Opening Number) should tell 

the complete engineering story of your products. 

Note: Radio Engineering has the largest paid circulation of any radio industrial or 

electronic publication -over 40 per cent more than its closest competitor. 

The per reader advertising rates are much lower than any competing 
radio or electronic publication 

FORMS FOR THE SEPTEMBER SHOW NUMBER CLOSE AUGUST 25TH. 
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Quantity production 
keeps down the cost 

Rigid 
Inspection 
keeps up the quality 

HYGRADE Tubes combine the economy of mass 
production with the high quality only possible 

where standards of inspection are uniformly high. 

The production of Hygrade Tubes has reached its 
present large proportions without any lowering of 
quality standards. Hygrade has moved into the 
ranks of the world's leading tube manufacturers 
and at the same time retained the uniformity and 
accuracy which has given such ready acceptance 
to Hygrade Tubes among radio set manufacturers. 

New tubes, fresh from production and embodying 
the latest developments and improved construc- 
tion .... no wonder Hygrade continues to grow 
in favor as the choice of the set manufacturer. 

HYGRADE 
RADIO TUBES 

"Tubes You Can Trust" 

A product of the Hygrade Lamp Division of Ilvgrade Sylvania 

FORTIFIED 
CONSTRUCTION 

(patent applied for) 

Strong tubes are better tubes. All Hy- 
grade Radio Tubes are made better by 
the Hygrade method of fortifying (patent 
applied for) which renders it virtually 
impossible to break or injure the internal 
parts unless the bulb itself is smashed. 

Jolts and jars, vibration, the rough handling 
of shipping cannot injure Hygrade Radio 
Tubes because the elements are held 

in positive, accurate space relation - 
fortified against breakage or distortion. 

Corporation, Salem, Massachusetts 
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Back of Textolite Laminated .. . 
Years of Research 

Years of insulation research are be- 
hind the G -E insulators that protect 
this G -E experimental "lightning gen- 
erator" from a 15 foot bolt, 5,000,000. 

volt artificial lightning discharge 

and Manufacturing Practice 

Uniform durable insulation is vital to 
the satisfactory performance of the 
stationary armature for this G -E 

30,000 -kw, synchronous condenser 

are behind Textolite Laminated 

Proved service also characterizes these 
representative parts made from Text - 

olite laminated 

more than 40 YEARS 
Experience with All Types 

of Insulations 

For more than forty years, insulation has been a basic 

consideration of G -E engineering. 

Generators - motors - high- tension cable - vacuum 

tubes - the reputation of these and every other G -E 

product would not be maintained without high quality 

insulation. For this reason, G -E engineers and research 

men have steadily worked and progressed toward ulti- 

mate excellence in insulation. 

The long experience and extensive facilities of General 

Electric are back of Textolite laminated. It is especially 

appropriate for insulation needs in radio and electronic 

applications. Ask the G -E office in your vicinity about 

Textolite laminated, or inquire of the eastern or western 

fabricators. 

General Fabricating Co. 
37 East 18th St. 

New York City 

Electrical Insulation Corp. 
308 W. Washington St. 

Chicago, III. 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 
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A Monument 

More Enduring 

Than Bronze 
By DONALD MCNICOL 

THOSE men are happiest who throughout 
their lifetimes have a congenial hobby with 
which from day to day they may leaven 
the cares of a vocation or a profession. 

There are those who are convinced that a 
man's hobby should provide a complete change 
of mental occupation from that of the day's 
work, but upon occasion there is evidence to 
show that much of delight and diversion have 
been gained by men who pursued hobbies re- 
lated in some fashion to the particular tasks 
which occupied their gainful hours. 

One can imagine a forester having the hobby 
of collecting specimens of wood ; a deep sea 
mariner in his leisure hours carving out models 
of famous clippers, or a railroad man filling 
scrap -books with pictures of old locomotives. 
Hobbies of the nature of these would seem to 
be understandable and complete. 

A philosopher or an essayist writing on 
hobbies of a high and inspiring nature has ex- 
amples at hand to illustrate his theme : the ex- 
ample of Sir Francis Ronalds, and J. Latimer 
Clark, in England, and Mr. Chester H. Thor- 
darson, in America. Ronalds and Clark 
throughout their lifetimes made extensive col- 
lections of published works on all phases of 
electrical research and development. About 
thirty years ago the Clark collection was pur- 
chased by S. S. Wheeler, of New York, and 
brought to America where it now constitutes 
a valuable section of the library in the Engi- 
neering Societies Building on Thirty -Ninth 
Street, New York. 

The Thordarson collection of historical elec- 
trical books, transactions and pamphlets, mag- 
nificently housed in this scientist's library, in 
Chicago, has grown quietly but extensively 
through the years until today it is perhaps the 
most complete and richest private electrical 
library in America. 

On numerous trips abroad Mr. Thordarson 
scoured the book marts and the attics of Europe 
for the purpose of adding to his great collection 
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all procurable original source material. In this 
he succeeded to an extent that is a credit to per- 
sistence and to a clear knowledge of what to 
look for. 

In this great private library furnished with 
magnificently carved tables, chairs and filing 
cases, repose original copies of most of the 
important publications on electricity from the 
beginning of the science to the present time. 

Here the student may revel in the rumina- 
tions of Petrus Peregrinus (Pierre de Mari - 
court) who, prior to the year 1600, wrote about 
the lodestone magnet. Here an electrical stu- 
dent of the year 1931 may hold in his hands a 
copy of the first edition of William Gilbert's 
famous "De Magnete" published 331 years 
ago. He may even browse through the second 
and third editions of the same work. Or he 
may peer reverently into a copy of the volume 
by Galilei Galileo (1635) on the subject of the 
systema cosmicum, wherein Galileo discredits 
the idea of sympathetic magnetic telegraphy. 

In this library may be traced to their very 
source and origin Francis Bacon's ideas of dis- 
tinguishing between physics and metaphysics, 
and so on down through the centuries may be 
checked, step by step, each new foothold of 
advancing knowledge. 

To those who know C. H. Thordarson in- 
timately it requires no stretch of imagination 
to picture him of an evening alone seeking 
through these venerable tomes for the truth - 
the truth of scientific method and scientific dis- 
covery. That this American has beén an out- 
standing success in scientific research and as a 
manufacturer is in no way difficult to under- 
stand when one contemplates the industry he 
has applied to the study of all that has gone 
before. 

And, perhaps best of all, some day when he 
is in a position to luxuriate unmolested in the 
comfort of a hobby, the gentle peace of solitude, 
he will have at hand the finest of all diversions : 

a book -six thousand books. 
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Stop Interference on Radio- Equipped Cars 
With Bradley Suppressors 

No Shielded Ignition Cable Needed 
Bradley Suppressors are special solid 

molded resistors used by prominent car 
manufacturers to provide individual re- 
sistors for each spark plug and for the 
common cable to the distributor on 
radio -equipped cars. 

They increase the resistance of the 
high tension ignition system and mini- 
mize the disturbing oscillations in the 
ignition circuit which interfere with the 
radio receiver in the car. When used 

Bradleyunits 
Bradleyunits are solid molded 

resistors unaffected by tempera- 
ture, moisture or age. 

Their accurate calibration, 
great mechanical strength and per- 
formance make them ideal forpro- 
viding correctC- bias,platevoltage, 
screen grid voltage and for use as 
grid -leaks and as fixed resistors in 
resistance -coupled circuits. 

All units are color -coded to 
meet any radio set manufacturer's 
specifications. 

with suitable by -pass condensers in 

other parts of the circuit, shielded igni- 
tion cables are unnecessary. 

They do not affect the operation of the 
motor. The sturdy construction of Bradley 
Suppressors adapts them for the severe 
service in which they are used. Heat and 
moisture and age have no effect upon 
their performance. They are the last 
word for motor -car radio. 

Bradleyometers 
The Bradleyometer is a poten- 

tiometer with approximately fifty 
solid resistance discs interleaved 
between metal discs. 

The total number of discs can 
be arranged in accordance with 
any resistance- rotation curve. 

One or more Bradleyometers 
can be arranged to operate with 
one knob. Mixer controls, T -pad 
and H -pad attenuators and other 
complex controls can be provided. 

ALLEN - BRADLEY CO. 
126 W. Greenfield Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

ALLEN-BRADLEY RESISTORS 
Produced by the makers of Allen- Bradley Control Apparatus 

Type A. Single 
& aeleycmaer 

Type AA. Double 
Bradleyometer 

Type AAA, Trips. 
Bradleyometer 
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Noise generation 
within radio 
receivers' 

By RINALDO DE COLA 

THE gradual but constant improve- 
ment in radio receivers since the 
advent of modern broadcasting 
has finally led the design engi- 

neer to a point where it is essential for 
him to thoroughly understand the fac- 
tors determining the upper limit of 
merit for radio receivers. 

In the case of selectivity and fidelity 
many excellent practical papers have 
been written on the design of appro- 
priate circuits. However, the case of 
sensitivity, due to the limited sensitivity 
which could be obtained before the in- 
troduction of the screen -grid type am- 
plifier, has not received much attention 
until quite recently. Limit in sensitivity 
is not imposed by any definite limit on 
the value of this characteristic, but is 
a relationship between the intensity of 
a received radio signal to the noises 
which arise within the set. Since in 
broadcast receivers programs are prac- 
tically always for entertainment pur- 
poses, a relatively small amount of 
noise is sufficient to entirely destroy its 
entertainment value. 

Since we are only interested in limi- 
tations imposed upon sensitivity from 
the fundamental structure of matter. 
noises due to static, motors, flashers, 
etc., are not within our scope, since 
they can, except for static, be success- 

$A 
F 
}aper presented before Cleveland section 

A theoretical discussion 
of radio receiver design as 
related to the employ- 
ment of new type tubes. 

Fig. 1. 

fully counteracted by proper legislation 
and care. 

As will be pointed out later in greater 
detail, these noises are due to thermal 
agitation within conductors, shot effect 
in the space current of thermionic tubes, 
and to a lesser degree the secondary 
emission and ionization within vacuum 
tubes. The effects mentioned above will 
be treated separately under the follow- 
ing captions: 

(1) Thermal agitation. 
(2) Shot effect. 
(3) Secondary emission and ioniza- 

tion. 
The general theory of thermal agita- 

tion and shot effect has been thoroughly 
investigated both mathematically and 
experimentally by many physicists. 
Lately, however, these effects have been 
investigated with particular reference to 
radio receiver performance. 
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While to a certain degree the work 
of previous workers will be repeated for 
sake of continuity, this paper has been 
primarily prepared to point out some 
further limitations of present -day de- 
sign in receivers and to suggest modi- 
fications to reduce its effects. 

Thermal Agitation 
Due to the fundamental concept of 

matter which holds that a conductor 
consists of practically numberless small 
particles in a state of ceaseless agita- 
tion, and because of the frequency of 
collisions between these particles which 
are normally disrupted and electrified 
due to collision, a small but measurable 
voltage is generated between any two 
points of the conductor. This effect is 
more pronounced the greater the tem- 
perature and electrical resistance of the 
conductor. The rate or time between 
individual collisions is not a constant, 
but represents a haphazard surging back 
and forth of electrified particles. 

An analysis by means of Fourier's 
series for an elementary event, that is, 
the passage of a single electrified par- 
ticle between collisions, shows that 
every conceivable frequency of voltage 
is generated, and that the amplitudes 
of these voltages are identical. If n, 
such events transpire in a unit of time, 
then the voltage is equal to n times that 
of a single event. 

Since the noise generated within the 
grid coil of the first r -f. stage of an 
amplifier is subjected to the greatest 
amplification in traversing the remain- 
der of the amplifier, its effect will pre- 
dominate over the noises in the suc- 

Fig. 2. 
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ceeding stages. Of course, the gain of 
this stage should be reasonably high. 
The mean square value of the voltage 
can be calculated by means of the equa- 
tion developed by Schottky, 

2 a 
e' --Kt RIG du) 1 

o 
where, 

K, is a constant, 
R, the effective value of resistance, 
G, the gain of the amplifier, 

and t, the temperature abs. deg. Kelvin. 
Normally, in even a very high -gain 
amplifier, the value of noise which can 
be heard as the familiar hiss is very 
small and hard to measure, unless a 
carrier voltage is impressed upon the 
system. Thus, it can be shown that the 
magnitude of the voltage due to the 
beating of various frequencies in the 
noise to produce the resonant frequency 
of the receiver is small compared with 
the noises beating with the carrier. 

However, we are not primarily in- 
terested in the absolute value of noise, 
but only in the ratio of signal to noise 
appearing in the final output stage. 
Consequently we are desirous of trans- 
ferring as much signal into the first - 
grid circuit from the antenna as possi- 
ble, and to keep the value of noise as 
low as possible. In practice, using pre - 
selector circuits, in order to obtain op- 
timum transfer between the two cir- 
cuits, they are electrically aligned as 
closely as possible. To obtain fair se- 
lectivity, but mostly to reduce cross- 
talk, the optimum value of coupling is 
only sufficient to transfer about fifty per 
cent of the signal voltage into the ad- 
jacent grid circuit. Since the noises 
due to thermal agitation originate pre- 
dominately in this circuit, this reduc- 
tion in the transferred signal voltage is 
effective in reducing the ratio of signal 
to noise by about one -half. Although 
this factor is undoubtedly an important 
contributing factor to signal -noise ratio, 
another outstanding limitation of this 
arrangement can at once be recognized 
by an examination of Fig. 1 -A which 
is shown in equivalent form in Fig. 
1 -B. A consideration of the expression 
for effective resistance R, shows that 
if fairly efficient circuit design is as- 
sumed the value of impedance Z is very 
low, approaching the value of R, in 

ideal cases, which consequently raises 
the effective value of resistance R, to a 
very high value. Since equation (1) 
shows that the effective resistance of a 
circuit is a contributing factor to noise, 
this effect should readily be evidenced 
by comparison to such a transfer sys- 
tem as shown in Figs. 2 -A and 2 -B. 
Because of the aperiodicity of this sys- 
tem the value of Z is always quite high, 
which limits the value of R,. This com- 
parison was subjected to experimental 
proof, and the results are shown graph- 
ically in Fig. 3. As can be seen in this 
graph, the ratio of noise in the two 
systems is approximately one -fourth. 

The decrease in the value of noise for 
the higher frequencies for the curve 
marked Fig. 1 -A is due to increasing 
values of transfer voltage in the pre - 
selector, which exceeded the value of 
50 per cent which existed for frequen- 
cies below 1,000 kc. The arrangement 
shown in Fig. 4 was used to obtain the 
curves in Fig. 3. The procedure in this 
case was to impress by means of a 
standard signal generator, a radio -fre- 
quency signal modulated at ten per cent 

IP 
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Fig. S 

upon the input of the r -f. amplifier suf- 
ficient to give a known deflection upon 
the vacuum -tube voltmeter connected at 
the output of the a -f. amplifier. The value 
of modulation was then reduced to zero, 
the carrier still remaining, and the volt- 
age which still existed across the volt- 
meter was recorded as noise. To guard 
against error, this was checked at vari- 
ous times during the experiments, by 
disconnecting the signal generator en- 
tirely, which reduced the voltmeter 
reading substantially to zero. 

Selectivity 

To compensate for differences in 
overall selectivity of the two systems. 
and to exclude any hum which might 
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be present in the output, a band -pass 
filter was inserted between the a -f. am- 
plifier and the vacuum -tube voltmeter. 
It can be seen, of course, that the total 
value of noise was not recorded, but the 
noise per frequency interval. 

To eliminate the noise arising from 
"shot effect" in this experiment, the 
tubes used in the r -f. amplifier were of 
the screen -grid 224 type operated at 
2.6 volts filament and at 45 volts screen, 
and 180 volts plate. As will be shown 
later, operating these tubes at the volt- 
ages specified is effective in substan- 
tially eliminating this effect. 

The criterion, therefore, in the min- 
imization, since it is evident that total 
elimination is impossible, of thermal 
agitation is to eliminate the pre- selec- 
tor system, and correct the difficulty of 
crosstalk, distortion, etc., by using the 
new type 235 or 251 exponential tube 
in place of the 224's. In the treatment 
of the shot effect which is to follow it 
will be shown that the new tubes, due 
to the varying grid pitch which gives 
the exponential effect a much higher 
value of electron action, are drawn from 
the cathode section adjacent to the sec- 
tion of greatest grid pitch. This results 
in a close approach to electronic satur- 
ation for this section of the cathode. 

Shot Effect 

The phenomena of the small shot or 
shot effect was originally investigated 
by Schottky. He showed that for con- 
ditions of voltage saturation with ther- 
mionic high- vacuum devices that the 
rate of electronic emission from the hot 
cathode varied from time to time, which 
consequently caused small fluctuations 
in the instantaneous value of space cur- 
rent. This effect can be analyzed by 
means of Fourier's series, which yields 
the same results regarding frequency 
distribution of energy and amplitude of 
waves as was indicated for thermal agi- 
tation. The difference between thermal 
agitation and shot effect is that the ele- 
mentary effect of thermal agitation is 
the path of an electrified particle be- 
tween collisions within a conductor, and 
in the case of shot effect it is the event 
of one single electron traversing the 
space from cathode to plate. 

Since normal application of thermi- 
onic devices to radio uses necessitated 
the presence of space charge, the origi- 
nal equation of Schottky cannot be ap- 
plied directly to phenomena within a 

radio tube. Why this is true can be 
readily appreciated by a study of Fig. 5. 

STANDARD 
SIGNAL 

GENERATOR 

RADIO RECEIVER 
(HIGH GAIN) 

AUDIO 
BAND- PASS 

FILTER 
300- 1000 ^, 

OUTPUT 
VOLTS 
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This graph shows a plot of plate cur- 
rent against plate voltage changes. For 
all points to the right of the point 
marked x, Schottky's equation can be 
used to calculate the shot effect. How- 
ever, radio tubes are not operated nor 
used in this region of voltage satura- 
tion, but are normally operated at some 
point to the left of x, depending upon 
its particular function within the cir- 
cuit. 

It can be seen that since the phe- 
nomena of the shot effect is due to ir- 
regular emission from the cathode, if a 
reserve of electrons sufficient to supply 
the needs of the space current at all 
times can be maintained in the form of 
a common space charge in the vicinity 
of the cathode, that the effect of this 
space charge will be to smooth out the 
irregularities in emission from the ca- 
thode, since it acts as a reservoir sup- 
plying the needs of the space current. 

It can be seen that, as long as the 
cathode is emitting more electrons than 
are required for the normal space cur- 
rent, the effects of irregular emission 
will be ironed out from the effect of 
the space charge which acts as a reserve 
store of electronic energy. 

Magnitude of Shot Effect 

Tests run upon tubes to measure the 
magnitude of shot effect show that the 
present type 224, and especially the 
newer type 235 and 251 screen -grid 
tubes, are deficient in this respect. The 
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total emission from these tubes, al- 
though usually greater than the total 
space current, is not sufficiently prolific 
to properly smooth out the shot effect 
entirely. The experimental procedure 
in shown in Fig. 6. The setup was such 
that the plate voltage, grid bias, screen 
voltage, and heater voltage could be 
varied through wide limits for the tube 
under discussion. 

To obtain a common reference point 
by which to judge the shot effect in 
various tubes, a 224 tube was first in- 
serted in the set and operated with 180 
volts on the plate, 45 volts screen, -3 
volts on the control grid and 2.6 volts 
heater. It has been found that when 
these voltages are applied to an aver- 
age 224 tube the shot effect can be re- 
duced substantially to zero. The only 
remaining noise recorded by the volt- 
meter being the thermal effect in the 
tuned circuit LC. Fig. 7 shows the re- 
sults on various types of screen tubes, 
plotting screen voltage against the noise 
voltage as read on a vacuum -tube volt- 
meter. It can be seen that the effect of 
voltage saturation in the 235 and 251 

type tubes is considerably more pro- 
nounced than in the 224 tube. This ef- 
fect is even worse than indicated by this 
figure since with the increased values of 
screen voltages the plate resistance was 
decreased, which tended to short out 
circuit LC, reducing the transfer volt- 
age. 

Changes in Tube Characteristics 

A recent change in the specifications 

for the type 235 tube and the reduction 
of the normal plate current to 7.0 ma. 
will make the curve for this tube lie 
between the curves for 235 and 251. 
However, in spite of this change, it 
would seem necessary that tube manu- 
facturers should be more liberal in the 
design of cathode emitters. 

Even though the 235 tube is effective 
in diminishing the ratio of signal to 
noise from thermal agitation by elimina- 
tion of the pre -selector, at least in t.r.f. 
circuits, this effect is somewhat coun- 
teracted by the increase in noise arising 
from the shot effect within this tube. 
However effectively this shot effect can 
be reduced depends directly upon the 
merits of the cathode as an emitter, and 
the operating voltages of the tubes. 

Secondary Emission and Ionization 

Ionization within a tube causes com- 
paratively heavy positive carriers to be 
attracted to the space charge, which 
changes the density of the space charge 
due to recombination, resulting in a 
change in the instantaneous flow of 
space current. However, with the mod- 
em methods prevalent in the manufac- 
ture of radio tubes, noise due to ioniza- 
tion and secondary emission is negligible. 

Measurement of secondary emission 
and ionization is quite difficult due to 
the very small voltage magnitude en- 
countered in the normal operation of 
tubes. Amplifiers for the measurement 
of these effects must have a very high 
gain. 

Federal Radio Commission 
THE Federal Radio Commission 

has issued general order No. 116: 
1. On and after the effective 

date of this order and until one 
year from said date all radio broadcast- 
ing stations operating between 550 and 
1500 kilocycles shall maintain the as- 
signed frequency between the limits of 
500 cycles per second above to 500 
cycles per second below the assigned 
frequency. 

2. On and after one year from the 
effective date of this order all radio 
broadcasting stations operating between 

550 and 1500 kilocycles shall maintain 
the assigned frequency between the 
limits of 50 cycles per second above to 
50 cycles per second below the assigned 
frequency and said stations are hereby 
required to make provision for the 
checking of the frequency of the emitted 
wave by means independent of the fre- 
quency control of the transmitter, said 
independent means having capability of 
the accuracy above mentioned. 

3. On and after the effective date of 
this order the Commission will author- 
ize the installation of new transmitting 

equipment in broadcasting stations or 
changes in the frequency control equip- 
ment at present licensed for operation 
only if such equipment is so designed 
that there is reasonable assurance that 
the transmitter is capable of maintain- 
ing the assigned frequency to the ac- 
curacy set forth in paragraph 2 above. 

4. Each broadcasting station is here- 
by required to announce twice each day, 
at the beginning and end of its pro- 
gram, that it is broadcasting on a fre- 
quency of - kilocycles, by authority 
of the Federal Radio Commission. 
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Using short -wave 
adapters and 
converters 

By CLYDE A. RANDON 
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It is important to correctly understand the differ- 
ence between a converter and an adapter, as these 
terms are applied to radio receivers. 

BEFORE one discusses the subject 
of short -wave adapters and con- 
verters, it is well to define what 
is meant by "adapter" and "con- 

verter," in the best seine of these words. 
There is considerable confusion among 
laymen as to the distinction between an 
adapter and a converter. One often 
hears these two terms used interchange- 
ably, while actually there is quite a dif- 
ference between the two. The term 
"converter" should be applied only to 
devices which convert one frequency 
into another frequency. A converter 
may be used as the first detector of 
a superheterodyne arrangement. A 
short-wave converter is an electrical ar- 
rangement .which changes short waves 
into long waves so that the short wave 
can be received on an ordinary broad- 
cast receiver. The broadcast receiver 
itself functions as the intermediate-fre - 
quency amplifier of the superheterodyne. 
It is usually necessary that this inter- 
mediate- frequency amplifier should give 
considerable amplification for good 
loudspeaker reception. This requires 
that the intermediate- frequency ampli- 
fier shall consist of radio- frequency 
stages employing screen -grid tubes, 
usually. 

Although in one sense a converter 
is also an adapter, it is better to con- 
fine the term converter to the short- 
wave superheterodyne arrangement. An 
adapter is an electrical arrangement for 
adapting an ordinary receiver for short- 
wave work. It is obvious that an 
adapter also can be used for adapting 
an ordinary broadcast receiver for long - 
wave work. An adapter is usually 
simply a short -wave detector and is sen- 
sitive to short wavelengths. No change 
in frequency takes place through an 
adapter. An adapter employs only the 
audio- frequency part of a broadcast re- 
ceiver, while a converter also employs 
the radio -frequency stages of the re- 
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ceiver. In some broadcast receivers, the 
radio -frequency amplification is so low 
that one may just as well use an adapter 
instead of a converter, obtaining almost 
equal results. If properly adjusted, an 
adapter gives very satisfactory results, 
and it has the advantage of being con- 
siderably lower in first cost. 

Adapter of Lower Cost 

In view of the fact that an adapter 
is of much lower cost and will operate 
quite well with almost any type of 
receiver, if properly adjusted, it is well 
to point out the factors which usually 
give poor results when adapters are 
employed. The usual trouble with short- 
wave adapters is that they are not very 
sensitive. This, however, is also the 
case with short -wave receivers employ- 
ing a small number of tubes. A prop- 
erly adjusted adapter operated with a 
broadcast receiver having two good 
stages of audio -frequency amplification 
will give just as good results as the 
usual 3 -tube receiver. However, the 
adapter must be carefully adjusted in 
order to insure good values at short 
waves. This article will consider the 
proper installation of short-wave 
adapters with common types of broad- 
cast receivers in order to secure satis- 
factory results. 

An adapter is really very easy to con- 
struct. The circuit of a simple adapter 
for use with a battery operated set, is 
shown in Fig. 1. Of course, the same 
circuit applies for a -c. sets. The only 
difference is that the connection from 
the tuning coil to filament is missing; 
this connection being made to the 
cathode of the a -c. tube instead. Nor- 
mally, the rheostat, R2, shown in the 
diagram of Fig. 1, need not be used. 
However, if a tube having a lower fila- 
ment voltage than those in the broad- 
cast receiver itself is used, this rheostat 
is necessary. A rheostat also allows 
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fine adjustment of the filament tempera- 
ture of the detector tube which is usual- 
ly not possible in the broadcast receiver 
itself. This rheostat is not necessary if 
an a -c. tube is used in the short -wave 
adapter.. 

Sensitivity 

If it is desired to increase the sensi- 
tivity of the short -wave adapter, the 
circuit shown in Fig. 2 can be used. 
This arrangement gives one stage of 
screen -grid radio -frequency amplifica- 
tion ahead of the adapter, making it 
much more sensitive to distant stations 
and giving greater loudspeaker volume. 
The practical constructional data of 
Fig. 1 is as follows : 

The antenna is of the usual size, say 
about 75 feet long. This value is, of 
course, not critical. Better results are 
secured from horizontal than vertical 
aerials, especially noticeable at short 
waves. The aerial condenser, C6, con- 
sists of two small copper plates about 
one inch square and separated A of 
an inch. These small plates should be 
mounted on a piece of bakelite and 
should be well away from the front of 
the panel, otherwise the set will have 
considerable hand capacity. C2 is a 
.00015 grid condenser, and RI is a five 
megohm grid leak. Cl is a .00015 vari- 
able condenser, and C3 is a .00025 size. 
Ll and L2 are coils wound of No. 22 
wire on UX tube bases. R2, if used, is 
a 20 -ohm rheostat. This resistance 
value is sufficient so that one of the new 
2 -volt tubes may be employed if de- 
sired. At the point "X" shown in Fig. 
1 a small choke consisting of 100 turns 
on a quarter inch diameter dowel can 
be used, if found necessary. The tube 
base for plug -in is an ordinary UX 
tube base. The leads run to the tube 
base as shown in Fig. 1. Flick the solder 
out of the tube base prongs with a 
soldering iron and run the leads to the 
ends of the prongs and solder in place. 
Then fill the base with a sealing com- 
pound such as sealing wax. The grid 
prong on the tube base is not used. To 
cover the 15 to 125 meter range, the 

Fig. 1. Simple adapter for use with a 
battery operated receiver. 
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secondary and tickler coils should con- 
sist of 4 and 5, 9 and 5, and 18 and 6 
turns, respectively. 

In Fig. 2, the detector unit has, of 
course, the same constants as in Fig. 1. 

C6 is the same size as C6 of Fig. 1. 

C5 is a .00035 size. L4 is a plug -in- 
coil. To cover the same range as the 
detector coils, make three coils for L4 
consisting of 4, 9, and 18 turns 
of No. 22 wire on a UX tube 
base. If a separate rheostat, R3, is 
used, this should be of a 20 -ohm size. 
The coil L3 in the plate circuit of the 
radio -frequency amplifier stage should 
consist of about 100 turns of No. 36 
wire closely wound on a piece of tubing 
two inches in diameter. This coil is 
coupled to coil Ll of the detector. If 
desired, L3 may be a short -wave choke 
coil. If L3 is a choke, couple the radio - 
frequency amplifier to the detector 
through a .00025 condenser C7. This 
will usually simplify connection because 
of the difficulty of coupling Ll and L3 
if L1 is changed as it is for plug -in 

CONNECT OTO100000 
OHM VARIABLE RESISTOR 
IN +45 V. LEAD TO 

BATTERIES. 

SPEAKER 

Fig. 3. 

coils. The size of the coils given above 
for the radio -frequency amplifier will 
give considerable overlap between coils. 
However, this allows one to use either 
one of the two coils at the lower ranges. 
Better amplification is obtained when 
using the largest coil possible for a 
given wavelength. C4 may be as small 
as .006 mfd., but values as high as .5 
mfd. are often specified. The grid cir- 
cuit should be carefully shielded from 
the plate circuit. 

This usually means that the coil L4 
and the condenser C5 should be inside 
the shield can as well as the leads to 
the grid. Keep all leads short, especially 
those from the plate to the choke, and 
from the screen grid to the screen grid 
by -pass condenser C4. The plate volt- 
ages, shown in the diagram, will, of 
course, change slightly with different 
tubes. L3 must have a large number of 
turns, otherwise the screen -grid tube 
will only give a small amplification. 

Use of New 2 -Volt Tubes 

Adapters are becoming more popular 

not only because of their increased sen- 
sitivity, but because of the new 2 -volt 
battery tubes of low cost. Two -volt 
tubes are almost as cheap as 201 -A's 
and they have the advantage that two 
dry cells, when used for filament sup- 
ply, last a long time. 

Another factor that will increase the 
use of adapters is the low cost of fine 
battery operated sets. 

If an adapter has been constructed, 
it must be properly adjusted to the par- 
ticular set with which it is to work. 
This important point has been neglected 
often, in the past. The usual adapter 
offered on the market is so designed 
that it will function with almost any 
type of broadcast receiver. An adapter 
employing fine parts, especially good 
coils, and short leads throughout, will 
give excellent results, provided it is 
properly connected to the broadcast re- 
ceiver with which it is to be used. The 
results are really surprising when 
everything has been carefully designed. 

Adjustment 

When the usual adapter is connected 
to a broadcast receiver, it will be found 
that the regeneration is not very 
smooth. The regeneration control is, in 
reality, the sensitivity control. When 
the tube oscillates with a hum, a click, 
or, in general, not smoothly, the sensi- 
tivity is very greatly reduced. In order 
to smooth out the regeneration, the volt- 
ages applied to the detector must be 
carefully adjusted. The rheostat, R2. 
in Fig. 1, will often help. Suppose that 
we go through a typical example. 

A common set on the market that 
many experimenters have purchased is 
the Radiola No. 20. This set will give 
excellent results when operated with a 
short -wave adapter. It is suggested 
that the 2 -volt tubes be used in one of 
these sets. These tubes are very efficient 
and will give excellent results. One 
of the poweratype tubes should be used 
in the last stage. The general arrange- 
ment is shown in Fig. 3. If 2 -volt tubes 
are used, two dry cells will furnish fila- 
ment supply for the entire set. The 
complete connections are suggested in 
Fig. 3; further general information is 
given on the card tacked on the inside 
of the lid of the set. The detector tube 
(on the extreme right in the Radiola 
20) is removed from the socket and 
plugged into the adapter. The rheostat 
on the Radiola 20 is then turned up 
as for normal operation, and the volume 
control is turned full to the right. The 
tuning controls on the Radiola 20 are 
not employed; the controls on the 
adapter now replace these. Move the 
tuning condenser, Cl (with the largest 
plug -in coil plugged into the coil socket 
of the adapter) while keeping the sensi- 
tivity control so that the tube "hisses." 
if it is found that the regeneration is 
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Fig. 2. 

not smooth, the plate voltage applied to 
the adapter is probably too high. 

In the arrangement tried by the 
writer, it was found necessary to con- 
nect a 0- 100,000 -ohm variable resistor 
in the plus 45 -volt lead to the battery. 
This lead is plainly marked on the bat- 
tery cable of the set. By adjusting the 
voltage on the detector, the regeneration 
can be made very smooth. Another 
thing- that might help is to try various 
values of grid leaks in the adapter. It 
is usually not necessary to try different 
values of grid condensers because a 
.00015 size is usually correct. 

Tuning In 

To tune for foreign stations, look up 
the wavelength of the desired station 
and set the receiver to that wavelength 
by means of points on the dial which 
have been spotted from other stations 
having a known wavelength. The best 
way, however, is to use a .wavemeter 
with the set. These may be either pur- 
chased or constructed. 

WIRELESS PROSECUTIONS IN 
GREAT BRITAIN 

N April 28, the Postmaster General 
stated that the number of prosecu- 

tions undertaken during the year ended 
March 31 last for the use of radio sets 
without licenses was 1,433, and the total 
amount of the fines imposed was £1,110. 
This compares with 1,029 prosecutions 
and fines of £1,194 for the year ended 
March 31, 1930. (The Electrical Re- 
view, London.) 

$5.02 A SHARE EARNED BY RADIO 
AND TELEVISION 

Net income of the U. S. Radio and 
Television Corp., of Marion, Ind., 
amounting to $715,930, equivalent to 
$5.02 a share on 142,705 shares of no- 
par common outstanding, has been an- 
nounced for the six months ended Janu- 
ary 31. The half -year statement gave 
as current assets, $2,672,750, and lia- 
bilities $658,870. Cash on hand, $943; 
868, and net fixed assets $470,761. 
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Vacuum tubes and 

their applications 
By W. C. WHITE* 
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The extensive use of the high -vacuum tube in radio and 
communication work has resulted from certain remark- 
able characteristics of these tubes; the "thyratron" has 
been shown to possess certain other characteristics 
which mark it as being equally well suited to industrial 

uses. 

VACUUM TUBES may be classi- 
fied according to (1) number of 
electrodes (a two -electrode tube, 
being termed a diode, a three - 

electrode tube a triode, and so on, to 
include tetrode and pentode) ; (2) con- 
tent of the bulb, which may be high 
vacuum, gas, or vapor; (3) nature of 
the fundamental electrode, the cathode, 
which may be thermionic, photoelectric, 
mercury -pool, or cold. 

For convenience, practically any form 
of the many types of vacuum tubes can 
be classified by a combination of these 
three properties. For instance one sold 
under the trade name of "tungar" is a 
gas- content, hot -cathode diode. Screen - 
grid tubes used so much in modern 
radio are hot -cathode, high -vacuum 
tetrodes. The small tubes which are 
sold under the trade name of "thyra- 
tron" are hot -cathode, mercury -vapor 
triodes. 

High- Vacuum Tubes 

Fundamentally, the amount of current 
that can be carried through the vacu- 
um in a hot -cathode, high- vacuum tube 
is dependent upon the electron emission 
and space charge effect. The electron 
emission is known to depend upon many 
contributing factors while the space - 
charge factor is controlled by simply 
introducing a grid into the tube with the 
proper voltage applied. 

In a high- vacuum tube are embodied 
four features that singly or in combina- 
tion make for a unique electrical device: 

1. Independence of frequency. The 
speed of electrons is such that they will 
respond to frequencies of the order of 
several million cycles per second, so 
that for most purposes the tube has no 
limitations in this respect. 

.General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. 

2. Continuous control. The electrons 
each carry such a small charge and are 
in such rapid motion that the current 
through the tube can follow accurately 
a very complicated waveform, as dis- 
tinguished from the step -by -step action 
which occurs in most other electrical 
apparatus. This feature has made the 
high- vacuum tube useful in long dis- 
tance telephony and radio broadcasting. 

3. Voltage control. Relatively large 
amounts of current through the tube can 
be controlled by the grid voltage with- 
out furnishing any current to the grid. 
For example, the electricity generated 
by rubbing a fountain pen with a piece 
of cloth, when applied to the grid is 
sufficient to control relatively large 
amounts of power. This feature pro- 
vides for the high amplification com- 
mon to this type of tube. 

4. Rectification. Current passes 
through the tube only when the cold 
electrode is positive with respect to the 
hot electrode. 

From the point of view of these four 
factors, it may readily be seen why the 
high- vacuum tube is of such importance 
in radio. For industrial application, 
however, the high- vacuum tube has cer- 
tain serious limitations, these being due 
mainly to high power loss within the 
tube. Part of this loss is represented by 
the power required to heat the cathode 
to the point at which electron emission 
will take place; this ranges from about 
10 to 150 watts per ampere of current 
passed through the tube. Another limi- 
tation arises from the fact that from 
several hundred to about one thousand 
volts per ampere is required to force 
the current across the vacuum within 
the tube. 

From these facts it will be seen that 
currents of more than a few amperes 
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cannot be handled economically by 
means of this type of tube. Therefore. 
it is apparent that in the industrial field 
the most promising applications of the 
high- vacuum tube is in various control 
operations where the determining factor 
is the unique characteristics of the tube 
rather than its output. 

The Thyratron 

Next discussing the thyratron tube, 
its striking characteristics are the great- 
ly decreased amount of power required 
to heat the cathode, and a marked re- 
duction in the large voltage drop char- 
acteristic of the high- vacuum tube. This 
is brought about by the introduction of 
a slight amount of mercury gas or vapor 
into the bulb, the positively- charged 
vapor or gas molecules mingling with 
the electrons and neutralizing the space - 
charge. This neutralization of the 
space- charge makes possible a very dif- 
ferent design of hot cathode; instead of 
utilizing what might be termed an open - 
type cathode permitting the electrons to 
leave the hot surface easily there may 
be used an enclosed -type cathode with 
just a few holes through which the 
stream of neutralized and negative ions 
may pass. This means that the heat 
may be kept within and conserved, 
whereas the electrons and positive ions 
may be allowed to travel to the anode. 
This is accomplished by surrounding 
the hot cathode with heat insulation 
and heat reflectors with only relatively 
small holes for the passage of the cur- 
rent. The resultant power loss is only 
about one watt per ampere of current 
through the tube contrasted with from 
10 to 150 watts per ampere in the high - 
vacuum tube. 

Also, neutralization of the space - 
charge eliminates the high voltage nec- 
essary to pass the current through the 
space ; and instead of a large voltage in- 
creasing with the amount of current to 
be carried there is a constant -voltage 
drop of from 10 to 20 volts. 

As a result a thyratron tube built to 
about the same physical size as the 
commonly -known UX -250 high- vacuum 
tube, and costing about the same amount 
to manufacture, will handle about 50 
times as much current as the latter. It 
is apparent therefore, that the gaseous 
type of electrostatically -controlled tube 
is much better suited to the handling of 
relatively high currents common in the 
broad field of electrical engineering 
than is the controlled high- vacuum type. 

Nevertheless, a thyratron tube has 
certain limitations; as stated, the high - 
vacuum type can handle currents up to 
a frequency of one million cycles per 
second, whereas the thyratron in its 
present form is limited to a few thousand 
cycles per second. 

From a paper "Vacuum Tubes, Their Industrial 
Applications," presented informally at a meeting 
of the Schenectady Section of the A. I. E. E.- 
Electrical Engineering. 
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Station WHK introduces 
important refinements 

into radio transmitting 
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Insulated sectional towers 
contribute much to reduc- 

tion of power losses 

ACAREFUL survey of the range 
of radio station WHK, Cleve- 
land, Ohio, revealed the fact 
that the field pattern was de- 

cidedly ragged in certain sections of the 
city. From this and other investiga- 
tions it was quite apparent that the sta- 
tion, situated on the top floor of a 
Cleveland office building, surrounded 
on all sides by other skyscrapers and 
broadcasting on a power limit of 1,000 
watts, was by no means operating at 
its highest efficiency. Moreover, a 
close inspection of the transmitting 
equipment indicated a considerable loss 
of power through the towers supporting 
the antenna. All the facts pointed to 
the necessity for radical changes if the 
station expected to maintain and im- 
prove its performance. 

After considering the problem from 
all angles it was decided to petition the 
Radio Commission for permission to 

Fig. 1. Detail of ladder and lighting 
in WHK tower. 

move the transmitting apparatus into 
the country where it would be possible 
to put in an effective ground system, 
and where there would be no interfer- 
ence from steel girdered buildings. 

Permission was granted and accord 
ingly a site on one of the highest hills, 
nine miles south of Cleveland, was 
chosen. While the studio remained 
downtown, the new station and towers 
were erected and new control boards. 
generators, etc., were installed. The 
results of the move were at once ap- 
parent, for with the same transmitting 
power of 1,000 watts, the field pattern 
assumed the shape of a circle, while at 
the same time the distance and volume 
were increased so that they frequently 
rivaled the signals of stations broad- 
casting with wattages running into five 
figures. 

The power losses due to tower leak- 
age which had been experienced in the 
downtown station led to a thorough 
study of this situation with the idea in 
mind of entirely eliminating them. To 
aid in this work engineers from the 
Barberton plant of the Ohio Brass Corn - 
pany were called in to consult with the 
station's engineers. Together these men, 
under the direction of E. L. Govt. chief 
engineer at WHK, and A. O. Austin, 
chief engineer of the Ohio Insulator 
Co., developed into an actuality the 
idea of the insulated sectionalized 
tower. While a number of stations 
have recently insulated their towers at 
the bases, this is the first time it has 
been found practicable to build the 
towers in sections, insulating the sec- 
tions from each other by mounting spe- 
cially designed insulators between them. 
The object of this design is to prevent 
the loss of radiation due to the neutral- 
izing currents that flow out of phase in 
the ordinary uninsulated tower, and to 
prevent the tower itself from oscillating 
and causing interference from second- 
ary radiation. Moreover, the towers 

themselves were designed to minimize 
the shunt capacity effect of one section 
to the other around the insulators. 

It is of interest to note at this point 
that a current of 3/ amperes can be 
measured across the lowest insulator 
with sufficient voltage to operate two 
75 -watt lamps in series at about three - 
quarter brilliance. 

Closing the gates on the towers 
changes the antenna current reading of 
the transmitter about one ampere, indi- 
cating a loss of about 20 per cent. 

Jack -Knife Ladders 

There are several other interesting 
features in connection with the towers. 
It was, of course, necessary to have lad- 
der facilities running the full length of 
the towers. In order to maintain com- 
plete insulation, jack -knife sections 
were built into the ladders at the tower 
section points. These jack -knife sec- 
tions were so designed that they could 
be left open while the station was in 
operation. 

The aerial lights on the towers re- 

Fig. 2. Detail of hoist insulation in 
WHK tower. 

quired by the Federal Radio Commis- 
sion provided another interesting prob- 
lem. Electricity was out of the ques- 
tion inasmuch as any wires along the 
legs of the towers would have destroyed 
the insulation. Consequently gas was 
chosen as the medium of illumination. 
The gas was piped through copper tub- 
ing along the leg of the tower. At the 
section points a special porcelain tube 
built into the insulator carried the gas 
through the insulator where another 
copper tube carried it up to the next 
section, and so on up to the top. In 
Fig. 1 this arrangement can be plain- 
ly seen. 
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The Hoists 

The hoists which are used to raise 
and lower the antenna are also insu- 
lated with wood strain insulators in- 
serted at fifty -foot intervals along the 
steel cables. Since the insulators would 
not go through the blocks at the top of 
the towers, it was necessary to use in- 
verted blocks so that a 50 -foot pull at 

"PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY." 
By Leigh Page, Ph.D., Professor of 
Mathematical Physics in Yale Uni- 
versity, and Norman Ilsley Adams, 
Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of 
Physics in Yale University. D. Van 
Nostrand Company, 250 Fourth Ave., 
New York. Price, $4.25. 

This book meets a clearly defined 
need that has long existed for a book 
on electricity and magnetism to bridge 
the gap between elementary electricity 
and the modern treatment that requires 
wide knowledge of specialized phases of 
higher mathematics. This book requires 
no knowledge other than that of ele- 
mentary physics and elementary calcu- 
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Fig. 3. General 
view of WHK 
sectionalized 

towers. 
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the ground would lower the antenna 185 
feet. Quite a nice problem and rather 
uniquely solved. 

Transmitter House 
The transmitter house and ground 

system which have contributed much to 
the success of the station are also in- 
teresting. The transmitter house ap- 
pears to be a one -story building, where- 

BOOK REVIEW 
lus. In addition to a comprehensive 
treatment of the ordinary subject mat- 
ter of electricity and magnetism, it pro- 
vides an excellent up -to -date approach 
to the applications of circuit theory to 
networks, filters and lines. Moreover, 
there is an excellent introduction to the 
subjects of high frequency oscillations, 
radiation and electromagnetic waves. 

"THE THEORY AND PRACTICE 
OF RADIO FREQUENCY MEAS- 
UREMENTS. by E. B. Moullin. 
486 pp. 289 illustrations. J. P. Lip- 
pincott, Philadelphia, 1931. 
This excellent work is the second 

edition of a standard hankbook for the 
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as it is really two stories with the first 
8% feet below the ground level. This 
construction was employed so as to 
bring the level of the transmitter down 
to the level of the ground system. The 
house itself is set in a copper cradle 
composed of strips from 5 to 14 inches 
wide. The cradle as well as the metal 
beams and metal lath used in the build- 
ing were welded to the ground system. 
Very careful attention was paid to the 
ground system itself which covers about 
5% acres and in which over 20 miles 
of copper wire were plowed into the 
ground. 

Apparently not the slightest detail 
was overlooked inasmuch as the lead -in 
bushing support in the side of the build- 
ing was hewn from a solid stone ring. 
The bushing was then bolted to the 
ring so that no metal could possibly 
come in contact with any steel parts of 
the building. 

With the completion of the present 
set -up, experiments were conducted to 
determine the efficiency of the station. 
The first test with 1,000 watts resulted 
in the signals being heard in New Zea- 
land. While tower losses have been en- 
tirely eliminated, due principally to the 
insulated towers, a number of tests 
showed conclusively that extremely ef- 
ficient broadcasting could be obtained 
with these towers, using a maximum 
power of 5,000 watts. 

Previous to these numerous improve- 
ments, reports were received to the ef- 
fect that radio listeners in the vicinity 
of Cleveland were unable to pick up 
WHK's signals. At the present time 
there are no reports of this nature com- 
ing into the station and it is apparent 
that the raggedness has been com- 
pletely taken out of the field pattern. 

The foregoing description of the new 
radio plant at WHK was procured from 
Mr. L. J. Ott and Mr. Deane S. Kint- 
ner. Mr. M. A. Howlett is manager of 
WHK. 

laboratory and textbook for advanced 
students in radio engineering. The en- 
tire field of the electromagnetic equa- 
tions and of high frequency measure- 
ments is covered in an authoritative 
manner. 

"EXPERIMENTAL RADIO ENGI- 
NEERING." By John H. Morecroft. 
345 pp. Illus. John Wiley and Sons, 
New York. Price, $3.50. 

In this book Professor Morecroft 
aims specifically at the teaching of ra- 
dio principles in the college laboratory. 
Fifty -one experiments are presented, 
each one of which is clearly covered by 
an analysis. 
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Push -pins arrangements 
of unusual character 

By C. H. 

Observations on carrier 
suppression in radiophone 

operation 

IT is believed that the use of a by -pass 
condenser across the biasing re- 
sistance in a push -pull circuit is not 
only unnecessary but is inadvisable, 

as the introduction of an out -of -phase 
second harmonic component in the grid 
circuit of the output stage might prove 
quite helpful. Push -pull circuits in 
general have received considerable men- 
tion in the engineering press but little 
has been said of the balanced modulator 
of Carson. No attempt will be made 
here to demonstrate at length the 
theoretical use of this device other than 
to mention its use in carrier current 
telephony and in the production of the 
carrier suppressed systems employed in 
transatlantic radiophone service. 

In the elementary circuit shown in 
Fig. 1. it may be seen that there are 
two positions at which may be placed 
the input, and two at which the output 
may be taken. The normal procedure, 
based on knowledge of the grid modu- 
lator, would be so to place the carrier 
that it appears in opposite phase at the 
two grids and the modulation between 

W. NASON 

the mid -point of the input transformer 
and ground in such a manner that the 
variations in grid voltage due to the 
modulation voltage are in phase. It is, 
of course, obvious that the procedure 
may be reversed. Note the following 
table where E is the carrier and e the 
modulation voltage. 
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Fig. 3. 
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condition. This is particularly true 
because in those circuits where E is 
not present the other frequencies be- 
sides E-e and E +e can readily be 
lost since transformers efficient for the 
two sidebands will be quite inefficient 
at the other frequencies present. 

Modulation systems in which the car- 
rier has been suppressed are now used 
to a considerable extent in certain 
types of film recording and may be of 
value in television. It is for those in- 
terested in this type of work that these 
notes have been prepared. 

In the type "D" carrier current tele- 
phone installations it has been found 
possible to operate the Carson modula- 
tor in a self -oscillating condition. This 
is done by having the grids of the 

2 

+6 

Input nul pad 
e E Available at C Available at D 
A A 0 
A B E, E-e, E+e 
B A e, E-e, E+e 
B B e, E 

e, E. 2e, 2E, E-e. E-Fe. 
E, 2E, 2e. 
E, 2E, 2e. 
2e, 2E, E-e, E-Fe. 

Since any of the combinations where 
the carrier E does not appear at one 
output point may be used in suppres- 
sing the carrier and obtaining the two 
side frequencies, there is no difficulty 
in obtaining the carrier suppressed 

+B 

Fig. 1. 

Two points of input, two 
points of output. 

Fig. 2. 

Oscillator with tubes 
in parallel. 

tubes in parallel insofar as the carrier 
is concerned but in push -pull with re- 
spect to the modulation. In the third 
case noted in the table it may be noted 
that the carrier is in the common grid 
return and the modulation in the push - 
pull input circuit. The output taken 
from a push -pull transformer at C con- 
tains the sidebands and the modulation 
frequency. By designing the output 
transformer so that it is efficient at the 
frequencies E-e and E +e a situation 
is created such that the amplification 
through the system for the frequency e 
is negligible. The sidebands alone are 
therefore transmitted. By designing an 
oscillator circuit with the two tubes in 
parallel as shown in Fig. 2, a transpo- 
sition to the arrangement shown in Fig. 
3 is simple. Here is an arrangement 
such as the third case in the table 
where it is not difficult to show that a 
strict equivalence exists between the 
self oscillating type and the type in 
which the sources and the modulator 
system are entirely separate. 

GROSS RADIO SALES FOR 1930 

According to Standard Statistics about half a million fewer radio receiving sets were sold in the 
United States last year than in 1929, the decline having amounted to about 14 per cent. Measured 
in dollars, the total sales volume was approximately 45 per cent below that of 1929, price declines 
having exaggerated the drop in unit sales. Including all products (sets, tubes, loudspeakers, bat- 
teries, etc.), aggregate 1930 sales of the industry amounted to $302,529,000, as compared with 

$525,000,000 in 1929, a loss of 40 per cent. 
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Radio 

power 
apparatus 

By S. L. ABRAHAMS* 

IN the progress of radio broadcasting 
the most prominent figure in the 
public mind has been the announcer. 
The great majority of those who 

"listen in" have probably given little or 
no thought to the mechanism whereby 
the announcer and performers are en- 
abled to put on the air the programs 
which have now become a matter of 
course with the public. 

More technical auditors, however, 
have looked behind the announcer and 
seen the transmitter whereby the pro- 
grams are converted to the necessary 
electrical form for broadcasting through 
the well -known "ether." They have 
visualized the operator, who is very nec- 
essary to the success of the program, 
since he is responsible for the machin- 
ery and its functioning. 

The operator in turn, both in broad- 
casting and in radio communication, 
has perhaps taken a somewhat matter - 
of -fact attitude with respect to the 
power supply for the transmitter. Such 
an attitude is not dissimilar to that 
taken by the average individual with 
respect to the functioning of the human 
heart, to which the power supply may 
rightly be compared. As long as the 
heart performs smoothly, its existence 
and importance are apt to be over- 
looked, but, if in any of a thousand pos- 
sible ways something goes wrong, its 
existence is immediately called very 
prominently to our attention. 

Early Machines 

In the early days of radio communi- 
cation, spark transmitters were used 
and the source of power was a 500- 

*General Electric Co. 

cycle generator. The transmitter was 
designed so that the spark -gap broke 
down once in each half cycle, resulting 
in a series of impulses having a fre- 
quency of 1,000 groups per second, 
which gave a very agreeable note in 
the receiver. The voltage for which 
the alternators were designed was 110 
volts, this being transformed to 1,000 
volts by a transformer having special 
characteristics required for the service. 
Usually the 500 -cycle alternator was 
designed to have high synchronous im- 
pedance and poor regulation, in order 
to operate successfully under the peri- 
odic short circuit occurring when the 
spark -gap breaks down. The majority 
of such sets being used on shipboard, 
were driven by direct -current motors, 
excitation for the alternator being ob- 
tained from the motor supply line. For 
convenience and to save space, these 
equipments were usually made of the 
two bearing type. As the ether became 
more crowded with radio messages, it 
was necessary to find means of increas- 
ing the number of channels which could 
be utilized simultaneously without in- 
terference. The damped wave of the 
spark -gap transmitter became obsoles- 
cent, and the vacuum tube transmitter 
took its place. 

With the advent of the vacuum tube, 
the demand for transmitter power sup- 
ply became threefold, corresponding to 
the A, B, and C batteries of the vacuum 
tube receiver, namely, filament, plate, 
and grid supply. Each of these types 
of supply has special requirements 
which must be taken care of by the 
machine characteristics. In addition, 
still further specialization is involved 
on account of the demands of the vari- 
ous transmitter designers. 

Filament Current 

Filament supply sources may be 
either alternating or direct current. In 
a large number of transmitters used for 
telegraph communication only, it is 
quite common to use alternating cur- 
rent on the filaments. The supply may 
be obtained in one of several ways. 
When alternating- current supply is 

available, the line current may be used. 
If the line voltage is variable, a sepa- 
rate machine for filament supply is em- 
ployed, either an alternator, or more 

This paper covers equipment used for supplying 
power to radio transmitters for communication and 

broadcasting. The requirements and characteristics of 
apparatus used for filament, plate and grid excitation 
are discussed and methods for meeting the specifica- 
tions are described. Motor generators are compared 
with rectifiers and batteries and it is shown that the 
former have definite advantages except for very high 
voltage used for plate supply. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

commonly, a double current generator, 
supplying both direct current for ex- 
citation of the plate generator as noted 
below, together with other direct -cur- 
rent requirements for auxiliaries, etc., 
and alternating current for the fila- 
ments. An advantage of such a double - 
current machine lies in the fact that, 
when it is used, the motor -generator 
set is self- contained irrespective of the 
motor line supply, and, in fact, may be 
so designed as to provide for inter- 
changeability of a -c. and d -c. driving 
motors. The double current generator 
may have a single armature winding 
with taps, in which case the ratio of 
alternating voltage to direct voltage will 
be the fixed value obtained in a rotary 
converter, namely, approximately 71% 
for single phase; or two separate wind- 

Fig. I. .25 K VA -110 volt. 2500 r.p.m, 
500 cycle alternator for filament supply. 

ings may be used to obtain any desired 
ratio between a -c. and d -c. voltages. 
The latter arrangement has the advan- 
tage of eliminating the necessity of a 
transformer which is ordinarily re- 
quired on the single -winding machine 
to transform the generated voltage to 
the value - usually considerably lower - 
required for lighting the filaments. In 
either case, the a -c. and d -c. output volt- 
ages cannot be varied independently, 
and the filament voltage is controlled 
by a rheostat in series with the fila- 
ments. Such a generator is usually de- 
signed to operate at full field without 
the use of a shunt field rheostat as de- 
scribed, and fairly wide limits can 
usually be tolerated on the d -c. voltage 
used on the auxiliaries or as an excita- 
tion source for other generators. 

Variation of Output 
In certain instances, notably where 

independent variation of the a -c. out- 
put voltage is desired, a separate alter- 
nator is used for filament supply. Such 
an alternator is shown in Fig. 1. It is 
a single -phase machine of simple de- 
sign, and since filament load has a high 
power- factor, quite good voltage regu- 
lation can be obtained. When the ex- 
citation for such an alternator is ob- 
tained from an exciter which, as part 
of the same motor -generator set, also 
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supplies auxiliaries and excitation for 
other units, the reaction of the pulsat- 
ing armature reaction upon the field in- 
troduces a pulsation in the output of 
the exciter which in turn produces pul- 
sations in the outputs of other machines 
excited from the same source. In some 
instances this has been found to be 
quite objectionable, necessitating action 
to eliminate this effect. 

Machine Converter 

When the line supply is d -c., the usual 
shipboard condition, alternating current 
for filament lighting is most commonly 
obtained by the use of slip rings on the 
driving motor, from which the neces- 
sary amount of volt- amperes are taken. 
In other words, the motor is function- 
ing partly as a motor and partly as an 
inverted rotary converter (Fig. 2). 
Under these circumstances, the a -c. 
voltage is in direct ratio to the d -c. 
line voltage, and the filament voltage 
cannot be controlled except by a series 
rheostat. Furthermore, the a -c. voltage 
is subject to variation in direct ratio 
to any fluctuations in line voltage, and 
since such fluctuations and variations 
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Fig. 2. 2000 volt plate 
generator and 125 volt 
bias generator driven 
by d -c. motor with slip 
rings for filament 

supply. 
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and sometimes by a combination of 
both. The degree to which the ripple 
must be reduced depends on the design 
of the transmitter ; in some instances, 
one per cent is sufficiently low ; in other 
cases, only a small fraction of one per 
cent can be tolerated. For the less ex- 
acting requirements, it is possible to 
incorporate features in the design of 
the generator which will easily meet 
the specifications, but when the greater 
refinement is required it is not possible 
to dispense with the filter. In the latter 
circumstances it is now the usual prac- 
tice to depend upon the filter for 
smoothing out the voltage wave, and 
take what economy there may be in 

eliminating special features in the con- 

are apt to be quite common on ship- 
board, we have an inherent disadvantage 
in the use of this method for obtaining 
filament supply. Such a method is, how - 
ever, very advantageous from the point 
of view of space saving, which is of 
prime importance aboard ship, so that 
it is very commonly used, the variations 
being compensated by manual control 
when of a gradual nature, and tolerated 
as unavoidable when rapid. Fortu- 
nately, rapid fluctuations are usually 
not of great amplitude, and the slower 
ones of greater magnitude occur when 
the supply source is a battery, and can, 
therefore, be cared for by series rheo- 
stat adjustment. 

On broadcasting transmitters, the 
common practice is to use direct cur- 
rent for filament supply. It is usually 
required that the characteristic of the 
voltage applied to the filaments shall be 
quite steady, that is, that the ripple or 
pulsations shall be kept to a minimum, 
since the ripple produces undesirable 
noises in the output of the transmitter. 
The elimination of the ripple is accom- 
plished either by the inherent character- 
istics of the generator or by a filter, 
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Fig. 3. 24 volt, 35 
ampere filament gen- 
erator set used on 
broadcasting trans. 

mitters. 
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struction of the generator, since the re- 
duction of ripple by special features in 
the generator requires increase in size 
of the machine. 

The voltages used for filament excita- 
tion depend on the characteristics of 
the vacuum tubes employed. Common 
values cover a range from 7.5 to 33 
volts. In order to allow for drop in 
the connections, generators are de- 
signed for output voltages two to three 
volts higher than the required filament 
voltage. Current requirements cover a 
wide range, depending on the number 
of tubes, as well as their design. Ma- 
chines have been built having as high 
an output as 1,000 amperes. A typical 
set used on broadcasting transmitters 
is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. Motor- gener- 
ator set for plate sup- 
ply on high power 

transmitter. 
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It is usually required that it shall be 
possible to start the filament generator 
from standstill with the filaments di- 
rectly connected across the machine and 
build up to full voltage within a few 
seconds. Since the cold filament is es- 
sentially a short circuit on the machine, 
this requirement is a severe one on a 
self -excited machine and is met by pro- 
viding a suitable amount of series wind- 
ing. As soon as the filaments begin to 
heat up, the resistance immediately in- 
creases to several times its initial value, 
so that the condition is only momentary. 
Since it is customary to furnish fila- 
ment generators compound wound for 
purposes of voltage regulation, the 
build -up requirement is met without 
great difficulty. However, on genera- 
tors having large current output, even 
compounding may not produce an en- 
tirely satisfactory result. The explana- 
tion will be seen when it is considered 
that the series field assists in two ways 
to enable building up under filament 
load -first, through the action of the 
series ampere -turns which counteract to 
a certain degree the effect of the arma- 
ture reaction on the main field, and sec- 
ond, through the introduction of the 
resistance of the series field winding, 
which cuts down the armature current 
which tends to flow under the short -cir- 
cuit condition of a cold filament load. 
In machines of high- current rating, the 
armature reaction is correspondingly 
high and at the same time the resist- 
ance of the series field is not of great 
assistance, being of the same order as 
the resistance of the cold filament. On 
transmitters requiring large filament 
currents, therefore, it is customary to 
use separately excited generators as a 
supply source. 

Batteries, When Used 

In general, filament supply for trans- 
mitters is obtained from rotating appa- 
ratus in one of the ways described 
above. Batteries are seldom used except 
as a stand -by source, or where the de- 
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signer has some special reasons for ap- 
plying them. In connection with re- 
ceivers, however, the use of generators 
for filament supply is not as extensive. 
Of course, for broadcast receivers, the 
introduction of the a -c. tube is eliminat- 
ing the need for batteries; and where 
direct current is used, the amount of 
current required is easily provided by 
a battery. The a -c. tube has created 
a demand for small devices to furnish 
power to alternating- current sets when 
operated in locations where only d -c. 
is available, such as certain metropoli- 
tan districts, farms, and the like. The 
commonest machine used for this pur- 
pose is an inverted rotary converter or 
a dynamotor; with the former a trans- 
former may be required to obtain the 
correct a -c. voltage, but the latter may 
be designed to obtain any desired ratio 
of a -c. voltage to d -c. voltage. In cer- 
tain instances, where a large number 
of receivers are to be supplied, a motor- 

Fig. 5. 20 kw.. 8.000 volt d -c. generator 
for plate supply 

alternator set is used. It is desirable 
for best reception that the alternating 
wave be at least approximately sinu- 
soidal, and free from harmonics. While 
the high power factor of the filament 
load is an aid to the design of the 
power source, the fact that the ma- 
chine is of small capacity and is single 
phase complicates the problem of ob- 
taining a good wave shape. 

Power for Receivers 

For commercial receivers a smooth 
filament supply is quite essential. Bat- 
teries are the logical thing to use for 
this application, but in the case of a 
large central receiving station such as 
communication companies operate, the 
filament current may be several hundred 
amperes, making a generator desirable 
if the correct characteristics can be ob- 
tained. Such machines have been built, 
in which the ripple has been so reduced 
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Fig. 6. Filament -plate motor generator for broadcasting transmitter. 

that by using a comparatively simple 
filter, a current characteristic has been 
obtained which compares very favora- 
bly with that of a storage battery. The 
operation is also improved by floating 
the battery across the generator. In 
order to facilitate filtering, the gener- 
ator is designed so that the frequency 
of the ripple shall be high. Another re- 
quirement of such a generator when 
used on commercial reception is that 
commutation shall be essentially spark - 
less. Long- distance traffic is very 
largely carried on short waves, and if 
receivers were supplied from a source 
which sparked, signals would be inter- 
fered with as if by very bad static. 
The problem of obtaining such well - 
nigh perfect commutation has been quite 
difficult, but machines are now in op- 
eration which meet every requirement 
of commercial reception. 

Plate supply for transmitters is ob- 
tained either from rectifiers or from 
generators. In a few instances, bat- 
teries have been used, but the high volt- 
ages required make them commercially 
impractical. Voltage requirements vary 
with the output of the transmitter, de- 
sign of tubes and the ideas of the de- 
signer. Voltage values cover a range 
from 800 volts or less on small trans- 
mitters, to 12,000 volts or more on large 
ones. Voltages over the entire range 
have been obtained by means of genera- 
tors and also from rectifiers and the 
choice between the two is partly eco- 
nomic and partly a matter of personal 
preference. Prior to the introduction 
of the hot cathode tube rectifier, con- 
siderations of first cost, maintenance, 
regulation, efficiency and wave shape 
gave a decided advantage to motor 
generators, at least up to voltage values 
where the latter could be considered 
dependable. At present, the dividing 
line of voltage is probably much lower 

Fig. 8. Motor generators for carrier current transmitters. 

than before, and the choice is usually 
based on a study of the particular type 
of installation. Since the demand for 
small- output high -voltage generators 
was created by the vacuum tube, rapid 
strides have been made in the art of 
designing and building such machines, 
and many hundreds of generators have 
been supplied furnishing as high as 
4,000 volts with complete reliability and 
satisfaction. A small number of ma- 
chines for higher voltages -up to 15,000 
-have also been built and are operat- 
ing satisfactorily, but there seems lit- 
tle doubt that in this field the modern 
rectifier is to be preferred to genera- 
tors. A motor -generator set supplied in 
connection with a high -power trans- 
mitter is shown in Fig. 4; the plate 
generator (Fig. 5) is designed to fur- 
nish plate excitation at 8,000 volts. 

Where only direct current is availa- 
ble, the generator is used in preference 
to the rectifier, other things being equal, 
since the latter requires an a -c. source 
which will have to be supplied. Fur- 
thermore, the generator has inherently 
a smooth wave which can he improved 

Fig. 7. 1200 volt plate supply with fila- 
ment supply from slip rings on motor - 

designed for shipboard use. 

if necessary by special design methods, 
whereas the rectifier must be filtered, 
and if the wave is required to be ex- 
tremely smooth, the filter may become 
quite complicated. By compounding the 
generator any degree of desired regu- 
lation can be obtained. The rectifier has 
an inherent regulation which is com- 
paratively high, especially on low volt- 
ages, and which can be improved only 
by somewhat complicated devices. The 
construction of small capacity high - 
voltage generators for radio work in- 
troduced to the designer many new 
problems. It has required the develop- 
ment of a technique for handling very 
small armature conductors. High volt- 
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ages, to be handled in small mechanical 
dimensions, have demanded effective 
methods of insulation which shall not 
require too much space, since, at best. 
the ratio of active material to slot space 
will be small. In handling voltages of 
1,500 or more on a single machine, two 
commutators are ordinarily used, and 
problems of ventilation are thereby in- 
troduced. The matter of commutation 
on these machines is of sufficient inter- 
est to discuss in some detail. Where 
two commutators and two windings are 
used the most practical method is to 
put one winding connected to one of the 
commutators in the bottom of the arm- 
ature slots, and the other winding in 
the top of the slots. This results in a 
very much greater self -induction for 
the bottom winding than the top wind- 
ing, so that the amount of compensa- 
tion required on the commutating field 
winding is very different for the two 
windings. Also it is the rule rather 
than the exception that the loads on the 
two commutators are not the same, since 
certain tubes in a transmitter will op- 
erate at the voltage of one commutator 
only, while others will require the volt- 
age of both commutators in series. At 
times this unbalancing requirement may 
reach the extreme where the machine 
will be called upon to operate with load 
on one commutator only. 

Further complication is introduced 
when the generator is to be used with 
a telegraph transmitter since the load 
on such a machine is of the so- called 
"keyed" type, that is, the load will be 
interrupted and again applied as the 
telegraph key is opened and closed. The 
frequency of opening and closing the 
generator armature circuit is, therefore, 
very rapid and also very abrupt due to 
the characteristics of the transmitter. 
An additional requirement is imposed 
on these machines on account of the 
fact that, in the event of failure of a 
vacuum tube which is the usual load, a 
short circuit is applied, which will per- 
sist until the protective devices have 
time to operate, and during that time 
the generator must be able to carry the 
short without distress or permanent in- 

Fig. 10. Portable gasoline driven set 
for plate and filament supply. 
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Fig. 9. Motor gener- 
ator for shipboard use 
-operated from bat- 

tery supply. 
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jury. Such points have given the de- 
signer a rather nice problem to produce 
a machine which could be depended on 
to function satisfactorily and with ab- 
solute dependability under the great re- 
sponsibility which is imposed upon it, 
and it is notable that the interruptions 
to radio communication because of fail- 
ure of power sources is practically neg- 
ligible. 

Separate Excitation 

High -voltage generators are almost 
invariably separately excited. Since a 
low- voltage direct -current source is 
practically always available, either line 
supply if direct current, or filament sup- 
ply, or power for auxiliaries, it is very 
undesirable to attempt to self -excite 
them with the resultant field coil of 
very small conductor and large num- 
ber of turns which must be insulated for 
the high- armature voltage. In fact, 
where no low- voltage source is availa- 
ble, it is worthwhile to furnish a sepa- 
rate exciter. To be sure, the commutat- 
ing field winding, as well as any series 
winding which may be required for 
compounding the generator, are in the 
high voltage armature circuit, but since 
it is customary to ground the negative 
side of the plate circuit these can be 
put on the ground side so that the volt- 
age to ground is very small. As a mat- 
ter of precaution, it is desirable to in- 
sulate all field windings for a high 
potential test to ground considerably 
greater than the usual "twice the volt- 
age plus 1,000," which would be ap- 
proximately 1,100 to 1,500 volts, and 
it is safest to apply the same ground 
test as for the armature for machines 
up to 2,000 volts output, and not less 
than 5,000 volts for machines of higher 
voltage. 

For broadcast transmitters, the 
method of modulation used is almost 
invariably such that the load on the 
plate generator is constant, hence the 
requirements are not so difficult as for 
a telegraph transmitter. However, the 
load is quite apt to be more continuous. 
so that the heating of the generator 
must be within bounds. When used for 
continuous telegraph load, the armature 
copper loss will be on an average only 
half of what it would be under con- 
tinuous telephone load, and it has been 
estimated that, for ordinary traffic the 
heating obtained is comparable with 
that corresponding to twenty minutes 
with locked key. In spite of this, the 

custom has been to be on the safe side 
when rating generators for telegraph 
load, and measure temperatures under 
conditions of so- called "locked key" 
corresponding to the maximum reading 
for "key down." The result is very 
low temperatures when operating un- 
der actual conditions, or, looking at it 
from another viewpoint, larger ma- 
chines than the actual operating re- 
quirements warrant. A recent conces- 
sion has permitted rating the machines 
on a two -hour locked -key basis, which 
is more nearly the operating condition. 
A combined plate and filament set much 
used on broadcasting transmitters is il- 
lustrated in Fig. 6. 

Voltages for grid supply on trans- 
mitters vary from 125 up to ,1,000 volts, 
varying with the plate voltage. Gen- 
erators are very convenient and most 
commonly used for this application for 
the higher voltages, practices employed 
on plate generators may be followed, 
and for the lower voltages, it is fre- 
quently possible to modify standard 
equipment. The capacities required for 
grid bias are, of course, quite low, no 
problems of keying and the like enter 
in, and only infrequently are ripple or 
regulation a consideration. Quite often 
the grid generator is used for other 
purposes as well, such as excitation for 
other generators and as a supply for 
auxiliaries. As stated above, it may be 
part of a double- current generator 
which also supplies the filament. Since 
voltages -at least the lower ones -are 
not critical, grid generators are usually 
designed to operate without a field rheo- 
stat. For certain installations, it may 
be necessary to insulate the grid gen- 
erator for voltages higher than it is 
actually supplying, since it is subject 
to high transient voltages whenever a 
tube fails by gassing, even though spe- 
cial means are usually included in the 
circuit for protection of the generator. 
Also in some cases, the grid generator 
may be forced to operate as a motor 
when used with tubes in a circuit which 
permits grid current to flow, and the 
designer will be required to take this 
into account. 

Ship Installations 

Since many installations of radio ap- 
paratus are for shipboard, mechanical 
and electrical features are required to 
provide for the conditions pertaining 

(Concluded on page 40) 
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Measuring the power 
factor of electrolytic 

condensers 
IN the measurement of the power 

factor and capacity of electrolytic 
condensers certain precautions are 
necessary. The measurement of the 

capacity and power factor of a paper 
condenser is readily accomplished using 
an ordinary capacity bridge. On the 
bridge we actually determine the ca- 
pacity and equivalent series resistances 
and from these values the power factor 
can be calculated. 

In the case of electrolytic condensers 
we find that the power factor changes 
with frequency due to variations with 
frequency of the capacity and equiva- 
lent series resistance. Also the elec- 
trolytic condenser is designed for use 
only with pulsating d -c. and a polariz- 
ing voltage is therefore required to 
maintain the proper polarity of voltage 
across the condenser. This necessitates 
that the ordinary capacity bridge cir- 
cuit be slightly altered for the testing 
of electrolytic condensers. 

In the first place, since capacity and 
power factor vary with frequency, it is 

necessary that the condenser be meas- 
ured at the frequency at which it is to 
be operated; in the case of filter cir- 
cuits using full -wave rectificátion the 
source of tone for the bridge must be 

120 cycles (assuming the condenser is 

to be used in a receiver designed for 
operation from 60 -cycle supply). This 
immediately raises some difficulty. 
When a bridge is balanced at 1,000 

cycles, a frequency to which the ear is 

very sensitive, it is possible to balance 
quite accurately though the source of 
tone contains a comparatively large 
amount of harmonic voltage. At 120 

cycles, however, even a small amount 
of harmonic voltage may have a disas- 
trous effect on the accuracy of the bal- 
ance. Experiments carried on in our 
laboratory have indicated that the pres- 
ence of harmonics may cause an ap- 
parent balance to be obtained at set- 
tings which give a power factor dif- 
fering by as much as 50 per cent from 
the true value; this applies, of course, 
when balancing is done by means of 

telephones. By the use of some type 
of indicating instrument in place of the 
telephones a more accurate balance can 
be obtained, but the presence of har- 
monics still prevents one from obtain- 
._._. 

tBy the Engineering Department, 
Aeroro.r Wireless Corporation 

TO A LOW PASS FILTER 
AND OSCILLATOR. 

COND. UNDER 
TEST 

ISOLATING 

CONDENSER 1 M F. 

D.C. LEAKAGE CURRENT 

Fig. 2. 

500 TO 1000 
HENRIES 

ing a really accurate null indication. 
The solution is obvious -a low -pass fil- 
ter circuit must be used between the 
oscillator and the bridge. The filter 
can be designed to pass 120 cycles 
and suppress all higher frequencies. 

To permit the application of a polar- 
izing voltage to the condenser while 
it is being tested in the bridge various 
circuit arrangements are possible. Two 
of the more generally used circuits are 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Of the two, 
the arrangement of Fig. 1 is probably 
preferable since the choke, through 
which the d -c. voltage is supplied, is 
directly across the bridge and therefore 
has no effect on the balance. In the 
case of the circuit of Fig. 2 the choke 
does not affect the bridge balance only 
if the choke has a reactance very much 
greater than the condenser reactance. 
In the case of Fig. 1 a 30 -henry choke 
is sufficient; when placed directly 
across the condenser as in Fig. 2 an in- 
ductance of 500 to 1,000 henrys is desir- 
able. 
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Fig. I. 
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The low -pass filter should be .de- 
signed to have a characteristic impe- 
dance approximately equal to the im- 
pedance of the bridge; in most cases 
the bridge impedance will be in the 
range from 100 to 500 ohms and the 
filter can therefore be designed to work 
into about 200 ohms. The proper values 
of inductance and capacity for use in 
the filter can be found as follows : 

0.159 
C - 

f2 

L - 0.3182 

f 

where Z is the impedance into and out 
of which the filter must work (for this 
work about 200 ohms is a good value. 

f is the cutoff frequency in cycles 
per second 

C is the capacity in farads at each 
end of the filter 

L is the inductance of the choke 
in henrys. 

When the bridge has been balanced 
the capacity and equivalent series re- 
sistance of the condenser under test can 
be determined from the usual Wheat- 
stone bridge formulas. A formula for 
power factor can be determined by con- 
sidering the phase relations as shown in 
Fig. 3. The power factor is the in- 
phase component of the voltage divided 
by the total voltage. 

In-yhase =Er =IR voltage 
Total R2+ I 1 

2 

voltage 

Therefore 
we 

Power IR 
factor PF - 

I R2+ 1 

1 

\ 2 

wc 

R 

/ (Rwc)S+1 
1/ (wc)2 

Rwc 

V(Rwc)2 -1-1 

This formula is true under all condi- 
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ER IR 

EQUIVALENT 
O SERIES R 

Fig. S. 

tions. Where the power factor is very 
low this formula can be simplified by 
remembering that, for small angles, the 
sines of 95 are practically the same as 
the tangents of O. Therefore for low 
power factors we can say: 

Power factor = Rwc. 

This formula is satisfactory for deter- 
mining power factors up to about 10 
per cent; for larger power factors the 
accurate formula, equation (5), should 
be used. In all these formulas R is the 

equivalent series resistance, C is the 
capacity in farads and to is 6.28 times 
the frequency. 

A number of circuits have also been 
suggested for the rapid checking of the 
capacity of an electrolytic condenser. 
One of the commonest is shown in Fig. 
4. The condenser under test is con- 
nected in series with a fixed paper con- 
denser across the secondary of a step - 
down transformer ; polarizing voltage is 
applied as shown. The fixed paper con- 
denser serves to prevent short circuit- 
ing the d -c. voltage through the second- 
ary of the transformer. The readings 
of the a -c. milliammeter can be plotted 
in terms of the capacity of the con- 
denser under test (provided the a -c. 
voltage is kept constant) and the d -c. 
leakage current can be read on the d -c. 
milliammeter. The impedance of the 
circuit in terms of the two capacities 
and the power factor of the electrolytic 
condenser is 

Molybdenum -The 
TO say that the air or "ether" 
carries the radio broadcast wave 
is true, but it is a metal, sealed 
tight in tubes, which puts the 

wave "on the air" and then, in different 
tubes, recaptures it again, soon to be 
turned back into music, words- under- 
standable sound. 

In producing a vacuum tube the 
sciences of electricity, chemistry and 
physics unite. The tube is electrical 
both in principle and purpose. It is 
chemical in that it depends upon the 
emission of electrons from the filament 
or cathode, which necessitates the se- 
lection of materials which will emit the 
right amount of electrons under suit- 
able conditions. It is mechanical, or 
physical, in that the elements in the 
tube must be spaced in relation to each 
other with almost microscopic accuracy, 
and must defy, or comply only to the 
very minimum with the physical law 
which says that metals must expand or 
grow soft when heated. 

The reader, if he be an early radio 
fan, will recall that the first tubes were, 
at best, rather makeshift. It was by no 
means uncommon for a grid to soften, 
lean until it touched. the plate or fila- 
ment, and quietly render a six -dollar 
tube utterly useless. 

For successful performance, a tube 
demands metals which will hold their 
form with little or no expansion or 
softening under extremely high tempera- 
tures. An additional requirement is that 
these same metals can easily be freed 
of occluded gases which otherwise 
would mar the performance of tubes. 
Vacuum tube metals must be good elec- 
trical conductors, chemically they must 
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so that the meter readings are really 
a function of both the capacity and re- 
sistance of the condenser under test. 
But since the total impedance varies but 
slightly with power factor this circuit 
does afford a reasonably accurate check 
on capacity and an accurate check on 
d -c. leakage. It is of course intended 
primarily for production testing of 
many condensers. 

of Radio 
be as nearly inert as possible to active 
material thrown off by the filament or 
cathode, or to condensations from the 
flash. To further complicate matters, 
manufacturing efficiency demands metals 
easily worked, stamped or formed, and 
easily welded. 

Tungsten and tantalum fulfill most of 
these conditions better than any other 
metals. But tantalum is considered rather 
expensive for low -price tubes, though 
its use is steadily increasing, while tung- 
sten at ordinary temperatures is too 
brittle for some of the delicate forming 
operations. 

The metal molybdenum, however, 
meets all requirements from a practical 
viewpoint and consequently is widely 
used either in a pure state or in alloys, 
for grids, plates and support members. 

But it is not sufficient merely to say 
that molybdenum makes good radio 
tube parts any more than it is to say 
that steel makes good razor blades. 
Each statement should be qualified by 
the phrase, "under the right condi- 
tions." 

Ordinarily, molybdenum is a stub- 
born, hard metal, almost as difficult as 
tungsten. But when refined to a high 
state of purity, molybdenum can be 
made workable and ductile, and in such 
condition, is easily formed and fastened. 

Molybdenum has a high melting point 
and a very low vapor pressure. Like 
tungsten, molybdenum occurs in the 
oldest plutonic rocks, and its ore, molyb- 
denite, is fairly well scattered over the 
world. The chief commercial sources 
are Australia, Norway, Canada, Japan 
and the United States. The largest 
known source of one has recently been 

discovered in the United States. 
As an ore, molybdenum was known 

to the ancient Greeks who gave it its 
name, although they seem to have con- 
fused it with graphite. It was not 
isolated as a metal, however, until the 
successful experiments on a laboratory 
scale by Hjelm in 1790. 

The commercial refining of molybde- 
num is quite similar to the refining 
process for tungsten. Impurities are 
refined out and finally the oxide is re- 
duced to a powdered metal by heating 
in an atmosphere of hydrogen. The 
powdered metal is then pressed into 
bars and sintered, similar to the tungsten 
process already reviewed. 

But the journey from a sintered in- 
got to a high quality pure sheet or wire 
which will meet the exacting specifica- 
tions of manufacturers of vacuum tubes 
is long and arduous. To convert crystals 
into fibres requires careful working and 
annealing, all under the watchful eyes 
of trained metallurgists, specialists who 
are thoroughly acquainted with the 
properties and characteristics of this 
metal as well as the requirements of 
tube makers. Careful laboratory tests 
check every step in every process, and 
finally the metal is worked into ductile 
and pliable wire easily shaped into grids 
or support members, or carefully rolled 
into sheets easily stamped into plates. 

The making of the wire is in itself an 
interesting process. First, the molybde- 
num ingot is swaged into rods of de- 
creasing diameter, with careful heat 
treating between each operation, then 
drawn into wires of decreasing diam- 
eters. As with tungsten, some of these 

(Concluded on page 34) 
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Standards of performance 
for commercial 
television receivers 

By C. H. W. NASON 

IN the past few years the standards 
for radio receivers for broadcast re- 
ception have been fairly well clari- 
fied and it must be said that settling 

this point has forced the development of 
commercial receivers to an unprece- 
dented- degree. This cannot be said of 
the commercial receivers available for 
television reception, regarding which 
little or no information can be had. 

Taking as a basis a receiver designed 
for the reception of television signals 
from stations employing disc scanning 
with sixty apertures at twenty revolu- 
tions per second we may readily evolve 
certain standards on which to base com- 
parisons. In the first place, we may as- 
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RECEIVER TUNED TO 2250 KC. 

Fig. 2. Selectivity curve typical tele- 
vision receiver. 

sume that all stations will transmit a 
"positive" image -which is to say that 
maximum illumination at the scanned 
scene will correspond to maximum car- 
rier amplitude. This assumption fixes 
the fact that with plate circuit detection 
an even number of low- frequency am- 
plifying stages will be employed or that 
with grid- circuit detection this number 

Television Receiver De- 
sign as distinguished from 
radio sound receiver de- 
sign. 

will be odd. In cases where the sta- 
tions transmit a negative image some 
means of reversing the phase of the 
signal as applied to the neon tube must 
be provided. 

Standard Output 
It is difficult to set a standard for 

sensitivity until some fixed definition of 
"standard output" has been made. For 
the time being the standard for broad- 
cast purposes is satisfactory for normal 
specifications. That is -.05 watt is a 
non -inductive resistance of such value 
that maximum power output per volt 
input for the type vacuum tube used 
is obtained. Under present circum- 
stances it is not necessary nor desirable 
that a television receiver have as high 
a degree of sensitivity as is the practice 
with broadcast equipment. A sensitivity 
of about 30 microvolts should be more 
than ample. That is -30 microvolts in 
a standard antenna to provide normal 
test output. 

Sensitivity tests may be based on a 
modulation of 30 per cent at 400 cycles 
as is standard with broadcast receivers. 
A sample sensitivity curve is shown in 
Fig. 1. The antenna used is the stand- 
ard 1.R.E. dummy antenna having an 
effective height of 4 meters. 

While selectivity requirements in so 
far as the border beyond the highest 
modulation frequency required is con- 
cerned must be of a high order, the 
actual band passed must be in the 
neighborhood of 80 kc. wide. If a sharp 
cutoff beyond these limits is to obtain 
this demands the use of highly refined 
coupled circuit systems. Readings for 
the selectivity curves at various fre- 
quencies must be taken by recording the 
field intensity requisite for normal test 
output with the signal generator de- 
tuned from the. resonant frequency of 
the tuned circuits by varying degrees 
as indicated in the curve, Fig. 2. Nat- 
urally as is the case in the broadcast 
receiver, a square conformation for the 
selectivity curve is the ideal. 

Range Determined by Picture 
Frequency 

The fidelity curve for the television 
receiver meets with certain restrictions 
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Fig. I. Sensitivity characteristic tele- 
vision receiver. 

which add to the problems of design. 
The overall fidelity of the channel must 
be flat within plus or minus 20 per cent 
over the entire range required. This 
range is determined by the picture fre- 
quency (20 per second) and by the 
amount of detail required. For a 60 -line 
image, 72 elements wide, the upper 
limit is in the neighborhood of 40,000 
cycles. While for obvious and some less 
obvious reasons a rising fidelity char- 
acteristic is desirable in a television re- 
ceiver, this may not be gained by reso- 
nance effects in the low- frequency am- 
plifier circuits. It may, however, if pos- 
sible, be gained by correct design of 
the band selectors in the interstage 
coupling circuits. It has but recently 
been found that the intelligibility of 
telephonic conversations was affected 
by phase differences between the vari- 
ous speech frequencies transmitted. 
High quality telephone lines used in the 
wire transmission of radio program ma- 
terial are now equalized both for fre- 
quency and for phase. Phase discrepan- 
cies in the television circuit have a de- 
cided effect upon the received image 
and in the line dw must not vary from 
the linear by more than a fraction of 
a microsecond at the highest frequency 
involved. At the lower frequencies this 
divergence may be of the order of sev- 
eral milliseconds and if coupling be- 
tween the stages may be improved at 
the low frequencies by resonance effects 
this is entirely permissible. There are, 

(Concluded on page 45) 
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Selective reception 

in the broadcast 

frequencies 
By S. R. WINTERS 

AVARIABLE arrangement for 
tuning the antenna circuit of 
a receiving set - insuring 
greater selectivity throughout 

the broadcast band of wavelengths - 
has been devised and patented by 
Lester L. Jones of Oradell, New Jer- 
sey, and Jacob Yolles of Brooklyn, New 
York. The inductance unit or tuning 
coil is constructed in sections having 
different values and the condenser in- 
cludes a variable set of plates which 
are selectively and automatically asso- 
ciated with the various units of the 
inductance coil. 

Thus, by this patented arrangement, 
different inductance values are employed 
for varying parts of the broadcast band 
of frequencies -that is, one inductance 
value is identified with the tuning con- 
denser for one part of the broadcast 
range and another inductance value is 
associated with the tuning condenser 
for a different section of the broadcast 
band. This, we are told, means in- 
creased efficiency in radio reception in 
that sharper tuning is assured through- 
out the entire range of broadcast fre- 
quencies. At the same time, this 
antenna -tuning arrangement does not 
sacrifice simplicity of operation of a 
radio receiver since the one -dial -control 
feature is preserved. 

The improved antenna circuit, as 
diagrammatically illustrated by the ac- 
companying diagram, is shown con- 
nected to a tuned receiving set through 
a coupling condenser. Preferably, the 
latter is of very small electrostatic 
capacity, of the order of 3 micromicro- 
farads. The tube amplifying circuit 
consists of the usual vacuum tube, and 
an inductance unit and tuning condenser 
arranged in a resonant circuit -these 
elements being conventional with any 
amplifying system. 

The antenna circuit proper consists 

An Antenna Tuning 
Arrangement Which Per- 

mits of Close Tuning 

of the usual pickup system, the antenna 
inductance unit and variable condenser 
arranged in series with the antenna and 
the ground connection. The inductance 
unit resolves itself into at least two sec- 
tions, thus permitting of the patented 
tuning arrangement of using one in- 
ductance value for one part of the 
broadcast band and another inductance 
value for another section of the fre- 
quencies being received. The inductance 
Lt, as shown in the circuit diagram, 
is about one -third of the value of the 
inductance L. 

These two sections of the inductance 
are identified with the same variable 
condenser. Phis is accomplished by use 
of a switch, tapped by means of a con- 
ductor to the junction point of the two 
sections of inductance. Also this same 
conductor connects the inductances to 
the stator element of the variable con- 
denser, the switch selectivity short -cir- 
cuiting and closing the circuit of 
inductance section No. 2. To insure 
simplicity of control, this switch is con- 
trolled by the rotor element of the 
variable condenser through a connec- 
tion, more fully disclosed in the circuit 
diagram. That is to say, during one- 
half of the rotation of the condenser 
the antenna is tuned through the entire 
tuning coil and through the other half 
of the condenser the antenna is tuned 
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through the smaller section of the in- 
ductance coil. 

In the use of this tuning apparatus," 
point out the inventors in explaining 
its behavior, "the operator first tunes 
to any desired station by the usual 
selector control found in tuned radio 
frequency sets, such as the three con- 
densers customarily employed in pres- 
ent -day broadcast receivers. And then 
the operator increases the signal pickup 
with a concomitant increase of selectiv- 
ity by a rotation of the antenna tuning 
condenser. This antenna tuning con- 
denser is rotated by the operator 
through both halves of a revolution 
urtil the loudest signal is obtained; the 
different inductance values of the an- 
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tenna being each automatically con- 
nected in circuit for the whole tuning 
range of the condenser during a com- 
plete or full revolution of the condenser 
rotor." 

Speaking of other methods to in- 
crease selectivity in receiving sets, the 
designers of this device -Messrs. Jones 
and Yolles- state: 

"It has long been known that con- 
siderably more energy may be received 
from antenna systems when the an- 
tenna is series tuned to the frequency 
desired. The difficulty of arranging for 
convenient and easily operated series 
tuning means has been, however, largely 

(Concluded on page 34) 
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It's a price 
market! 
By AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA 

TWO years ago the basis of most 
of the buying in the purchasing 
departments of the radio industry 
was aimed at insuring a steady 

supply of component parts. The astute 
purchasing agent was more interested 
in whether the supplier could deliver 
parts continuously and certainly than 
in whether he could shade the price of 
his competitor a trifle. To insure a 
steady source of supply, it was the com- 
mon practice to split up orders and so 
keep two or more suppliers constantly 
on tap regardless of whether or not the 
resulting price was slightly higher in 
consequence. With the advent of the 
price market to the consumer, together 
with the dumping and whatnot that has 
evolved during the last year or two, the 
whole attitude of the purchasing depart- 
ment has changed in its buying tactics. 
Forced to curtail and curtail some more, 
with the great worry shifted from "How 
can we meet the demand ?" to "How 
can we meet the price ?" we find the 
fraction of a cent the important factor 
in the sale of components, parts, and 
raw materials. 

The large organization had the great 
advantage in the former attitude. Large 
plants well equipped with ample financ- 
ing gave promise of stability and cer- 
tainty of supply, while the small manu- 
facturer was not encouraged because of 
the uncertainty of dealing with an un- 
stable company. Today the very factors 
that gave the large company its pre- 
eminence are working to its disadvan- 
tage. A large plant running but part 
time, a well- rounded organization with 
but a small part of its potentialities 
used, adequate financing and big com- 
pany organization are all factors that 
increase overhead, and high overhead 
today means high prices. High prices 
today mean no business. The executive 
of any large company must face and 
meet this problem of high overhead or 
he will find that the business that has 
been built up over a long period of ser- 
vice will go to competitors that he has 
not even considered as worthy of no- 
tice. 

Inertia 

This is the day of the small, shifty 
operator who can tack and be off in an- 
other direction while his large com- 
petitor is still trying to discover what 
is the matter with his market. There 
are few if any of the formerly high - 
powered organizations now showing a 

profit; and one by one they are waking 
to the fact that they must make drastic 
cuts if they are to remain in business 
at all. Just where can these cuts be 
made? What can the giant do to make 
himself mobile enough to meet the mod- 
ern David with his garret plant and his 
price sling -shot? 

In the matter of material cost the 
large company should have the advan- 
tage of large scale buying and organ- 
ized engineering. In the matter of di- 
rect labor the giant should again have 
the advantage in line with machine pro- 
duction and well organized effort. But 
from that point on the puzzled execu- 
tive board must make drastic changes 
if overhead is not to render useless all 
the aids to production economy. 

First, there is the overhead traceable 
to over -financing. Too many companies 
are in the position of paying rent for 
many times the amount of money that 
has found its way into the coffers of 
the treasurer. Too many million dollar 
companies are paying interest on stock 
watered beyond all conscience. Legiti- 
mate refinancing to some sane valua- 
tion will be the salvation of many a 
company if the management is even 
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Now that the buying angle 
in radio has shifted from 
certainty of supply to 
price, what shall we do 
about it? 
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slightly honest. In other words, there 
are too many outfits whose management 
lies in the hands of gamblers who 
would prefer to make their money sell- 
ing stock than to make it selling mer- 
chandise. That burden is too heavy for 
a business to carry in the present 
market. 

However, let us consign the over - 
financed companies to the oblivion 
which is perhaps inevitable, and take 
up the case of those honest companies 
who find themselves over -equipped and 
over- manned. In the boom times most 
of the large organizations over -ex- 
panded in the matter of equipment and 
housing. Too many high priced plants 
are nine -tenths shut down with the 
small operating part saddled with enor- 
mous shut -down expense that makes 
it impossible to meet the prices and 
still operate at a profit. The only way 
in which operators of this type can hope 
to survive is to scale down the over- 
head by jettisoning all surplus machin- 
ery and floor space at no matter what 
sacrifice, so that the remainder is not 
supporting a white elephant, or to find 

new products and other uses for that 
floor space and machinery. Unused ma- 
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chines are just as expensive as used 
ones from the standpoint of overhead, 
and they are a definite bar in the way 
of reduced prices. The taxes, insurance, 
depreciation, fixed charges and what- 
not go on whether or not the machines 
operate, and at reduced schedules the 
cost of operation is ever so much high- 
er per unit. 

Drastic Readjustment 

It is far better to scrap sixty per cent 
of the equipment and absorb the loss at 
one fell swoop than it is to let it string 
on and on until there is no business at 
any price and the sheriff liquidates the 
business. A thorough investigation will 
discover which of the inventory assets 
are really liabilities, and stoical pruning 
now may save a creditors' meeting later 
on. A high book value may look swell 
in a letter to the bond holders, but it 
looks like a bad pain when the salesman 
is trying to meet the competition of 
some small outfit that has been cutting 
the price all along the line. 

We started out with over- financing 
and have reorganized to take care of 
that. We have sublet (if possible) or 
at any rate gotten rid of the excess fac- 
tory floor space and sold or scrapped all 
that obsolete machinery that we have 
been carrying at about fifty times its 
value because it would give the state- 
ment an awful wallop to write it off. 
You know the sort of equipment we 
mean -those old d. -c. motors carried at 
nine hundred each when the most we 
could get for them in a swap would be 
fifteen dollars credit. Or those old mix- 
ers that were the pride of the plant 
when grandfather was the young blood 
of the business; they have been laying 
around for years now eating up space 
and money because no one had the 
nerve to throw them out. And over in 
the corner lies "Bascom's folly ;" it cost 
forty thousand good cool smacks and 
was going to pay for itself within three 
years. It just never would work, and 
the darn thing has been boosting the 
overhead ever since. Every plant has 
them. They are the debris that results 
from growth. But they should be writ- 
ten off the books instead of being car- 
ried at ruinous prices and terrific over- 
head. In plain language, liquidate the 
book losses. 

The Payroll 

Just as we have space and machinery 
that is eating up the slight margin that 
modern buying leaves above expense, 
we have human liabilities that must be 
liquidated. We do not mean by human 
liabilities the poor wreckage that every 
factory maintains at pension wages; 
nor do we mean that any great saving 
can be profitably made in direct labor. 
The men in the plant, and the girls, 
are poor objects to begin on when we 

are seeking savings. The human lia- 
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bilities are the high -priced "fronts" 
that most large organizations took on 
during the boom times. One twenty -five 
thousand dollar a year vice -president 
will eat up the savings realized by the 
slashing of twenty -two laborers, and he 
doesn't earn it at present prices. 

The average large operating staff is 
undermanned below and over -staffed 
above. There are too many high -priced 
men trying to justify their large in- 
comes by slashing an already reduced 
direct -labor cost. Start your cutting at 
the top: the cuts are larger and apt to 
be more lucrative. The small price - 
cutting company is usually able to exist 
with one or, at most, two high -priced 
men. The large competitor must pull his 
superintendance item down to a place 
somewhat in proportion to that of his 

smaller rival. 
All these cuts sound drastic, and they 

are. They are only to be used as a last 
resort. There is one place where real 
money can be spent to advantage be- 
fore such drastic cuts are indicated. The 
research staff of any company corre- 
sponds to the new business department 
of the sales organization. It is the re- 
search department that holds out hope 
of new products that can utilize idle 
machinery and men. The wise manu- 
facturer today is the manufacturer who 
is bending all his energies toward new 
products that will round out his produc- 
tion schedule and reduce the burden of 
overhead that destroys his chance of 
obtaining competitive business. 

It is so easy to avoid thinking and 
to try to beat the competitor at the old 
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game that both know only too well. 
The pioneer reaps profit in any line in 
any market. He has little competition 
since so few are equipped to lead while 
so many are equipped to follow. And it 
is in the field of research that the large 
powerful group can far outshine the 
weak competitor. The engineering de- 
partment and research laboratory may 
look like an unnecessary expense, but 
they are the one place that every dollar 
expended will return many fold. 

The alternatives are clear cut. Either 
develop new products to gain produc- 
tion, or cut the production equipment 
and organization to a size that can be 
operated at a profit. To muddle along 
in the vague hope that things must get 
better is to meet the fate that evolution 
has in store for all immobile organisms. 

Hotel radio to pay its way 
By EARL Y. POORER 

Description of an actual 
installation of hotel radio 
which is paying a profit on 

the investment. 

MR. A. TRAVELLER regis- 
tered at the Hotel Hoffman 
in South Bend, Indiana at 2 
p.m. He was assigned to 

room 414. The bellboy who accom- 
panied him to his room came back to 
the room clerk's desk and received from 
the clerk a slip of paper. On this slip 
was written "Mr. Traveller, 414." The 
boy carried the slip to the switchboard 
operator, who then extended her left 
arm towards the switchboard at her side 
and touched the switch numbered "414." 
Then, turning her head slightly to the 
left, she spoke into her microphone. 

At that same moment, in room 414, 
Mr. Traveller, who was now engaged in 
brushing his hair, heard a pleasant voice 
entering the room through a reproducer 
set into the wall greeting him in this 
fashion :-"Good afternoon, Mr. Trav- 
eller. We are glad to have you as a 
guest at the Hoffman. My voice is 
reaching you over equipment that has 
been installed for your pleasure, if you 
care to make use of it. On the wall of 
your room is a selector unit enabling 
you to turn on your favorite radio pro- 
grams. If you would like to have radio 
in your room during your stay with us, 
just step to your telephone and say 
'Radio.' A daily charge of 25 cents 
will be added to your bill. Again we 
welcome you." 

*Director of Research, Baritone Manufacturing 
Company. 

Mr. Traveller did not like to miss the 
daily sports summary, and besides, there 
were several other favorite broadcasts 
to which he listened regularly when- 
ever possible. Therefore, he promptly 
stepped to the phone, and said "Radio," 
and throughout the remainder of his 
two -day stay, enjoyed this added re- 
minder of home comfort and conveni- 
ence. 

At about 6 :30 that evening a tele- 
gram arrived for Mr. Traveller. A 
phone call to his room brought no re- 
sponse. The switchboard operator then 
touched the switches marked "Lobby, 
restaurant and elevators" and announced 
that a telegram for Mr. Traveller was 
at the desk. Mr. Traveller happened at 
that moment to be ascending to his floor 
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Showing tele- 
phone and selec- 
tive call switch- 
board in Hotel 
Hoffman, South 

Bend Indiana. 
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in one of the elevators and thus heard 
the announcement. 

Before retiring that night, Mr. Trav- 
eller, along with 29 other guests of the 
hotel, asked to be called at seven o'clock 
the following morning. At about three 
minutes before seven, the music of an 
appropriate phonograph record began 
softly to enter Room 414 (and 29 other 
rooms). Gradually the volume in- 
creased until Mr. Traveller, a sound 
sleeper, was awake. Then he heard a 
pleasant voice say: "Good morning. It 
is seven o'clock. A gentle rain is fall- 
ing and the temperature is 56 degrees." 
A few minutes later his telephone rang 
and the call was thus verified, but Mr. 
Traveller was now wide awake and 
answered the phone promptly. 
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A few facts regarding the equip 
ment and the income derived from this 
system may be of interest. 

A magnetic type reproducer is sunk 
in the wall of each room and covered 
with an appropriate grille. At con- 
venient switch height in each room is a 
combination selector and volume control. 
This unit fits a single -gang switch box. 
Several reproducers are similarly in 
stalled in the ceiling of all the public 
spaces. The five receiving sets are lo- 
cated in the penthouse atop the elevator 
shaft. The telephone and selective call 
switchboards are so placed, that one 
operator cares for both without moving 
from her chair. Each switch on the 
master switchboard has three positions, 
and there is a switch for each room. In 
the center position, the room is cut off 
from all service. In one extreme posi- 
tion, five radio channels are released to 
that room. In the other extreme posi- 
tion, that room is connected with the 
operator's microphone and phonograph. 
Alongside the operator's chair are the 
microphone and the phonograph turn- 
table. 

The radio channels are entirely inde- 
pendent of the voice channel and each 
radio channel is independent of the 
others. The volume level and the quality 
throughout the building are automatical- 
ly balanced and kept constant by special- 
ly designed features built into the 
system. Regardless of the number of 
rooms using any part of the service, the 

MOLYBDENUM -THE METAL OF 
RADIO 

(Concluded front page 29) 

operations must be carried out at white 
heat, and all heat treatment must be 
done in an atmosphere of pure hydrogen 
at closely held limits of temperature. 
Any impurities in the hydrogen would 
be picked up by the metal and any 
variation in temperature would great- 
ly affect its workability. 

For the small diameters, the wire is 
drawn through carefully drilled dia- 
monds which are inspected almost hourly 
to be sure that exact diameters and per- 
fect roundness are maintained. The 
sizes commonly used in vacuum tubes 
range from .005 inch to .001 inch, but 
for special purposes molybdenum wire 
has been drawn to .0004 inch diameter 
-less than one -sixth the diameter of 
a human hair ! 

Molybdenum has qualities highly de- 
sirable for use as plates, grids, or sup- 
port members in vacuum tubes. It is 
99.95 per cent pure, day in and day out, 
kept so by careful laboratory control. 
It is readily degassed and can be fas- 
tened without embrittlement to support 
rods. It is easily shaped and will main- 
tain its shape without distortion at the 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

TABLE .1 

Daily Income from Radio Rentals. (126 rooms) 
Hotel Hoffman, South Bend, Indiana, January- March, 1931 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Average 
January $4.00 $9.25 $12.25 $11.75 $7.75 $6.00 $5.75 $8.00 
February 4.25 7.75 10.00 11.00 10.50 8.50 9.00 8.75 
March 8.00 10.75 14.50 15.00 14.00 8.75 6.00 10.75 
Average 5.50 9.25 12.25 12.50 10.75 7.75 7.00 9.25 

TABLE II 

Length of Time Required for Covering Cost of Radio and Selective Call System 
from Radio Revenue Alone, on Basis of First Quarter of 1931. 

IF EVERY DAY WERE LIKE:- 
Sunday 
5 yrs., 
3 mo. 

Monday 
3 yrs., 
2 mo. 

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
2 yrs., 2 yrs., 2 yrs., 
4 mo. 4 mo. 10 mo. 

AVERAGE 
3 years and 2 months 

Friday 
3 yrs., 
9 mo. 

Saturday 
4 yrs., 
2 mo. 

quality and volume level are not af- 
fected. 

The Hoffman has 126 guest rooms. 
Table I shows the average daily in- 
come from radio revenue for the first 
quarter of 1931. It will be seen that 
South Bend is not a week -end city and 
that the best returns come from mid- 
week days (averages are figured to the 
nearest quarter -dollar). The entire cost 
of this radio and selective call system, 
including wiring, installation, and equip- 
ment, was $10,188.00. Table II shows 

relatively high temperatures attained in 
tube manufacture and operation. 

By a process recently worked out 
ductile molybdenum rods up to 5/16 
inch diameter are now obtainable. Rods 
of this size, used as support members 
in the giant tubes used in radio trans- 
mitting stations, formerly had to be 
worked hot, but they may now be 
formed cold at some saving in cost and 
greater uniformity of result. 

For use both in tubes and incandes- 
cent lamps, several standard hardened 
molybdenum alloys are manufactured, 
each of which meets a particular re- 
quirement in tube or lamp manufacture. 
-From the booklet Rare Metals, pub- 
lished by The Fansteel Products Co., 
Inc. 

SELECTIVE RECEPTION IN THE 
BROADCAST FREQUENCIES 

(Concluded from page 31) 

instrumental in forcing the art to de- 
velop along other lines of producing 
simplified tuning equipment. The ad- 
vantages of the series tuning antenna 
are, however, considerable, and re- 
cently attempts have been made to in- 
troduce the same into the broadcast re- 
ceiving equipment; one such attempt 

the length of time that will be required 
to pay for the system on the basis of 
the income received during the first 
three months of 1931. 

It will thus be seen that, on the basis 
of the experience gained during the first 
quarter of 1931, the Hotel Hoffmann 
will have paid for its radio from radio 
revenue alone in a period of a little 
more than three years. 

The system here described is manu- 
factured and installed by the Baritone 
Manufacturing Company. 

comprising the introduction or use of 
a variometer or variable inductance in 
series with the antenna. 

"This employment of variable in- 
ductance in series with the antenna is 
not entirely effective, however, on ac- 
count of the difficulty of getting a suf- 
ficiently large range of variation with 
one variable, and particularly on ac- 
count of the necessity of employing 
relatively high inductances imposed by 
the limitations of antenna character. - 
tics. Antennas used for broadcast re- 
ception are usually poorly insulated and 
have a very considerable dielectric loss. 

"In order to get a selective antenna 
circuit, therefore, it becomes necessary 
to reduce the antenna capacity consid- 
erably as by the insertion of a series 
condenser and to increase the induct- 
ance so as to impart 'stiffness' to the 
antenna. With such imposed constants 
the effect of poor insulation and dielec- 
tric loss is greatly reduced, as is already 
well known in the art, but these imposed 
constants make necessary the use of 
relatively high in- series inductance 
which is objectionable since the re1.s 
tively large industances or variometers 
lack efficiency desirable for sharp tun- 
ing, particularly at the low wavelengths 
of the broadcast range." 
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In this series of advertisements, 
we have emphasized the superior 
qualities of Arcturus Blue Tubes. 
But such statements reflect par- 
tiality and may not be completely 
convincing to you. Very probably, 
you will want an outside check -up 
on Arcturus quality from some 
reliable source. 
Why not get the facts, yourself, 
from any radio engineer you 
know? Ask his opinion of Arc- 
turus Tubes. Disregard any "sales 
talk" you may have heard, and 
make your decision on the basis 
of the technical acceptance of the 
Blue Tubes. 
We want you to get this kind of 
an outside opinion on Arcturus 
performance, because we know 
that most radio engineers appre- 
ciate Arcturus quality. 
Arcturus is now supplying tubes 
to America's leading set manufac- 
turers. Their choice of tubes was 
made after careful competitive 
tests . .. and with the realization 
that the efficiency of their re- 
ceivers must not be jeopardized 
by inferior tubes. 
We believe that a tube that has 
the official O.K. of well known 
manufacturers will be a good 
tube for you to use. We will be 
glad to furnish any data you may 
need about Arcturus Tubes, but if 
you want a quick and easy check 
on Arcturus quality, just ask any 
radio engineer. 

ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE CO. 
Newark, N. J. 

ÀRCTU RUs 
"The TUBE with the LIFE -LIKE TONE" 
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COMPARE IT WITH 

YOUR PRESENT SPEAKER 

THE NEW 

MAGNAVOX 
SYMPHONIC SPEAKER 

I 
ANY speakers have claimed tone perfec- 

lV tion. The new Magnavox Symphonic 
Speaker has it! This great new reproducer 
over -accents neither the high nor low notes 
-it reproduces both in perfect harmony, 
without booming or shrilling. Only by hear- 
ing its true, melodious voice - only by 
examining its sturdier, shockproof construc- 
tion - only by comparing it with speakers 
costing far more - can you appreciate what 
a revolutionary development in speaker 
construction this new Magnavox is. Just 
compare it with your present speaker! We 
will furnish a model, without obligation, to 
any radio manufacturer who desires to see, 
and hear, for himself. 

Three models: No. 144 (7" cone); No. 142 
(8%" cone) ; No. 143 (10%" cone). 

.Alaynavox CorrrparrrlLfrL 
Frecatitr mu! Sales Offices: 

155 East Ohio St., Chicago, III. 

Factories: 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Subsidiaries: 
The Magnavox Company 
Electro Formation, Inc. 

Magnavox (Great Britain) Ltd. 
Magnavox (Australia) Ltd. 

açtiavc'x 
SPEAKERS 

T H E P R O D U C T O F TWENTY YEARS' 
P I O N E E R R E S E A R C H 
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The design of a complete 

television system 
By C. E. HUFFMAN* 

The technical information here given is of direct use 
to radio engineers who desire to master the elements 

of television. 

THE television system about to be 
described is a partial answer to an 
outstanding problem. 

That problem is to provide a 
means by which visual representations 
may be sent broadcast from one point 
and received at many others. Several 
methods might be used in solving this 
problem. 

It is conceivable that some combina- 
tions of lenses or mirrors might be 
arranged whereby this broadcast could 
be effected by purely optical methods. 

By purely optical methods we mean 
the linking of an observer with an 
observed object by light from that 
object directly and without the inter- 
position of any auxiliary system of 
transmission. 

It is understood, of course, that lenses 
or mirrors would only modify the direc- 
tion of light and would therefore not 
introduce any new system. 

A purely optical system would be 
dependent upon atmospheric conditions 
and its operation would presuppose the 
absence of intervening obstructions. Its 
many other limitations are quite evi- 
dent and the broadcasting of visual 
presentations by optical means alone is 
obviously impractical. 

It is necessary then for the practical 
solution of the problem to provide some 
auxiliary system interposed between the 
observer and the observed to effect 
visual broadcasting. 

A system, electro- mechanical in 

$Presented before the Radio Club of America, 
April 8, 1931. 

Television Engineer, DeForest Radio Co. 

Fig. 1. Direct method of scanning. 

nature, has been devised and today 
visual broadcasting is being effected by 
interposing that system between the 
observer and the observed. 

A simple optical system includes a 
source of light, an object to be viewed, 
light given off by the object, an eye to 
intercept some of this light and a 
nervous system wherein would be cre- 
ated the sensation of seeing. 

That is, in order to be seen an object 

Fig. 3. One method of reduction of ap- 
parent brilliancy of light. 

must give off light. This light may 
emanate from the object itself or from 
another source and be reflected by the 
object. The object radiates this light, 
some of which reaches the eye of an 
observer. Entering the eye it falls upon 
thousands of sensitive nerve ends stimu- 
lating them to send pulses to the brain. 
The brain integrates these pulses into 
a sensation peculiar to that object and 
forms a vision of it. 

A television system includes a light 
sensitive device and an electrical circuit 
interposed in the path of the light 
'waves to convert them to electrical 
waves which may be transmitted with 
greater facility. It also includes a 
device for reconverting the electrical 
waves to light waves at the receiving 
end. 

Photocell 

A device called a photoelectric cell 
is placed in the path of the light from 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
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COLOR SENSITIVITT 
CAESIUM Ox10E 

PHOTO CELL 

Fig. 2. 

the object. This cell allows current to 
pass in proportion to the amount of 
light falling upon it. More light more 
current and vice versa. This current is 
amplified and transmitted to the other 
end of the circuit where it excites a 
lamp to give off light in proportion to 
that intercepted by the photoelectric 
cell. Now, it is evident that if the light 
from all parts of the object were 
allowed to strike the photocell at one 
time the lamp at the other end of the 
circuit would light with an intensity 
proportional to the overall brilliancy of 
the object. Therefore, no details of 
that object would be transmitted and it 
is necessary to scan the object a step at 
a time and view the light at the receiv- 
ing end so that light from it reaches 
the eyes from the same angle as it 
would if the object were being viewed 
directly. 

The explanation of how this is done 
has been given so often that it will not 
be gone into here. 

The purpose of this paper is rather 
to describe the component parts of a 
television system and show their rela- 
tion to each other. 

Referring to Fig. I we have what is 
known as the direct method of scan- 
ning. Here the entire object to be 
viewed is illuminated by light which 
reflects into the photocell. A lens col-. 
lects as much of this light as possible 
and passes it through a hole in the disc 
a unit at a time in rapid succession. 
The photocell delivers current to the 
amplifier in proportion to the amount of 
light reflected from the successive units. 

As only a small part of the light 
thrown on the object reaches the hole in 
the disc, it is necessary that the object 

VOTOR 

;ULM SCANNING 

Fig. 4. Scanning motion picture type 
film. 
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THINK 
of the greatest 

names in radio -think of 
the names that have made 
radio history both because 
of the excellence and wide 
sale of the product -and 
because of the high stand- 
ards of the manufacturing 
companies themselves. 

MOST of these names - 
most of the outstanding 
radio manufacturers- use 
the Sprague Electrolytic 
Condenser as standard 
equipment because in effi- 
ciency, economy and abso- 
lute uniformity, the Sprague 
Condenser gives greatest 
satisfaction. 

Let us give you full information 
about the Sprague Electrolytic 
and Paper Condensers, including 
illustrated booklet, diagrams, etc. 

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES CO. 
North Adams, Mass. 

SPGUE SPECIALTIES LO' 
AOAMá 

Small 
Space 

High 
Capacity 

Single 
Hole 
Mounting 

High 
Voltage 

Self 
Healing 

One 
Piece 
Anode 

Metal 
Enclosed 
Vent 

Dull 
Nickel 
Can 
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" CHAIN is no stronger A than its weakest link" 
-is an old saying which is just 

as true today as ever. 

In the building of any product 
requiring moulded type resistors 

inefficient ones surely are re- 

flected in the completed job. 

The leading manufacturers 

know that ERIE RESISTORS give 

them dependable service under 

all conditions of use. Expert 

knowledge of how to make them 

plus triple inspection insures 

satisfactory performance. 

May we send you samples 

and prices? 

Erie Resistor Corporation, Eric. Pa: 
In the Center of the Radio Industrq, 
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Fig. 5. Schematic of photocell amplifier. 

be illuminated strongly over its entire 
surface. 

As shown in Fig. 2 the photocells in 
use are sensitive to invisible light as 
well as visible and by the use of proper 
filters a subject being scanned is una- 
ware of the intensity of light thrown 
upon him. 

It is possible, however, to reduce the 
apparent brilliancy of visible light by 
the method shown in Fig. 3. In this 
method the scanning disc is placed 
between the light source and the object 
so that only a small portion of it is 
illuminated at one time. The illumina- 
tion can therefore be much more intense 
without causing discomfort when a per- 
son is being scanned. Also the photo- 
cells may be placed closer to the object 
and thus pick up more reflected light. 

Motion picture films are scanned as 
shown in Fig. 4. Here the light passes 
through the film to the scanning disc. 
The holes in the disc allow light from 
each unit area to affect the cell in suc- 
cession as in the other methods. 

The discs shown rotate at a speed of 
1200 r.p.m. and scan the object 20 times 

Fig. 6. Simplified schematic of amplifier. 

per second. There are 6o holes around 
the circumference of the disc so that the 
picture at the receiving end appears as 
an image constructed with 6o lines. 

Scanning at this speed will cause the 
photocell to release currents varying at 
a rate as high as 43,000 cycles per 
second. 

Fig. 5 shows a schematic circuit of 
the amplifier associated with the photo- 
cell in each of the pickup scanners. 

The network shown between the 
photocell and the grid of the first tube 
serves to equalize the response to vary- 
ing rates of light fluctuation. The net- 

work shown at the grid of the second 
tube tends toward uniform transmis- 
sion of the desired frequencies. 

A special 445 type Audion is used in 
the output circuit so that signals are 
fed through a 75 -ohm line to the main 
amplifier without undue attenuation at 
the higher frequencies. 

Fig. 6 is a simplified schematic of the 
main amplifier which supplies signal to 
the modulator grids in the radio trans 
mitter. Incoming lines remotely con- 
trolled by relay connect any of the 
photocell amplifiers to the input of this 
amplifier. One pickup may be faded 
out as the other is faded in. 

Fig. 7 shows the frequency character- 
istic of the main amplifier. As shown 
the amplifier has an overall gain of 140 
db. plus or minus 2 db. from 15 cycles 
to 80,000. 

Fig. 8 is a schematic of a radio trans- 
mitter having 25o -watts output. A 
crystal oscillator excites a radio -fre- 
quency amplifier through a screen-gnu 
buffer stage. The output of the r -f. 

MAN TELEVISION AMPLIFIER FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS 

Fig. 7. Frequency characteristic of main 
amplifier. 

amplifier is modulated by a water cooled 
modulator controlled by the output of 
the main picture amplifier just shown. 

A separate speech amplifier may be 
connected to modulator grids for station 
announcements. 

At W2XCD in Passaic sound is 
broadcast with the television programs 
over a standard deForest radiophone 
transmitter located adjacent to the tele- 
vision transmitter. No cross talk is 
experienced when these transmitters are 
operated simultaneously. The picture 
transmitter operates on a frequency of 
2050 kc.; the sound on 1604 kc. 

Changeover from one sound and pic- 
ture pickup to another is effected by 
relays operated from a central control 
panel. Signal lights indicate in the 
studio and at the control panel just 

Fig. 8. Radio transmitter of 250 watts 
output. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

Fig. 9. 

which pickup is connected with the 
transmitters and signal lights in the 
studio indicate when transmitters are 
on the air. 

Monitor receivers for both picture 
and sound allow the quality of the 
transmission to be checked and adjusted 
from this control panel. 

Fig. 9 shows the schematic circuit of 
the radio receiver used in picking up 
the picture transmissions. This con- 
sists essentially of four unit parts as- 
sembled as a whole. 

The first is a power unit which pro- 
vides power for all filament, plate and 
grid voltages as well as neon lamp 
current. 

The second unit consists of two 
screen -grid audions operating between 
three tuned circuits to select and 
amplify the desired signals without dis- 
crimination against the side frequencies. 

The third unit is a detector which re- 
combines the carrier and side frequency 
to produce the picture frequencies at its 

Fig. 10. 

output. 
The fourth unit is a resistance capa- 

city coupled amplifier for building up 
the level of these frequencies sufficient 
to supply the picture reproducer or 
radiovisor. 

No attenuation of picture frequencies 
occurs between 5o cycles and 20,000 
cycles. At 20 cycles and at 5o kilo- 
cycles the attenuation is 4 db. 

Fig. to shows two methods of con- 
necting the output of the radio receiver 
to the neon lamp. The usual arrange- 
ment is to connect the neon lamp in the 
plate circuit. 

A more desirable arrangement is to 
by -pass the plate current of the output 
tube through an impedance and operate 
the neon lamp in parallel, as shown. 
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This is what 
he sees under 
the microscope 

Look at 

SEAL E DG ED' 
REG. U. 5. PAT. OFF. 

yourself under a strong glass. See the even 
weave and smooth finish. There can be no 
dropping out of wires with that distinctive, 
sealed, unraveling edge. 
"SEALEDGED" is the ideal cloth for pentode 
and variable -mu tubes. Only the purest nickel 
wire used: 99 + % pure nickel. 
Molybdenum screen available for special appli- 
cations. 

Newark Wire Cloth Co. 
358 -372 Verona Ave. 

NEWARK NEW JERSEY 
Without obligating us in any way please send sample and 
further particulars concerning "SEALEDGED" Grid Screen. 
Please advise regarding molybdenum screen. 
Please send representative. 

Name 

Firm 

Street 

City State 
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AH-weather 
PerFormance 

. 
International offers, in the type "B" Condenser 

Transmitter, the result of three years of intensive research 
-combined with methods of manufacture which are a 
radical departure. 

Unaffected by extreme 
changes in tempera- 
ture or humidity. 

Can be completely 
waterproofed for a 

slight additional cost. 

Considerably higher 
output than similar 
Condenser Transmit- 
ters. 

Made of finest mate- 
rials obtainable. 

Unqualifiedly guaran- 
teed for one year 
against mechanical or 
electrical failure. 

Low in cost - due to 
efficient production 
methods. 

Available with suspen- 
sion -table or 
stand mount- 
ings. 

Type ' IS Condenser Transmitter 
1. 

Pe 
3- Ir. \l icnqPhone Amplifier 

PRICES 
Complete $110.00 

Type B 75.00 
Transmitter only 

Type 3 -B 35.00 
Amplifier only 

Net F.O.B. Chicago 
(Prices quoted include 25 foot tord, 

plays and wall plate.) 

Folder 
"B3" will provide 
you with some in- 
teresting infor- 
mation on up-to- 
the-minute 
speech input 
equipment. 

Write 
for it- TODAY. 

3intrrnntinnal Brnabrasting 
.Equipment Limpantj 

3112 West 51st St., Chicago, Ill. 

Manufacturers of a complete line of speech input 
equipment. 
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Permanent Government Control 
of Philippine Radio Stations Urged 
THE retention of Government con- 

trol of the local radio service is 
advocated by the Department of 
Commerce and Communications 

as a new source of income for the Gov- 
ernment. This decision has been 
reached by the Department of Com- 
merce and Communications following 
the 6% months trial that has been given 
to the Bureau of Posts. The trial has 
proved to the satisfaction of the Bureau 
that radio service under Government 
control can be operated and handled as 
efficiently as under private control with 
the advantage that the Government will 
gain a new source of income to finance 
the heavy expenses of the Government. 
The special appropriation voted out by 
the legislature for the operation of the 
9 principal radio stations which were 
turned over by the Radio Corporation 
of the Philippines amounts to 245,000 
pesos. (One Philippine peso equals 50 
cents.) This amount covers the ex- 
penses for the maintenance of these sta- 
tions until December, 1931. 

The operation of these stations, which 
are located in Manila, Cebu, Iloilo, 
Zamboanga, Davao, Aparrl, Laong, 
Tacloban, Cagayan, and Oriental Mi- 
samisk, yielded an average monthly in- 

STATISTICS OF CANADIAN 
PACIFIC TELEGRAPH SYSTEM 

IN 1930, through 1,642 offices in Can- 
ada, the Canadian Pacific Telegraph 

System sent 5,761,694 paid messages 
and received 5,512,446. Cables sent to- 
taled 340,408. Cables received totaled 
313,854. At the close of the year, the 
total wire mileage, including carrier sys- 
tem, was 234,404 miles. The pole mile- 
age was 17,718 miles, or a total of 
708,720 poles. The total personnel of 
the telegraph department was 2,681 of- 
ficers and employees. (Vice Consul 
Ralph Townsend, Montreal, Canada.) 

NATIONAL RADIO WEEK TO BE 

HELD IN SEPTEMBER 
THE National Federation of Radio 

Associations, embracing all of the 
distributing side of the radio industry, 
has selected the week of Septem- 
ber 21 -27, coinciding with the Radio 
World's Fair in New York, to be ob- 
served throughout the nation as Na- 
tional Radio Week. 

H. G. Erstrom, executive vice- presi- 
dent of the association, in commenting 
upon the event, stated: 

"During National Radio Week in 
1930, there were thirty -three chain pro- 
grams dedicated to Radio. Over 200 
broadcasting stations carried frequent 

crease from tolls received amounting to 
20,394 pesos. The monthly average col- 
lection from January 1 to September 15 
from telegraph tolls, which include the 
radio service, was 76,741 pesos. This 
amount was increased to 97,135 pesos 
from September 16 to December 31 of 
last year. The Radio Corporation of the 
Philippines relinquished the operation 
of the 9 principal radio stations in fa- 
vor of the Bureau of Posts last Sep- 
tember 16. From September 16 to De- 
cember 31, 1930, the Bureau of Posts 
increased their income from radio ser- 
vice by 71,379 pesos. Under the new 
improvements introduced by the Bu- 
reau of Posts, radio messages between 
Manila and Cebu require an average of 
10 minutes. This time has been de- 
creased to five minutes on many oc- 
casions. The same period is recorded 
for messages between Manila and Zam- 
boanga. Another advantage in favor 
of Government control of the radio ser- 
vice is that the telegraph and cable ser- 
vice, which are also under the postal 
service, can be of assistance in case a 
radio station meets any difficulty in 
handling messages. This advantage can- 
not be found in the operation of private 
enterprises. 

announcements during the week con- 
cerning the event. Thirty -five metro- 
politan areas held gala demonstrations 
celebrating radio's tenth birthday and 
nearly one hundred newspapers ran spe- 
cial radio week supplements carrying 
radio news. 

"This year we have laid more au- 
spicious plans for the observance of 
radio's eleventh birthday. We intend to 
make the public more 'radio conscious' 
and to realize the vast influence radio 
has on the public life of our nation. The 
fact that well over nine million dollars 
are spent yearly to bring the best pos- 
sible entertainment into the homes of 
the public should cause the listener to 
want to have the most up- to-date re- 
ceiving sets in his home in order to 
fully appreciate the value of the pro- 
grams that are rendered to him with- 
out charge." 

EXTENSION OF RADIO COMMUNI- 
CATION IN CHINA 

W[TH the completion in November, 
1930, of the wireless stations in- 

stalled at Shanghai under American 
auspices, direct communications were 
established between Shanghai and San 
Francisco and Shanghai and Berlin. A 
French installed station at Shanghai 
provided for direct communications be- 

tween Shanghai and Paris. These sta- 
tions are operated by the Chinese Na- 
tional Radio Administration in agree- 
ment with American, German and 
French companies. During the past few 
years, numerous radio stations have been 
installed in interior cities of China, pri- 
marily for the use of military authori- 
ties. At Mukden a station has been in- 
stalled by Germans for communication 
with Germany and a second large sta- 
tion is being completed there, under 
American auspices, for communication 
with America. But the great majority 
of the installations in the interior of 
China are not sufficiently powerful to 
transmit other than local messages. The 
Mukden authorities have, however, pro- 
vided a network of radio stations for 
communications in the three eastern 
provinces, hence functions indepen- 
dently of the China National Radio Ad- 
ministration. 

Recently a notice appeared in the 
Shanghai press reading as follows: 
"By an order of the Ministry of Com- 
munications, all Government radio sta- 
tions in the country will operate inter- 
national services from May 15. The 
transmission of radio messages to or 
from foreign countries will, therefore. 
be extended to 15 additional cities " 

RADIO POWER APPARATUS 
(Concluded from page 27) 

thereto. This involves consideration of 
atmospheric conditions, temperature 
rises, and the like, and rotating ma- 
chines must have ball bearings and be 
semi -enclosed and drip proof. Compact- 
ness is also desirable, as illustrated in 
Fig. 7, which shows a two -bearing set 
having a plate supply at 1,200 volts and 
slip rings on the motor for filament sup- 
ply. It may be stated that, as a matter 
of precaution, all high -voltage machines 
should be equipped with some type of 
enclosure in order to prevent accidental 
contact with live parts of the machine. 
For land installations, of which broad- 
casting stations represent a considerable 
proportion, requirements are less rigor- 
ous, but it is probable that the econo- 
mies which can be realized by taking 
advantage of the easier requirements 
will not warrant constructing two dif- 
ferent lines of apparatus, at least so far 
as the specialized plate and filament ma- 
chines are concerned. 

Fig. 8 illustrates a motor generator 
used in connection with carrier -current 
transmitters. in which a small alternator 
furnishes filament current. Fig. 10 

shows a three -unit, four -bearing outfit 
which provides sources of supply for 
filament, plate and grid. A small porta- 
ble gasoline- driven set is shown in Fig. 
10; this set supplies plate at 1,000 volts 
and filament at 12 volts direct current; 
it is totally enclosed and waterproof. 
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THE Group Subscription 
Plan for RADIO ENGINEERING 
enables a group of engineers or 
department heads to subscribe 
at one -half the usual yearly 
rate. 

The regular individual rate is 

$2.00 a year. In groups of 4 
or more, the subscription rate 
is $1.00 a year. (In foreign 
countries $2.00.) 

The engineering departments of 
hundreds of manufacturers in 
the radio and allied industries 
have used this Group Plan for 
years, in renewing their sub- 
scriptions to RADIO ENGINEER- 
ING. 

Each subscriber should print 
his name and address clearly 
and state his occupation - 
whether an executive, engineer, 
department head, plant super- 
intendent, or foreman, etc. 

Remember this Group 
Plan when Your 
Subscription Expires 

(Radio Engineering) 

Bryan Davis Publishing Co, Inc. 
52 Vanderbilt Avenue 

New York, N. Y. 

Los Angeles Chicago Cleveland 

Type P -f 

GRAPHITE ELE- 
MENT VOLUME 
CONTROL adapted 
for use as a Pen- 
tode Tone Con- 

trol Rheostat. 

PENTODE 
TONE CONTROLS 

ADDING Tone Control to 
Pentode circuit has pre- 

sented new problems to volume 
control engineers because of the 
heavy load to be dissipated by 
this light duty device. A spe- 
cial tapered element designed to 
spread this load and at the same 
time gradually control the tone 
was necessary. 

CLAROSTAT, as usual, has 
solved this problem for manu- 
facturers, and now a really 
worthwhile, efficient Tone Con- 
trol rheostat is available. 

Present your variable resistor 
problems to Clarostat Engineers. 

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. 
285 NORTH SIXTH ST. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Type P -18 

WIRE WOUND 
VOLUME CON- 
TROL with built - 

in switch. 
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Transmission Channels for Television 
A North American conference, held 

at Ottawa, Canada, in January, 1929, 
set aside the following frequencies for 
television assignments: 2,000 to 2,100 
kilocycles; 2,100 to 2,200 kilocycles; 
2,950 to 2,85o kilocycles; 2,850 to 2,950 
kilocycles, with the additional frequency 
band 2,200 to 2,300 kilocycles, available 
for assignment in the United States, in 
such geographical rePions as the South 
and Southwest, where such assignments 
would not interfere with the use of the 
same frequencies fo, other purposes in 
Canada or any other nation on the 
North American Continent, or in the 
\Vest Indies. It will thus be seen that 
there are only four frequency bands, 
each ioo kilocycles wide, for general 
allocation in the United States. 

The Federal Radio Commission has 
maintained a policy of permitting and 
encouraging the type of legitimate ex- 
perimental research work in television, 
which will advance the art. For this 
reason, the present frequency assign- 
ments to television stations are made 
upon a purely experimental basis. All 
of these stations are subject to the pro- 
visions of General Order 64, covering 
experimental stations. This order re- 
quires the filing of regular quarterly 
reports showing the technical progress 
made by the station during the previous 
quarter, and definitely precludes the 
commercializing of the stations' trans- 

missions. Since a large part of experi- 
mental television work can be conducted 
in the laboratory long before any need 
exists to conduct the transmissions on 
radio waves, and the actual radio trans- 
mission is in reality one of t'he more 
advanced stages of this development 
work, the Commission now requires a 
showing of laboratory research in tele- 
vision previously carried on by the 
applicant. Should very high frequen- 
cies prove useful for television a con- 
siderable step forward in the develop- 
ment of the art will have been made as 
the necessarily large band widths used 
in television can be more easily accom- 
modated on these frequencies. 

For example, assuming a o.i per cent 
frequency separation is in use, as 
recommended for the present by the 
first meeting of the International Tech- 
nical Consulting Committee on Radio 
Communications at The Hague in the 
Fall of 1929, the band width at 2,000 
kilocycles on a 9.1 per cent basis is 
only 2 kilocycles; in order to create a 

television channel of 100 kilocycles, 50 
such channels are required. 

The same percentage separation ap- 
plied to the very high frequency end 
of the spectrum would give, at 6o,00n 
kilocycles, a channel width of 60 kilo- 
cycles, 30 times as wide as the two -kilo- 
cycle channel in the 2,000 kilocycle -por- 
tion of the spectrum. 

Need for Radio Equipment 

in Australian Airplanes 
ON March 21 the airplane 

Southern Cloud, flying in the 
Sydney- Melbourne mail and 
passenger route of the Austra- 

lian National Airways Ltd. (A. N. A.) 
was lost in a storm with six passengers 
and two pilots. The report of the Air 
Accidents Investigation Committee re- 
garding the loss of the plane recom- 
mended that a regulation requiring 
planes to carry two -way wireless and 
a qualified operator be placed in force 
as soon as practicable. Prior to the 
disaster, it was understood that Amal- 
gamated Wireless Asia Limited had 
been experimenting with wireless sets 
in A. N. A. planes, but nothing had 
been done in the way of installing equip- 
ment because of the expense involved. 
Federal aviation authorities had also 
made plans for directional wireless sta- 
tions at Richmond, N. S. W. and Laver - 
ton, Victoria, for the purpose of giving 
aviators their positions. Construction of 

these stations is now being expedited 
and it is probable that a third station 
will be erected at a point somewhere off 
the main route. It is reported that 
planes can be equipped with apparatus 
for about £150 while ground stations 
will cost between £400 and £500. A 
plane in the Western Airways Service 
between Adelaide and Perth recently 
carried an experimental set weighing 
about 29 pounds, including a battery, 
the set allowing the sending of messages 
for distances up to 1,000 miles. No def- 
inite move in the way of equipping 
passenger and mail planes with wireless 
sets has been made as yet outside of 
the erection of the directional wireless 
stations, but it is understood that seri- 
ous consideration is being given to the 
installation of suitable equipment 'to 
minimize the possibilities of further 
disasters. (Assistant Trade Commis- 
sioner H. P. Van Blorcom, Sydney. 
Australia.) 

PREDICTS EVERY POLICEMAN TO 
BE RADIO EQUIPPED 

POLICE systems in which every man 
will be equipped with his own mini- 

ature radio receiver is foreseen as the 
logical development in steps now being 
taken by police organizations through- 
out the world in checking and prevent- 
ing the commission of crime, according 
to a prominent official of E. T. Cun- 
ningham, Inc., who points to an experi- 
ment about to be tried in London, where 
every policeman will be equipped with 
a pocket radio set. 

By means of these miniature re- 
ceivers, this official explains, every po- 
liceman will be enabled to receive short- 
wave signals from the central police 
transmitting station informing him of 
crime happenings. 

ANGLO- BELGIAN CABLE 

HE British Government is in nego- 
tiation tiation with Belgium for the laying 

of a new telephone cable between St. 
Margaret's, in England, and La Panne, 
in Belgium. The British authorities 
foresee a considerable extension of traf- 
fic with the Continent,.and,wish to pro- 
vide circuits for such distant countries 
as Turkey, Bulgaria, and Rumania. 
Amplifying stations will be erected on 
both the British and Belgian coasts and 
the cost will be shared by the two coun- 
tries. According to present plans, the 
cable will be laid in 1932, and be put 
into service at the beginning of 1933. 

INCREASE IN NUMBER OF RADIO 
LICENSES ISSUED IN FINLAND 

ACCORDING to the Radio License 
Department of the Postal and Tele- 

graph Bureau, 106,000 radio licenses 
for the year 1931 had been issued be- 
fore December 31, 1930, exclusive of 
the radio licenses issued in the rural 
districts. As the number of radio li- 
censes issued for 1929 was 73,777, there 
is an increase of approximately 31,000 
licenses in two years. (American Min- 
ister Edward E. Brodie, Helsingfors, 
Finland. ) 

ROCHESTER IN NOVEMBER 

Extensive plans are afoot to 
make the Rochester, N. Y., Fall 
meeting of the Institute of Radio 
Engineers an outstanding suc- 
cess. Practically all of the ex- 
hibits' space has already been as- 
signed. The meeting will be held 
at the Sagamore Hotel, on No- 
vember 9 and 10, next. 
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LOSS or DIVIDENDS 
Profitable operation is based on the salability of your product and the 

relation of costs to selling price. By contributing a dependable material, 

Synthane increases the salability of your product. By assuring absolute 

uniformity, Synthane eliminates waste, breakage, and rejections -sub- 

stantially lowering costs. 

Manufacturers who use Synthane recognize its importance in these vital 

particulars. No wonder they consider it an investment which brings greater 

dividends. Synthane will convince you in the same way -if you investi- 

gate. The reverse side tells more about the product! 

6,71r- YNTÏIAN E 
Laminated Bakelite 

SHEETS -RODS- TUBES -FABRICATED PARTS -STABILIZED GEAR STOCK 
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FOR EVERY SPECIFICATION 
No matter what your requirements, you will find a grade of 

SHEETS 

TUBES & RODS 

FABRICATED PARTS 

STABILIZED GEARS 

Synthane specially designed to meet them. 

Special grades made at no additional cost. All standard grades 
of Synthane, listed according to N. E. M. A. standards, are ready 
for immediate shipment. 

GRADE X. For General Use where low moisture absorption and 
good machining and electrical properties are required. Paper 
base. Will punch up to 1/32" cold, and when heated, to greater 
thicknesses. Machines readily. See "Sheets ", "Tubes ". 

GRADE XX. For Extremely Low Moisture Absorption and High 
Dielectric Strength. Paper base. Good machining qualities. Low 
moisture absorption. See "Sheets ", "Tubes ", "Rods ". 

GRADE XP.For Punching Operations. Paper base. Punches and shears 
cold up to 3/32 "; punches and shears in thicker sizes depending 
on design of die and temperature of material. See "Sheets". 

GRADE C. For Exceptional Structural and Impact Strength. Canvas 
base. Punches and machines readily. For use where high impact 
and transverse strength are required in connection with good 
insulating properties. See "Sheets ", "Tubes ", "Rods ", "Gears ". 

GRADE L. For Fine Machining. Linen base. Usually required not 
over 1/8 ". See "Sheets ", "Tubes', "Rods ". 

SHEETS. Size -36" square. Thickness -.010" upwards to 8 ". Color 
-Natural, Chocolate Brown and Black. Finish -Dull, High Gloss. 
Grades -X, XX, XXX, XP, C, L. Special as required. 

TUBES. Length -36 ". Diameter -Inside diameter from 1/8" upwards. 
Outside diameter as required. Color -Natural and Black. Finish 
-Dull, High Gloss. Stocks- Round, Square, Rectangular. Grades 
-Wrapped X, C, L; Molded X, XX, C, L. Special as required. 

RODS. Length -36 ". Diameter -1/8" upward. Color - Natural, 
Black. Finish -Dull, High Gloss. Stocks- Round, Square. Grades 
-Molded XX, C, L. 

FABRICATED PARTS. Complete fabricated parts made to speci- 
fications in any of the above grades. Prompt deliveries to 
customers' requirements. 

SYNTHANE STABILIZED GEAR STOCK for Silent Gears. Standard 
sheets 36" square. Thickness -upwards to 8 ". Easy to machine, 
strong, resilient and light. Gear blanks of any diameter in 
stock for immediate shipment. 

SYNTHANE does not crack, break, dent, swell, warp, or cold flow. It 
has high dielectric strength, low moisture absorption, low surface 
leakage, good punching qualities, easy machineability, and high 
resistance to oils and chemicals. Genuine Bakelite resins, high - 
grade raw materials, specially designed machinery, controlled 
processes and supervised workmanship insure absolute uniformity 
of all Synthane products. 

YNT11IAN r 
CORPORATION OAKS PENNA 

NEW YORK - CHICAGO - BOSTON - DAYTON -LOS ANGELES -SAN FRANCISCO 
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An electrical 
hair trigger 

Slightest mechanical or 
electromagnetic influence 
controls powerful electric 
current by means of novel 

vacuum contact. 

UNLEASHING two horsepower 
of energy when its stem is im- 
perceptibly moved, the vacuum 
contact now introduced to the 

electrical and allied industries of Amer- 
ica may truly be termed an electrical 
hair trigger. In potential application 
it may be likened to the vacuum tube 
amplifier, since it places a small amount 
of energy in complete control of thou- 
sands of times as much energy. Fur- 
thermore, it eliminates most of the 
complicated, cumbersome, costly and 
frequently troublesome array of ap- 
paratus heretofore required for the 
harnessing of electrical equipment to 
be controlled by delicate means. Prop- 
erly applied, especially in conjunction 
with simplified light- sensitive cells, this 
device opens up startling possibilities 
limited solely by the fertility of ingeni- 
ous minds. 

The vacuum contact is a new and 
improved device for use wherever a 
positive, rapid and durable electrical 
contact is needed in circuits handling up 
to 6 amperes continuous load or 8 am- 
peres intermittently, at potentials up to 
220 volts. It can be operated by hand, 
by mechanical means, or again by an 

NaNisALLV CLOSED 
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Contact actuated by magnet to open 
circuit 

electromagnetic agency in conjunction 
with standard relays. This contact is 
especially well adapted for use in tele- 
graph and telephone circuits, for rail- 
way switches and signals, for fire and 
burglar alarm systems, controller, ad-. 
vertising signs, rectifiers, electric 
ranges and various radio applications 
where a considerable wattage must be 
controlled by a minimum of energy. It 
operates in any position and is unaf- 
fected by movement or shaking. 

The accompanying diagram presents 
the operating details of the vacuum con- 
tact. It will be noted that the principle 
is extremely simple. 

It makes use of the elastic property 
of glass to cause the mechanical actua- 
tion of contacts sealed in vacuum. The 
bellows B, because of their shape and 
the tempering of the glass, are highly 
elastic. A slight movement of the stem 
or protruding rod C is communicated 
to the movable contact block E, caus- 
ing it to separate from contact block G 
which is stationary. The spring E makes 
positive contact between the contacts 
when no pressure is applied to the stem. 
The contacts are maintained in the 
evacuated glass tube A. The leads are 
indicated at I. 

The vacuum contact is a development 
of Siemens & Halske of Germany and 
has met with wide application in that 
country as well as in Great Britain. It 
is now being introduced in the United 
States for the first time by the Burgess 
Battery Company of New York and 
Chicago. 

Operating in a vacuum, the vacuum 
contact is free from serious arcing and 
corroded contacts. It can handle its 
rated current as fast as 40 breaks per 
second. The makes and breaks are posi- 
tive and clean, without hang -overs and 
chattering experienced with other forms 
of contacts, as proved by comparative 
oscillograph recordings. The vacuum 
contact requires a movement of only 
0.02 inch at the end of its stem, which 
can be brought about by a force of less 
than 10 ounces, and usually but 6 
ounces. The temperature rise at the 
rated current is extremely slight. The 
circuit is broken without arcing at less 
than 0.001 inch separation of the con- 
tact blocks. The small movement and 
slight force required for operation, 
lowers the total cost by the elimination 
of mechanical links. As for life, one 
of these contacts has been operated, at 
a rate of 10 times per second, 124; 
000,000 times, without breakdown. 

There is no spark or arc, although on 
inductive loads a condenser is shunted 
across the contact. This device repre- 
sents an ideal means of breaking heavy 
a -c. or d -c. currents with safety, rapidity 
and small force. 

The normal action of the vacuum 
contact is with contact blocks in posi- 
tive contact. A slight pressure on the 

stem breaks the circuit. However, this 
action can be reversed by mounting the 
contact with a pressure on the stem 
normally to break the circuit. Releasing 
the pressure will cause the circuit to 
close. Either method of control is prac- 
tical. The ideal method of operating 
the vacuum contact is by means of a 
relay the armature of which is coupled 
to the end of the vacuum contact stem. 
The vacuum contact is clamped to the 
relay by suitable means. 

With the early availability of an en- 
tirely new form of light- sensitive cell, 
the vacuum contact promises to play an 
important role in the light control of 
many electrical circuits. The vacuum 
contact makes possible the operation of 
powerful equipment by means of light 
control, with a minimum of equipment. 
The vacuum contact may be operated by 
a simple relay operating in the plate 
circuit of an amplifying tube fed by the 
output of the light- sensitive cell circuit, 
or again by a sensitive polarized relay 
actuated by the cell and in turn con- 
trolling the relay which operates the 
vacuum contact for controlling over a 
thousand watts if necessary. 

STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE 
FOR COMMERCIAL TELEVI- 

SION RECEIVERS 

(Concluded from page 30) 

of course, ways in which a rising char- 
acteristic may be obtained through the 
use of resistances shunted by capaci- 
tances which have little or no effect 
upon the linear aspect of the line dw. 
There are also ways of operating the 
screen -grid tube or the pentode so that 
they become self -equalizing without re- 
sorting to resonant circuits. 

The Detector Circuit 

In discussing the fidelity characteris- 
tic of the television receiver too much 
stress cannot be laid upon the desira- 
bility for strict attention to the detector 
circuit. Recent developments in detec- 
tor design lead the way toward detector 
arrangements which do not suffer from 
frequency restriction. The long favored 
"bias" or plate- circuit detectors do not 
fall into this latter classification. It 
might be noted, in view of the damping 
of the detector input circuit due to the 
use of detectors which habitually draw 
grid current, that it is entirely per- 
missible to use regeneration so long as 
it does not exceed the magnitude neces- 
sary for balancing out the damping ef- 
fect due to the detector. Regeneration 
properly applied to a band selector cir- 
cuit will result in a considerable widen- 
ing of the distance between the reso- 
nance peaks due to removal of the nor- 
mal r -f. resistance from the circuits. 
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MACKAY RADIO AND TELEGRAPH 
COMPANY 

Announcement was made in July by 
Clarence H. Mackay, president of the 
Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company, 
that the two Newark factories now con- 
trolled by his Comnany have been re- 
opened and a considerable number of new 
employees will be engaged between now 
and September. These factories have been 
closed down for a short period, and were 
formerly operated by the Kolster Radio 
Corporation. The majority of this addi- 
tional personnel, said Mr. Mackay, will 
be directly engaged in the manufacture of 
the new Kolster International radio broad- 
cast receiver, which will be placed on the 
market early in August and will be the 
very last word in the art. 

Trade response in the United States, 
South America and abroad has caused his 
Company to feel warranted in not only 
launching an aggressive campaign for this 
year's business, but also in providing sub- 
stantial capital investment with the demand 
of the next several years in mind. 

A large part of the personnel will be 
engaged in the manufacturing of the Kol- 
ster radio compass. and radiotelegraph 
communication equipment not only for the 
International system, but for installation 
on American merchant ships, which com- 
prises the Mackay Radio marine services. 

A separate department will be maintained 
for the manufacture of high powered 
vacuum tubes for transmitting purposes. 

In addition to the manufacturing divi- 
sion a laboratory is being established in 
Newark, which will soon employ a large 
corps of engineers who will engage in 
development and research work in all 
branches of the radio art, and who will 
work closely with the laboratories of In- 
ternational Communications Laboratories. 

SYNTHANE OPENS CLEVELAND 
OFFICE 

Synthane Corporation. Oaks, Pa., manu- 
facturer of Synthane laminated Bakelite 
products has appointed J. W. Davis as 
its Ohio representative with offices at 1302 
Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohio. 

The Synthane Corporation thus brings 
to this territory the same excellent tech- 
nical service which it has already extended 
to manufacturers through its offices and 
representatives in New York, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles and San Fran- 
cisco. 

Synthane Corporation also maintains 
complete stocks of Synthane laminated gear 
material at its Cleveland Office, with ade- 
quate facilities for immediate delivery of 
full sheets or blanks. 

LOWER PRICES FOR IMPROVED 
BURTEX DIAPHRAGMS 

Due to an improved vet more economical 
method of finishing Burtex or impregnated 
cloth diaphragms for loudspeakers, the 
Stevens Manufacturing Corporation of 
Newark. N. J., announces reduced prices. 

"In the past" states Leslie Stevens, 

president of the Stevens organization, "we 
had to coat our Burtex diaphragms by 
hand with the aluminum or bronze lacquer, 
in order to obtain an airtight finish posi- 
tively free from pinholes. Our elaborate 
spraying equipment had proved quite un- 
suitable for this purpose. The hand paint- 
ing- process represented a major item of 
cost in our labor. 

"We have succeeded in developing a new 
finishing process whereby an attractive 
lacquer is applied to the diaphragms by 
dipping. A large number of diaphragms 
are dipped at one time and permitted to 
dry before the next coat is applied. Sub- 
stantial reductions in our labor costs have 
been thus effected, and these reductions 
are being passed on to the buyer in the 
form of lower prices on Burtex dia- 
phragms. Meanwhile, a better diaphragm 
with a more attractive finish, results from 
the new finishing process," concludes Mr. 
Stevens. 

ADVISE LAYMAN IN OBTAINING 
GREATEST SERVICE FROM RADIO 

TUBES 
In a word of advice to the layman as 

to the best means for obtaining maximum 
service from the tubes in his receiver engi- 
neers of the E. T. Cunningham, Inc. offer 
the following: 

First, be sure that the set if house cur- 
rent operated, is connected to a line, the 
voltage of which is that specified by the 
set manufacturer. In general it is advis- 
able that the voltage be maintained within 
limits close to those designated by the 
manufacturer. If the voltage is consist- 
ently lower. operating inefficiency will re- 
sult, and if too high the life of the tubes 
may be shortened through overload. Sec- 
ond, if a tube is to be removed from the 
set for any reason, it is advisable that the 
current to the set be turned off before 
such removal is made, otherwise excess 
voltage may be applied to the other tubes. 

Third, it should be remembered that 
radio receiving tubes require reasonable 
care in handling. A severe jar or shock, 
while it may not break the glass bulb, may 
alter the position of the elements inside 
the bulb and thereby change the operating 
characteristics of the tube. 

If these simple precautions are followed 
they conclude, the set owner may be rea- 
sonably assured that he will obtain both 
good service and good life if he uses tubes 
built to high standards of quality. 

SEVENTY PER CENT OF ALL RADIO 
SETS ARE NOW A -C. OPERATED 
More than 70 per cent of all the radio 

sets in use today are electric and of this 
number approximately 67 per cent are 
operated by a -c., it was revealed by a 
survey just completed by the statistical 
department of the Arcturus Radio Tube 
Company of Newark. 

"Four years ago when we pioneered the 
first a -c. tube there were not more than 
100,000 alternating- current sets in the en- 
tire country," Arcturus officials said. The 

increased use of the a -c. sets is merely a 
trend of the times and a reflection of the 
manner in which the electric -line operated 
set has been perfected in recent years. 
Moreover, the mounting popularity of the 
electric set is seen in the. industry as an 
important development as it indicates the 
manner in which the radio -using public 
is quick to adopt new types of sets so 
long as they are more efficient." 

Arcturus officials also revealed that the 
sale of their blue a -c. tubes rose from a 
low of a few thousand tubes in the first 
month of their existence, to a peak of 
several million tubes per year. With the 
increased interest by the public in the new 
pentode and variable -mu tubes, which 
Arcturus pioneered, the company is now 
enjoying a consistent upturn in business. 

DR. ACHESON PASSES AWAY 
Dr. Edward Goodrich Acheson, of St. 

Petersburg, Fla., internationally known 
scientist and inventor, founder of the Ache- 
son Oildag Company and chairman of its 
board, died July 6th in New York City, 
after a brief illness. 

CABINET SIMPLIFIES HANDLING 
OF RESISTORS 

To facilitate the handling of resistor 
units by jobbers, a jobber's stock all steel 
cabinet has just been issued by the Inter- 
national Resistance Company of Philadel- 
phia, Pa. This metal cabinet has sixteen 
drawers, each drawer being divided into 
four compartments, thereby providing space 
for approximately 5,000 resistors of sixty - 
four different ranges. The cabinet is at- 
tractively finished in mahogany color and 
is an added attraction to any stockroom or 
shop. 

The cabinet is furnished free of charge 
to any jobber with an order for at least 
1,000 metallized resistors. If the order 
amounts to 500 units, the cabinet is billed 
at half the cost. 

The cabinet has proved most popular 
with jobbers, since it answers the old 
question of where and how the many dif- 
ferent sizes and styles of resistors may be 
stored for convenient handling, in meeting 
the requirements of dealers and service- 
men. 

UTAH LOUDSPEAKERS ABROAD 
The Utah Radio Products Company, of 

Chicago, has concluded an agreement with 
A. C. Cossor, Limited, of London, England, 
to manufacture and distribute Utah speak- 
ers and other Utah items in European 
countries. it is announced by H. C. Forster, 
vice -president of the Chicago company. 
The agreement was consummated by Mr. 
Forster with W. R. Bullimore, president 
of the English company, at the R.M.A. 
trade show in Chicago. 

At the same time Mr. Forster announced 
that his company had signed contracts 
with several large American radio manu- 
facturers to supply them with Utah speak- 
ers and other Utah products. including 
remote control units for automobile radios. 
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Write for the new CENTRALAB Volume Con- 
trol with Off and On Switch. Engineers send 
specification for sample. More convenient than 
when mounted separately. Saves assembly cost 
. . . saves in first cost. 

Central Radio Laboratories 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

Page 47 

the 
World- Famous 
Masterpiece 

of Cellini 
Art -lovers the world over travel to Florence 
to see Cellini's masterpiece -the famous 
Perseus with the head of Medusa. Cellini's 
genius is evident in every detail . and 
in the glorious perfection of the whole. 

The CENTRALAB name on a volume control 
stamps it as the final word in the accuracy 
of every tiny detail and in the sum total 
that makes for smooth, noiseless radio per- 
formance. The production of more than 
twenty million Centralab Volume Controls 
has made these tiny instruments of precision 
"world famous ". 

ROEBLING 
WIRE- Antennae (plain or enameled). Con- 
necting and Ground (Rubber covered, 
braided or plain). 

STRAND -Antennae (plain or en- 
ameled) - Double Galvanized. 

BUS BAR -Litzendraht -Loop 

MAGNET (Cotton or Silk) 

WIRE 
PRODUCTS 
JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO. 
Trenton, N. J. Branches in Principal Cities 

ACME 
TRANSFORMERS 

Arnie Step Down 
Tranvformer. 

50 to 350 watt 
sizes available. 

Power and Audio Transformers for Radio Manufactur- 
ers' use. Prompt quotations given on your specifications. 

Send for these new bulletins: 

Voltage Step Down Transformers for export shipments, 
Bulletin No. 121. 

Replacement Transformers for service organizations, 
Bulletin No. 122. 

The Acme Electric & Manufacturing Co. 
1440 Hamilton Ave. Cleveland. Ohio 
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NEW OFFICERS OF HYGRADE 
SYLVANIA CORPORATION 

The officers of the Hygrade Sylvania 
Corporation, successor to Hygrade Lamp 
Company of Salem, Massachusetts, Syl- 
vania Products Company and Nilco Lamp 
Works Inc., of Emporium, Pennsylvania, 
manufacturers of incandescent lamps and 
radio tubes, have been elected as follows : 

Chairman of Board, Edward J. Poor; 
President, B. G. Erskine; Treasurer, 
Frank A. Poor; Vice Presidents, Walter 
E. Poor and Guy S. Felt; Clerk and Sec- 
retary, John S. Learoyd, Jr., Assistant 
Secretary, M. F. Balcom. 

The directors are: E. J. Poor, B. G. 
Erskine, F. A. Poor, G. S. Felt, W. E. 
Poor, J. P. Hale and W. E. Erskine. 

The selection of these officers assures the 
company, in addition to its more than usual 
financial strength and profitable present 
business, the actual guidance of a group of 
active "shirt sleeve" executives who as 
principal stockholders in the company, have 
a financial and personal interest in its suc- 
cess much beyond that of the usual hired 
executive. 

NEW PRICES ON DE FOREST 
TRANSMUTING TUBES 

New net list prices have just been an- 
nounced by the DeForest Radio Company 
of Passaic, N. J., covering DeForest trans- 
mitting audions. Increased production and 
a greatly enlarged market in this highly 
specialized field have made possible some 
striking downward price revisions, accord- 
ing to DeForest officials. The DeForest 
transmitting audion line covers every type 
from the 15 -watt 510 type oscillator to the 
10,000 -watt water -cooled 507 type oscil- 
lator, including screen -grid tubes, mercury - 
vapor rectifiers, and ultra short -wave 
oscillators. A copy of the new price list 
may be had for the asking. 

PLANS FOR NEW JEFFERSON 
ELECTRIC PLANT 

Announcement was made recently of 
what is claimed to be the largest industrial 
development in the Chicago area during 
1931. Jefferson Electric Company pur- 
chased a 19 -acre tract in Bellwood, a 
wéstern suburb, on which it will erect at 
once a $550,000 manufacturing plant. This 
will house in one building two Chicago 
plants now at 15th and Laflin Streets and 
at Congress and Green Streets, and will 
care for the entire business with the ex- 
ception of the Canadian subsidiary in 
Toronto. The company now employs ap- 
proximately 1,800 and the new plant will 
have facilities for 3,000 workers. 

The property fronts 700 feet on 25th 
avenue and 1,000 feet on Madison Street, 
extending from Madison Street 1,278 feet 
along the Indiana Harbor Belt railway to 
Jackson Street. In addition to being served 
by the Belt railway the new plant will have 
the Chicago, Aurora and Elgin railroad, 
the Chicago and Great Western and a 
freight line of the Chicago and North- 
western railroad. 

Jefferson Electric Company of which J. 
A. Berman is president, J. C. Daley, vice - 
president and treasurer, and A. E. Trenza, 
vice -president and general sales manager, 
was established twenty years ago and 
merged fifteen years later with the Chicago 
Fuse Manufacturing Company, which had 
been organized more than four decades 
ago. They have paid dividends every year 
without interruption since organization, it 
is stated. 

The chief products manufactured include 
transformers such as are used for bells, sig- 

nal systems, electrical toys, oil burners, 
radio receivers, and neon signs, as well as 
electrical fuses, automobile ignition coils, 
outlet boxes, switch boxes, and miscellane- 
ous electrical products. The annual busi- 
ness approximates $5,000,000. 

PLASTIC INSULATION MATERIALS 
VARY IN TECHNICAL 

PROPERTIES 
Oftentimes variations are not so apparent 

in comparative costs. It is perhaps truc 
that factors other than mechanical or elec- 
trical characteristics must be considered, as 
for example, appearance, in the choice of a 
material such considerations must weigh 
lightly in making a decision on parts within 
the apparatus itself. 

Most insulating parts, whether stamped 
from sheet, cut from rods, or tubes, or 
otherwise fabricated represent a rather in- 
consequential expense in relation to the en- 
tire assembly. Therefore, the shrewd radio 
engineer in designing his equipment will 
seek the greatest possible insulation pro- 
tection against leaks and losses and the in 
fluence of atmospheric moisture. 

The American Hard Rubber Company o f 
9 Mercer Street, New York, has specialized 
in electrical insulation almost from the very 
beginning of the electrical industry in 
America. They have for eighty years been 
recognized as experts in the production of 
hard rubber to meet definite engineering 
specifications. 

The advent of radio brought new prob- 
lems in insulation. With characteristic 
thoroughness the technical laboratories of 
this Company attacked these problems. As 
a result the special grades of hard rubber 
developed to meet these needs occupy an 
outstanding position in the industry. 

INFORMATION ABOUT PENTODES 
There seems to be some misunderstand- 

ing among the trade in regard to what 
should be the appearance of the pentode 
type of tube. Customers write stating that 
the pentode type has the appearance of 
having gas, and in consequence there was 
some doubt as to the quality. 

This phenomenon is not gas but a cathode 
ray bombardment of the glass, and is abso- 
lute proof of high quality. 

This condition is caused by electrons 
passing through the grid either above or 
below the plate, receiving an accelerating 
energy from the plate but not being 
stopped by it, then striking the glass and 
causing the getter deposits on the glass to 
fluoresce wth a blue color. 

This phenomenon is only present in tubes 
which are exceedingly gas free, as a slight 
trace of gas disperses the electrons in such 
a manner that their energy and path is not 
concentrated enough to produce this effect. 

The phenomenon caused by the bombard- 
ment is proof of a gas free tube. It ap- 
pears only on the surface of the glass and 
not throughout the bulb. The real gas 
glow is most in evidence immediately sur- 
rounding the plate, between the filament 
and plate, or sometimes filling the whole 
bulb volume. 

The above information is supplied by the 
Cable Radio Tube . Corporation, 230 -242 
North 9th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

PERRYMAN ORDERS THREE 
TIMES 1930 

Confirming the growing belief in the in- 
dustry that the radio dealer is being rapidly 
brought to an appreciation of the fact that 
his widest margin of profit and most rapid 
turnover, lies in radio tubes, H. B. Foster, 
general manager of the Perryman Electric 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

Company, announced recently that their 
back log of unfilled orders was three 
times that of last year, and that there is 
every possibility of this ratio increasing be- 
fore September 1st. 

The radio industry in general is realiz- 
ing, pointed out Mr. Foster, that while the 
sale of new radio receiving sets for the 
home may fluctuate with business condi- 
tions, the sale of tubes for replacement 
purposes continues to increase every year, 
and is only affected by a drastic breakdown 
in general business conditions, and even 
then only for a limited time. 

REPLOGLE APPOINTED CHIEF 
ENGINEER OF DE FOREST 

As part of its program of expanding 
engineering and production activities cover- 
ing the most diversified line of radio and 
industrial products today, the DeForest 
Radio Company of Passaic, N. J., an- 
nounces the appointment of D. E. Replogle 
as chief engineer. 

For the past two years Mr. Replogle, 
familiarly known as "Rep" throughout the 
radio industry, has been Assistant to the 
President of the Jenkins Television Corp- 
oration, and in full charge of the engineer- 
ing and production activities of that or- 
ganization. Prior to that period he was 
identified with the Raytheon Manufactur- 
ing Corporation, heading its licensee 
engineering service and much of the re- 
search work. He has taken prominent 
part in the development of the broadcast- 
ing art during the past half decade, more 
recently turning to the television field in 
which he is a leading engineer and author- 
ity not only in development work but also 
in the evolution of television standards and 
practices. He is responsible for the fit :t 
successful television broadcasting servile 
of genuine entertainment value through 
Station W2XCR in New York City. 

In his present position D. E. Replogle 
will head a staff of experienced engineers 
engaged in the further development and 
application of the DeForest line of prod- 
ucts, which includes radio transmitters, 
transmitting tubes, special and industrial 
tubes, carrier current equipment, central- 
ized radio systems and other items, quite 
in addition to a complete line of receiving 
tubes. He will also continue to guide the 
engineering activities of the Jenkins Tele- 
vision Corporation, whose products are 
manufactured by the DeForest Radio Com- 
pany. 

CRC IN CANADA 
The Central Radio Corporation, Beloit, 

Wisconsin, announces that it has been 
granted three Canadian patents on "CRC" 
sockets and contacts. Two of the patents 
particularly cover steel spring reinforced 
sockets and contacts. 

"CRC" sockets are manufactured in Can- 
ada by Hale Brothers Limited, 6224 
Chambord Street, Montreal, Quebec, and 
A. C. Simmonds, 218 Front Street East, 
Toronto, Ontario is sales agent for the 
eastern half of Canada. 

EGERT RADIO PLANT EXPANDS 
Wireless Egert Engineering, Inc., has 

moved from 179 Greenwich Street to 179- 
181 Varick Street, New York. In the 
new and enlarged quarters the company 
is developing a line of standard electrical 
and radio instruments, including short 
wave transmitters and receivers. 

The company is carrying on a growing 
business in industrial problems, such as 
geophysical exploration equipment, time 
saving devices, safety devices, heat con- 
trol regulators, etc. 
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W11-1AT'S TI-1L "DE,AQ pIJI3LIC" 
GOING TC I3Uy TI-i1S SEASCN : 
. 

8TH ANNUAL 

RADIO - 
ELECTRICAL 

WORLD'S FAIR 
Madison Square Garden 
New York, Sept. 21 to 26 

9TH ANNUAL 

CHICAGO 
RADIO -ELECTRICAL 

SHOW 
Coliseum, Chicago 

Oct. 19 to 25 

That's what every radio jobber and dealer would like to know. No definite 
trends in models or circuits were established at the June trade show in 
Chicago but -there have been big developments since then, developments 
important to you and your business welfare. Everything new in radio and 
television will be shown for the first time at the 

TWO NATIONAL 
VADICE[_ECTI?ICAL 

NEW YORK - EXIDCSITICNS- CHICAGO 
All leading manufacturers will display their newest merchandise at these two 
authoritative expositions which mark the opening of the radio buying season. 
Attend one of these shows. See what the manufacturers offer. Get the 
public's reaction. You can sense the buying trend and learn what's going to 
sell this season. Such information is well worth a trip to either of these 
two shows. 

ELECTRICAL ADDLIANCE DISDI-AV 
The foremost manufacturers of home electrical appliances will display and 
demonstrate their products at these two expositions. You will see just the 
merchandise you need to boost business and level out your year round sales 
curve. 

Invitation credentials will be mailed to the trade about September 1st. 

RADIO.ELECTRICAL WORLD'S FAIR 
1904 Times Building, New York City 

CHICAGO RADIO =ELECTRICAL SHOW 
127 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 

EASY 
PAYMENT 

PLAN 

950 Pages of 
Accurate Radio Circuit Data 

Technical L'b T Technical Schools, 
for Engineers, Radio Manufacturers, Research Laboratories, 

Libraries, ec nice a ools, Radio Schools 
John F. Rider's PERPETUAL RADIO REFERENCE DATA is a 
whole radio circuit library in one great -loose leaf -volume.... This 
work has been adjudged the greatest compilation of radio circuit 
data ever attempted and produced for use in the radio industry. 

In this loose leaf radio circuit library- acclaimed by many thou- 
sands -you will find more than 950 pages of accurate and authentic radio circuit information and more than 1,800 electrical diagrams, covering American broadcast receivers manufactured since 1919. 
Canadian broadcast receivers -test and set analyzer equipment -power 
amplifiers -eliminators and power units -short wave receivers -kit receivers. 

In this comprehensive volume you will find electrical diagrams / -chassis wiring diagrams -color coding of connecting wire- / 
color coding of resistances -electrical values -voltage data- ,/ socket layouts -etc., information of value to the radio in- / 
dustry at large and to every individual in particu- / 

lar who at any time requires reference data / Y q pertaining to radio receivers / 
or associated equipment. . . . 

We say without fear of contradiction that no volume devoted to a similar F TREATISRADIO E subject contains the wealth of information found in John F. Rider's PER- PETUAL RADIO REFERENCE DATA. The basic book is kept up 10 
co.. 

roadway. 
to the minute by a regular MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICE / New York City. 
for a very moderate fee. / Enclosed find If your work is of a technical nature and you desire actual refer- i $2.98. please ship pos- 

tal charges collect John ence data of practical value, you will find it in this book. We / F. Rider's Perpetual Radio want you to understand that this is not a book on theory. . . / Reference Data. I will ex- Theory has been excluded. Every page contains vital practical amine the book for IÓ days. reference information. ,/ If it meets with my approval I 
A panorama of its users covers the entire radio field from promise to the b 

et b2 uina the next two months the student in the radio school to the legal department of the rate of $1.00 every 30 days, until the receiver manufacturer. If you have any interest in /, the $2.00 has been paid. If f m not radio receiver design, this volume should he in your satisfied. I will return the book in 10 day: library. . . . The pages are 81/ x 11 inches. The draw- and y will refund my $2.93. I am m be 
ings are clear and easy to read. . . Everything /. t 

pm 
he sole Judge. 

is legible. / N.... You are the sole ledge of the merits of this book. If / 
you think that it Is not as represented or that you can 
do without the information contained therein, return / Address 
the volume and get your money. . . . No auib. / 
Ming. The book is guaranteed. / Pity State 
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NEW TUBES 

In response to a growing demand for 
more efficient radio tubes, to be employed 
in battery operated receivers, especially 
those designed for broadcast reception 
aboard motor boats, the Perryman Electric 
Company presented on July 1, three new 
tubes. These tubes are known as types 
P236, P237 and P238, and have been espe- 
cially designed to meet the requirements 
which motor boat, auto and portable radio 
receivers will place upon them. 

The P236 is a type of screen grid, the 
P238 a pentode amplifier and the third, 
the P237, a general purpose tube. These 
one quarter ampere tubes draw six volts 
and are of the indirect heater type. They 
have been ruggedly designed so that their 
construction will off -set the vibration 
which is inherent to most mediums using 
portable battery operated receivers. 

Joseph D. R. Freed, president of the 
Perryman Electric Company, in making 
the announcement of the new tubes, pointed 
to the fact that over sixty per cent of the 
inboard motor boats now being shown at 
local yacht clubs and motor boat show 
rooms, feature special radio equipment and 
in most cases, built -in aerials. 

TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 
Suitable for amateur use and for medium 

powered commercial stations ahe new Card- 
well type 16 -B transmitting condensers 
are primarily intended to meet the re- 
quirements for moderately high voltages 
in a medium size condenser. The 16 -B 
sizes are intermediate between the larger 
type 166 -B constructional design and the 

smaller T -183, T -199, etc., designs. To 
illustrate this point, the 300 mmfd. type 
166-B Cardwell condenser having 23 plates, 
has a depth of 10% inches back of the 
nanel. The 330 mmfd. type T -199 with 
37 plates, has a depth of 654 inches, while 
the new 16-B condenser with 315 mmfd. 
maximum capacity and 31 plates, has a 
depth of 9 -9/32 inches. 

A 
WIRE CLOTH 

It is announced by the Newark Wire 
Cloth Co., 351 -365 Verona Ave.. Newark, 
N. J., manufacturers of wire cloth for 
every industrial purpose. that they have 
been granted patent No. 1,808,526 on 
"Sealedged" wire cloth which is now so 
much used in radio tubes. 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 
Having conquered the problems of dis- 

tance, selectivity and all- electric operation 
-radio engineers have been directing 
major attention toward greater fidelity of 
reproduction. 

New tubes with ample capacity to handle 
the greater energy of the low notes -new 

speakers capable of reproducing faithfully 
the output of the receiver! Sangamo with 
30 years' experience in precision manu- 
facturing and unsurpassed facilities are 
marketing audio transformers and imped- 
ances which match the new tubes and 
speakers. Manufacturer and set builder 
are now able to get the full results which 
these tubes and speakers are capable of 
giving. 

These transformers are made by The 
Sangamo Electric Company, Springfield, 
f 11. 

PORTABLE WESTON OSCILLATOR 
The i -f. and r -f. oscillator recently an- 

nounced by the Weston Electrical Instru- 
ment Corporation, Newark, N. J., is one 
of the most efficient and versatile radio 
testing devices available to radio service- 
men. 

It can be employed for the purpose of 
aligning intermediate- frequency stages, for 
aligning gang condensers. for determining 
the sensitivity of receivers, for checking 
radio -frequency coils and condensers and 
for making selectivity tests and checking 
the oscillator stage of superheterodynes. 

The new Weston oscillator, known as 
model 590, has an intermediate- freouency 
range of from 110 to 200 kilocycles. Its 
broadcast range is from 550 to 1500 kc. 
Frequencies between 200 and 550 and above 
1500 kc., may be obtained by means of 
harmonics. 

A grid dip milliammeter on the panel 
of the oscillator also serves as a filament 
or plate voltmeter being connected in either 
of the latter two circuits by means of push- 
button switches. Two '30 -type tubes are 
employed, one in the oscillator and one 
to modulate the r -f., producing an audible 
note of 400 cycles with 30 per cent modu- 
lation. The output of the oscillator is con- 
trolled by an especially designed attenuator. 

A binding post on the lower edge of the 
panel which is connected through an ad- 
ustable coupling condenser, allows the grid 
lip meter to be used for determining the 
resonance point of any coil and condenser 
circuit within the range of the oscillator. 
The necessary dry batteries, consisting of 
a single 22/ volt "B" and four 1512 volt 
flashlight cells, are contained in a shielded 
compartment within the case of the in- 
strument. A compartment is also provided 
for the model 571 Weston output meter - 
an important accessory to an oscillator. 

MICROPHONE STANDS 
Microphone stands, formerly merely 

service instruments in the studio, have re- 
cently been designed with eye appeal to 
more accurately fit their surroundings. 

With this in mind, the Samson Electric 
Company, Canton, Mass., has perfected 
four new microphone stands, finished in an 
attractive shade of light brown electro- 
plated bronze. 

These stands all follow the same general 
style and design. Stand Number 880 is 
for use on tables, desks and in general 
where the announcer or speaker is seated. 
Stand Number 881 is an adjustable table 
stand whose height may be regulated to 
suit the individual. Stand Number 882 is 
full length and may be used for speakers, 
orchestras, etc. Stand Number 883 is full 
length with two microphones thus insur- 
in^ better coverage. 

These new microphone stands are very 
attractive and will aid materially in com- 
pleting the interior effects of the studio. 
They are strongly built and will withstand 
the hardest usage. 

Further information may be obtained by 
writing the Samson Electric Company, 
Canton, Mass., exclusive distributors in the 
United States. 

RADIO CONTROL BOX 
A manual control for regulating line 

voltage to radio sets or other devices. 
Made up of a rheostat installed in a black 
enameled metal box complete with recep- 

tacle, wire, and plug for connecting. Will 
reduce high line pressures to proper volt- 
age and avoid tube burn -outs. Has knob 
for adjusting desired voltage drop. 

This control is manufactured by the 
Central Radio Laboratories, 16 Keefe Ave., 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
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DIALS 
NAME PLATES 

-LICENSE PLATES- 

Full Vision Escutcheon -about half actual size. 

Our large and modern plant affords excellent facilities for the 
speedy production of your requirements in etched and lithographed 
also embossed metal specialties. A large variety of stock dies 
enables Radio Manufacturers to effect great savings on escutcheons, 
for regular models, Midget sets, and auto radio sets. 

Send your blueprints-our Art Department will gladly submit 
original sketches for your approval. 

General gteltin 
ETCHED 

M uvrsocw 
1. METAL pPTS 

3070 -82 W. Grand Ave.. Chicago. 1 1. 
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JENKINS ég ADAIR 

Pat. U. S. A. 1790505 
Des. 83540 
and Foreign 

Typa D -6 Condenser 
Transmitter. A qual- 
ity sound translat- 
ing device standard 
in talking picture, 
radio transcription, 
and broadcast 
studios, University 
and commercial lab- 
oratories the world 
over. 

Send for bulletin 6 -E. 

Price in U. S. A. and 
Canada, $225.00. 
Type C clamp (shown 
in illustration) $8.50. 
Prices are net, f.o.b. 
Chicago. 

JENKINS & ADAIR, INC. 
ENGINEERS 

CHICAGO, U. S. A. 
Cable Address: JENKADAIR 

Phone, Keystone 2130 3333 Belmont Avenue 
British Offices: 76 Old Hall Street, Liverpool, England 

40 Buckingham Gate, London SWI, England 
French Office: 16 Rue de Chateaudun, Asnieres, France 
Mexican Office: Av. 5 de Mayo 10, Mexico D. F., Mexico 
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LACQUERS 
and 

CEMENTS 
Designed for 

Radio Manufacturers 
M & W LACQUERS for - 

Chassis 
Shields 
Cans 
Coils 
Cabinets 
Loud Speakers 

M & W CEMENTS for - 
Cone Paper 
Voice Coils 
Leather 
Felt 
Metal 
Cardboard 
Wood Carvings 

If you are having difficulty or wish to improve 
upon your present material, your inquiry will 
permit sending further details. 

MAAS & WALDSTEIN CO. 
Executive Offices and Plants: 

438 Riverside Ave., Newark, N. J. 
Chicago Office and Warehouse, 1115 W. Washington Blvd. 
Los Angeles Mice and Warehouse: 2416 Enterprise Street 
The border of this advertisement is a photographic 
reproduction of M 9 W Pris,nlar. 

GEN -R4L 
Reg. U. 5. Pat. co i l-s 

with 
Variations as Required 

CXIOOD -H -M 

Superheterodyne Intermediate 
Frequency Unit Complete 

Peaked at 175 K.C. 

GENERAL MFG. CO. 
8065 SO. CHICAGO AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 
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MARK TIME SWITCHES 
M. H. Rhodes, Inc., Hartford, Conn., is 

marketing a line of time switches for port- 
able and wall controlled radio receivers. 

This modern time switch may be mounted 
flush in the top or side of any radio cabinet 
by cutting a single hole. Type A, furnished 

with either brass or bakelite plate, turns 
off the program in thirty minutes or less. 
List $2.50. Type AA furnished with bakelite 
plate, turns the program on or off in twelve 
hours or less. List $4.50. 

STOP NUTS 
Elastic stop nuts, the to knut with a fibre 

collar, are now made for radio use as small 
as No. 3/48 of brass, duralumin or steel. 

These nuts will stay tight at any posi- 
tion along the threaded length of the screw 
and, as a result, are frequently used by 
manufacturers to adjust the trimmers on 
condensers. In addition, the nuts are used 
for joining electrical connections in lieu of 
soldering or the standard nut lock washer 
combination. 

These elastic stop nuts are manufactured 
by the A. G. A. Company, Elizabeth, N. J. 

ANTENNA SPREADER 
Charles F. Jacobs, 270 Lafayette Street, 

New York, has on the market the Jacobs 
Antenna Spreader here illustrated. It may 
be used by transmitting stations of small 

power and for receiving purposes. It lends 
itself to cage antenna and counterpoise con- 
struction. 

ELECTRIC CLOCKS 
With so many homes "going Colonial" 

in their decorative appointments, the banjo 
clocks which have been added to the Sun- 
beam Eternatime line of electric clocks, 
made by the Chicago Flexible Shaft Com- 
pany. Chicago, should find ready accept- 
ance, because of their trim, clean -cut lines 
and beautiful finish. 

They carry out the finest traditions of 

Colonial cabinet -making, and are fashioned 
of genuine mahogany combined with solid 
black walnut. The panel overlays are of 
orientai walnut and aspen, and the lyre - 
shaped grille is of solid black walnut. 

NEW 'BUILT -IN' POWER SWITCHES 
FOR CLAROSTAT VOLUME 

CONTROL 
When the power switch was first com- 

bined with the volume control, this was 
done primarily to simplify the operation of 
the radio receiver through the elimination 
of an extra adjustment. The early designs 
of combined switch and variable resistor 
were bulky and none too certain in action. 
Improvements in the switch mechanism 
were gradually developed, but the combi- 
nation device still retained the disadvan- 
tage of being somewhat of a makeshift. 

Recently, however, the Clarostat Manu- 
facturing Company has perfected a new 
type of "on" and "off," 110 -volt line 
switch. which is built into the volume con- 
trol. The mechanism is positive in action, 
being enclosed in a bakelite case and 
mounted so as to form an integral part of 
the control. The switch employed is ap- 
proved by the Underwriters Laboratory for 
1 ampere at 250 volts or 3 amperes at 125 
volts. 

The recently announced Clarostat model 
P5 graphite element volume controls are 

now being equipped with the new type 
power switch. These combinations of vol- 
ume control and switch are compact, being 
only 1g" in diameter and h" deep. The 
Clarostat model P18 wire wound volume 
controls are also being made with the new 
switch mechanism. These units have an 
outside diameter of 14" and a depth of 
1%" including the switch. 

The new Clarostat combination units are 
especially well- adapted for use in midget 
sets, in automobile and aeroplane radio re- 
ceivers, in portable sets and in fact, in all 
designs where space is at a premium. In 
addition to the much -desired feature of 
compactness, these new models retain all 
the recognized and distinctive advantages 
inherent in the design of Clarostat volume 
controls. The model P5 graphite element 
volume control utilizes a distinctly new pos- 
itive rolling contact which eliminates 
erosion of the resistance element. Model 
P5 controls are available as rheostats or 
as potentiometers, either tapered or with- 
out taper, with insulated or grounded shafts 
and in all usual resistance values from 1000 
ohms, up to and including one megohm. 

POWER FILTER UNIT 
Manufacturers of telephones, intercom- 

municating systems, public address sys- 
tems, talking picture equipment and other 
sound producing apparatus, who have 
sought some economical method of supply- 
ing noiseless, non -pulsating d.c. power 
from the ordinary a.c. line, will be in- 
terested in the power filter unit recently 
introduced by the Square D Company, De- 
troit, Milwaukee, and Peru, Indiana. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

The power filter unit is not to be con- 
fused with ordinary rectifiers for keeping 
operating batteries charged. While the 
power filter unit can be used as the main 
source of d.c. power supply, with batteries 

as a "standby," keeping the batteries fully 
charged and greatly reducing the main- 
tenance cost of the batteries, it should be 
kept in mind that the power filter unit, 
without auxiliary equipment can supply 
clear, pure d.c. from an a.c. supply. 

There are no moving parts in the power 
filter unit -the action is entirely electrical; 
therefore there is little or no depreciation 
and maintenance costs are largely elimi- 
ated. 

To the manufacturers of telephones and 
all types of sound and signaling equipment, 
the power filter unit offers unique possibili- 
ties. It is noiseless, it has no hum and no 
moving parts, with tremendous condenser 
capacity, low impedance and the output 
voltage can be maintained within close 
limits. The power filter unit does away 
with the necessity of storage batteries and 
dry cells. It permits a.c. low voltage for 
ringing, besides pure d.c. for talking. It 
also avoids the necessity for special cir- 
cuits and relays for cutting out the a.c. 
power supply when the system is in opera- 
tion. 

Although but recently introduced by the 
Square D Company the patented principle 
has been in use for the past several years 

Telephone, talking picture, intercommu- 
nicating and other sound and signal sys- 
tems which have already been installed may 
also he equipped with the power filter unit. 

Descriptive literature covering the 
Square D power filter unit is at the 
present time being published and requests 
for additional information will be supplied 
on request to the Power Filter Division, 
Square D Company, 6060 Rivard St., De- 
troit, Mich. 

DAMARIN REJOINS DUBILIER 
ORGANIZATION 

After an absence of several years, Fred 
L. Damarin is once more with the Dubilier 
Condenser Corporation in the capacity of 
Western Sales Manager. Mr. Damarin 
makes his headquarters at 330 S. Wells 
Street, Chicago. 
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A littte neglect may breed mischief: 
for want of a nail the shoe was lost; 
for want of a shoe the horse was lost; 
for want of a horse the rider was lost. 

-Poor Richard's Almanac. 

Lovely Period Cabinets ... Copy Writers Superlatives ... Expensive Engineer- 
ing Talent . . . Modern Production Lines . . . Class "A" Tubes ... Gigantic 
Advertising Appropriations . . . Well Planned Distribution . . . Quarterly 
Dividends . . . are ALL at the mercy of the proverbial "horse shoe nail." 

In a section of the country almost devoid of set and apparatus 
manufacturers, the volume of sales of CRC Sockets increased to 
the point where we were curious as to where and how they were 
being used. Investigation showed that practically all of them were 
being used to replace other makes of sockets that had failed in 
service -through burning out or poor contact. "Penny Wise" set 
manufacturers had staked their reputation, and those of prominent 
tube manufacturers, on sockets not the mechanical or electrical 
equal of CRC Sockets. The difference in cost between poor sockets 
and CRC's was about one cent per set. Neglect of 
seemingly trivial details might very easily spell DISASTER. The fore- 
sighted manufacturer will test CRC Sockets in his laboratory -and 
make certain that his product will not "throw a shoe" at a crucial 

Ask for samples -you'll get them -and promptly. 

CENTRAL RADIO 
moment 

CORPORATION 
S8e/oit, Wisconsin 

Representatives -R. C. James & Co Seattle, Washington 
Paul R. Buehler . 406 Harris Building, Los Angeles 
A. C. Simmons, 218 Front St., Toronto, Ontario, Can. 
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THE 

WEDGE DRIVE 

No. 48 Wedge Drive Tuning Unit, with No. 88ot Escutcheon 

The No. 4d Wedge Drive Tuning Unit, shown above, is one of the newest developments by Crowe. Its 

remarkable smoothness and powerful action will appeal to the engineer who needs an efficient, compact unit 

at moderate cost. The bronze escutcheon shown with No. 48 is No. 88o1. 

Because of its 5 to ratio, the wedge drive unit is especially well adapted for superheterodyne, short wave, 

or other accurate tuning. This new drive is available in several styles: 

Full Vision Full Vision with travelling light 

Several fan styles and other variations 

These units, of which No. 48 is one, are ready for quick delivery with a generous selection of escutcheons 

to match. Write or wire for samples, describing your needs. 

CROWE NAME PLATE & MANUFACTURING CO. 
1742 GRACE STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS 
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RESISTORS 
The Ward Leonard Electric Company, 

Mount Vernon, N. Y., has issued bulletin 
No. 19 describing that company's new 
Ribflex Vitrohm resistors. 

Ribflex resistance units consist of a metal 
alloy resistance ribbon, reflexed, wound on 
edge on a ceramic tube and banded at each 
end with heavy duty terminals. The en- 
tire unit is then covered with a fired -on 
vitreous enamel, 

ARCTURUS PRESENTS NEW SALES 
BUILDING IDEA TO TRADE 

After very diligent tests among numer- 
ous radio dealers, the Arcturus Radio Tube 
Company, Newark, N. J., announces a new 
business -building merchandising idea for 
its dealers throughout the country. 

The plan is based on the Arcturus tube 
tester. 1 he Arcturus tube tester, in reality 
a silent tube salesman, has been designed 
to test every common type of tube includ- 
ing the new pentode and variable -mu tubes. 
The large meter on this board gives two 
readings, namely; the usual plate current 
measurement and the essential electron 
emission indication. Because of the dis- 
play value of this tester, the dealer can 
very readily test tubes before the eyes of 
his customers and definitely point out to 
him the difference between good and bad 
tubes. When the latter are encountered, 
the test provides the dealer with excellent 
talking material on reasons why the cus- 
tomer should buy new replacement tubes. 

On tests conducted it has been proved 
that dealers have very materially increased 
their tube sales and have gained new cus- 
tomers for other merchandise handled in 
their stores by the simple means of mer- 
chandising free tube -testing service to their 
customers and prospects. 

DECADE RESISTANCE BOXES 
The interior view of the 900 series re- 

sistance box herewith illustrated discloses 
that positive, definite contacts are made 
from unit to unit along the resistance line 
of this instrument. 

The box is made of cast aluminum and 
can be filled with suitable oil to the top 
of the switches in case loads in excess of 
one watt per step are to be employed. 
cat. 
No. Maximum Resistance Dials Price 
935 1,100.000 ohms in 10,000 ohm steps 2 $100.00 
945 11.000,000 ohms in 100,000 ohm steps 2 150.00 
960 60,000,000 ohms in 1,000.000 ohm steps 2 350.00 
Calibrated to an accuracy of .1 per cent. 
Maximum voltage, 5.000 volta. 
Dimensions. 51/2"x7'x9 ". 

The instrument is marketed by The 
Shallcross Mfg. Co., Collingdale, Penn. 

3 -WATT RESISTOR 
The 3 -watt metallized resistor here il- 

lustrated, manufactured by the Lynch Mfg. 
Co., Inc., 1775 Broadway, New York, is 
additional to the Lynch line of standard 
metallized resistors which now includes 
ratings of 1/3, %, 1, 1 %, 2 and 3- watts. 
It, too, employs the new Type "K" Fila- 

ment (which possesses features hitherto 
unattained) and the cast metal end caps 
with molded in pigtails which insure posi- 
tive electrical and mechanical connections. 
The special 'ceramic casing is of sturdy 
construction and maximum heat dissipation. 
It will withstand more than average shocks 
and jars as well as minimizes possibility 
of damage by crushing. 

HIPERNIK, A NEW MAGNETIC 
MATERIAL 

The U. S. Patent Office has issued 
patents to the Westinghouse Electric & 
Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburgh, 
for " Hipernik," a new metal possessing 
unusual magnetic properties. This strange - 
sounding, synthetic name is made up of 
the first syllable of the two words "high 
permeability," the valuable property the 
metal possesses, and three letters from the 
word "nickel," which is one of its im- 
portant elements. 

"Hipernik" is said to be the, most mag- 
netic metal ever discovered, being 160,000 
times as magnetic as air. It is'over thirty 
times as magnetic as ordinary open hearth 
steel or iron, which have a maximum mag- 
netic permeability under 5,000, as the sci- 
entists express it. 

Many of the uses to which the new metal 
may be applied are still under the observa- 
tion of research engineers. Its use has 
greatly improved radio receivers and sound 
amplifying systems. Instrument trans- 
formers, too, have been made smaller and 
are most efficient and accurate when the 
transformer core is made of "Hipernik." 
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Interior view Shall - 
cross 900 series resist- 

ance box. 
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INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSORS FOR 
AUTOMOBILE RADIO 

The serious interference caused by spark 
coil, plugs and distributors, constituting the 
major problem in the operation of the 
usual automobile radio set, is now elimin- 
ated, according to the International Re- 
sistance Company of Philadelphia, Pa. 
The engineers of that organization have 
spent six months in intensive research and 
engineering development on the automobile 
radio interference problem, resulting in 
resistance units which offer a practical, 
simple and inexpensive solution. 

The main point in suppressing radio in- 
terference set up by ignition equipment is 
to attack the trouble at the source. The 
new resistance units are designed to be 
applied at the potential sources of trouble. 
One unit connects to its respective spark 
plug, being inserted in circuit with the lead 
from the distributor. Another unit is in- 
serted in the distributor cap so as to come 
between the distributor contact and the 
spark -plug lead. A third unit is in the 
form of a ceramic tube fitted with wood - 
screw terminals, so that it may be con- 
veniently inserted in the main spark coil 
lead and in each spark -plug lead, which 
are cut for the purpose. 

All units contain the new Type K metal- 
lized filament for the resistance element, 
fully protected by a heavy ceramic tubing, 
as well as cast metal ends with proper 
fittings for the connections required. 

BY -PASS CONDENSERS 
The Kellogg Switchboard and Supply 

Co., 1066 West Adams St., Chicago, is 
fully equipped to quickly manufacture by- 
pass condensers of snecial canacities, and 
sizes of cans, to meet any snecial condition. 

The condenser cans are fabricated from 
sheet metal and can be finished as specified. 

LITTLEFUSES 
The Littlefuse Laboratories, 1772 Wil- 

son Avenue, Chicago, Ills., has added a 
new unit to their line. 

This, their N1039 Gryp -Connector, is 
designed primarily to provide an inexpens- 
ive and simple means of fusing the A and 
B circuits of automobile and battery sets 
without the use of an exposed cutout. 

The connectors are made of tinned spring 
brass and a pull of about 5 lbs. is required 
to withdraw the Littlefuse. All metal 
parts are covered by a gum rubber sleeve, 
shown in shadow. The entire assembly 
hangs freely in the line supported by the 

wires soldered to it. The overall length 
including Littlefuse is two inches. 

Littlefuses are made in 1 /100, 1/32, 1/16, 
%, %, %, 1 and 2 amps. capacity, but 

the rib amp. size has been found most suit- 
able for protecting the B circuit of sets. 
It is most advisable to protect this circuit 
in using the new two volt tubes in which 
the filaments are usually placed in series. 
If a filament to grid or plate short should 
occur in one tube the others are burned out 
pronto. In some states also, battery cir- 
cuits are legally required to be protected. 
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Rocke International Electric Corp. 
15 Laight Street, New York City 

Export Managers 
Radio-sound equipment - Electric Products 

Th e 

PREFERRED 
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR 

MAGNET WIRE & COILS 

No electrical or radio product is any 
better than the magnet wire and coils 
used in its construction. 

Inca products are engineered and man- 
ufactured by pioneers in the copper 
wire industry ... products reliable in 
quality and uniformity, and depend- 
able in service. 

These are some of the reasons why 
many of the country's leading manu- 
facturers have adopted Inca as their 
preferred source of supply. 

INCA MANUFACTURING DIVISION 
of National Electric Products Corporation 

Fort Wayne, Ind. 

INCA NATIONAL 

SYMBOLIC OF THE li11I1, III 
BEST IN COPPER 
WIRE PRODUCTS 

NICKEL 
CUT 

For Radio Tubes 
between .070 and .006 die. 

+.002 " -no burrs-every piece straight 
Capacity 10,000,000 pieces daily 

Small metal parts to your blue pried. 100 to 675,000 pieces per lb. 

FLAT 
ENDS 

Art Wire and Stamping Company 
16 -22 Boyden Place, Newark, N. J. 

Beat Note or Heterodyne Oscillator 

Wireless 

Model No. 302 Oscil- 
lator is continuously 
variable from 50 to 
15.000 cycles per sec- 
ond. The instrument 
employs 4 tubes, two 
r.f. oscillators, detec- 
tor and audio. All 
tubes are of the two 
volt type. Calibrated 
curve supplied. 

Write for further informa- 
tion. Send for Catalog .4. 

Free of charge. 

Egert Engineering, Inc. 
179.181 Varick St., New York 

No. 1275 
Transformer Z Input trenefnrmer 

designed for any 
single button 

none. 200 ohm 
Pllmery. las 000 
see ont 

price side. List Arien i5. 

QOPHO, 

`"HAND! -MIKE" 
MOST EFFICIENT GENERAL 

UTILITYMICROPHONE KNOWN 

List S O Complete 
The truly perfected single button 
hand microphone.Two models, "Reg- 
ular" and "Special Home Recording." 
Scientifically damped diaphragm, gold 
plated button, toggle switch, I5 -foot 
cord. Finished bronze gunmetal. 
Dealers, write for u re "direct deal." 
Get our complete catalog. 

UNIVERSAL 
MICROPHONE CO., Ltd. 

1163 Hyde Park Blvd. 

INGLEWOOD, CALIF. 
Microphones 55 to 5350. Also cables, plugs nsfor - 

er , mountings, stands, etc. Expert microphone repairs. 

See Page 41 

Licensed 
by R.C.A. 

DeWALD 
PENTODE RADIO TRIO 
A Chassis for Every Purpose 

Write For Full Particulars 

PIERCE -AIRO, INC. 

For A.C. 
or D.C. 

Currents 
506 SIXTH AVE., 
NEW YORK CITY 
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hi Ca00 
FROM EVERYTHING 

tic 
STATE STREET 

Accommodations of 
exceptional value 

ROOMS WITH 
$ 
n 50 PRIVATE BATH L 

OTHERS AT $I 

Beautiful meetin0 
room for 300 people 
NEW GARAGE NEXT DOOR 

HARRY F. HERMANSEN 
Manager 

l,Jro 1 -IOTEL 

I P'IÍ r ATLANTIC AVE. AND EIGI -ITU ST. 
Q¡. VIRGINIA BEACI-I VA. 

NtlII:? 

h Fireproof brick construction. 
The coolest spot on the beach. 

7 Invigorating breezes from ocean on East and 
IIIJ Lake Holly on West. 

Pt ll Bright, airy outside rooms, parlor suites and 
II apartments, private baths, superior cuisine- 

Surf bathing, riding, fishing, golf, dancing, 
¡II private tennis court and children's play 

ground. 
J. WESLEY GARDNER, Manager 
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oils AL 
CHOKE COILS » » 

TRANSFORMERS » » 

SPEAKER COILS » » 

ALL OTHER TYPES 

FOR SPECIAL USE 

Kellogg Switchboard 
and Supply Company 

1066 West ADAMS Street 
CHICAGO 

The DayraD Direct Reading Tube Analyzer 
removes the mystery from radio tube checking. 

It inspires customer confidence in the dealer 
because it tells the story in plain English. 

Mail the coupon today for Bulletin, "Removing 
The Mystery." It points the way to replacement 
tube profits. 

THE Ratio PLÓQCTt3 COIN'`N 
5th & Norwood Dept. E. Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A. 

THE RADIO PRODUCTS CO. (Coupon E) 
Dayton, Ohio 

Please mail your Bulletin, "Removing The Mystery." 
This entails no obligation on my part. 
Firm Name 
Attention Mr Street 
City State 
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JACOBS ANTENNA SPREADER 
Patented Sept. S. 1929) .Sept. - 192,; 

Made of metal In 2% ", 5 ", and 7" diameters 
For the efficient construction of rage antenna or counter- 
poise. Being used by transmitting amateurs, broadcast 
and television stations, commercial installations, experi- 
menters and technicians. 

Price $10.00 per dozen; $6.00 for e half dozen. 

CHARLES F. JACOBS (W2EM) 
270 Lafayette Street, New York, N. Y. 

NE W ! For AUTO Radio 
Types to F it All Makes of Cars 

LYNCH Spark Plug 
and Distributor 
Suppressors 

Metallized principle insures dependability and long life. Moisture scoot, rugged and able to withstand heavy 
mechanical shocks. as proved by exhaustive tests, 
LYNCH MFG. CO., Inc.. 1775 Broadway, N. Y. C. 

ple131129fre 
Spark Plug Suppres- 
so r for connection to 

each spark plug 

Distributor Suppres- 
sor for connection to 
common cable to 

distributor 
Write for Illustrated 

catalog ES. 

Baach -International 
Compound High Vacuum Pumps 

We manufacture all sizes of High Vacuum Pumps from 
1 -200 cu. ft. per min. All pumps tested at % micron 
before leaving factory. Write for details. 

INTERNATIONAL MACHINE WORKS, Inc. 
527 -529 Thirty -Second Street, Union City, New Jersey 

SPOT WELDERS 
From .0005 To W' 
Combined Thickness 

' 1 Let us solve your 
Spot Welder Problems 

- EISLER ELECTRIC 
. Aso. . 

700 South 13th Street 
- N NEWARK, N. J. 

CONDENSER PAPER 
182 Corn lison Ave. _ Mills at Newark Ave. 
Jersey City, N. J. Elizabeth, N. J. 

PETER J. SCHWEITZER, Inc., 
200 Fifth Ave. New York 

B A R E AND T I N N E D 

COPPER WIRE 
For AU Purposes 

Fine Si-es Our Specialty 
SPARGO WIRE COMPANY 

ROME, NEW YORK 
Established 1885 

*CLAMP NAILS 
For AU ñliNred Jau.. 

S.sd for 
FREE Sam ph% 
and Catalog 

... .. fine* .. 
is 

,,,,,,,. nit** .... ...s:.;,.w. 

Vane in 

reinnieneinen., 

CLAMP NAIL CO. 
45512 Palm., Sr., 

1:1111:41 111. ILL 

Stampings 
Pressed Metal for Radio Industry 

Steel, Aluminum, Copper, Brass and all Alloys 
Send Inquiries and Drawings 

METAL SPECIALTY CO. 183.3c 
;Mivers 

°i; Dr. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

TRANSIVOX 
New Amplion 

Portable Address Set 
designed as a whole, not as a group of assembled parts. TRANSIVOX meets the demand for a readily portable public address system. It contains a 2 watt amplifier, a genuine Amplion 

Transverse Current 
Microphone 41,4 foot 

famous Amplion 
Unit having an 8000 

collapsible horn with 
22 inch bell and the 

.-1. , - - - 

cycle range. 

detail, h' equip- 
ment can be set up 

Complete in ever y 
etas , t is equip - 

in less than ] 0 minutes and weighs but 75 lbs. 
Next month another important announcement will be made. 

Amplion Products Corporation 
42 W. 21st St., New York City 

INIIIV_I 111:1 :1[4:k1 :1111.1:10 
THE NEW 

COLLEGE INN 
"AMERICAS MOST INTERESTING RESTAURANT rr 

made famous by BEN BERNIE the Old Maestro 
and one of the features that make travelers choose 

"*"` SH ERMAN 
RATES FROM 

o 1700 ROOMS 

1700 BATHS r 6 

fff(f,S{C 
llrtl,rl!T.fff':irl-ri: flt,Y 

BATH ' iirir iñ i¡1>,1 `fi Liti ml I ó . 
3fr(f-' f L1i! M>r 

n. 

((frrrf lllll:ll1111111,Yn51¡, 
rrrr rf lldlllg,iñl1 rj cr 1llalll, 
T . C=R1 ì75i.11 

r s óea 111 /, 'yts'nti 
f tilt nnw_mmgns"J, 

.71 rrfl °i 'l b 9 C Qt6D 
- -..., lk .dIO ` l -j . 

RANpOLPH CLARK. LAKE-LA SALLE-STREETS 
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BRASS -BRONZE- COPPER 

NICKEL SILVER -ZINC 
PHOSPHOR BRONZE 

In Gauges .001 and Thicker. 1/16" to 16" Wide 

HOT TIN COATED METALS IN COILS AND STRIPS 

THE BALTIMORE BRASS CO. 
1206 WICOMICO ST., BALTIMORE, MD. 

RADIO Gw FILAMENT 

Gilgrid Wire and Plate Material 
Special Alloys for Various Needs 

Also Manufacturers of 

Gilby Processed 
Carbonized Nickel 
For Plates 
Gilby Patented 
Selvage Mesh 

Nickel- Chrome 
Rsistance Wire 
Copper- Nickel 
Resistance Wire 
Nickel Wire 
And Sheet 

GILBY WIRE COMPANY 
150 RIVERSIDE AVE. 

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

WE offer to manufac.. 
turers interested in 

EXPORT 
the services of a dependable organization, 
well established in the entire foreign field 

AD. AURIMMA9INcço 
Manufacturers' Export Managers 

116 Broad Street, New York, N.Y. 

ELECTROHM (WOUND) RESISTORS 
Durable -Dependable- Accurate - Economical 

-Correctly Rated 
Four Years' Service in the Equipment of the 

New York Stock Exchange 
Without a Breakdown 

No Other Resistor Can Boast This Record. 
Electrohm Resistors are not Fused- Fired- Baked -etc. to any degree beyond 
the annealing point of tho resistance wire; contacts between wire and 
terminals are not Braced- Spot -Welded- Soldered -Coated -etc.; all these 
methods cause nickel oxide which has been the "Waterloo" of resistors for 
nearly half a century. Electrohm Resistors have proven their superiority. 
Specify Eleetrohm Resistors in your new models. Ask your dealer for them. 
Manufacturers -Send us your Resistor specifications and we will submit 

samples and quotations. 

ELECTRICAL RESISTORS, INC. 
179 Riverdale Ave., 24 Onondaga St., Yonkers, N. Y. 

Telephone Nepperhan 5658 

NICKEL 
WIRE CLOTH 

h.]. the 

RADIO TUBE INDUSTRY 
Any mesh woven accurately to your specifications. 

"CLEVELAND" 
Wire Cloth renowned for its Uniformity, its Superiority, 

its Durability. 
Advise us of your Requirements 

The Cleveland Wire Cloth & Manufacturing Co. 
3571 E. 78th Street, CLEVELAND, Ohio 

for Audio & Power Transformers 
SPECIALIZED METHODS - YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

Wide Variety of Stock Standard Sizes 
Dimension and Price Sheets on request 

We Also Make 
PERMANENT MAGNETS- DIES- TOOLS- 

METAL STAMPINGS 

Facilities for prompt service 

Thomas & Skinner E.T én i'112rd0St. Steel Products Co. INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

N E W ----------. CONOID" 
R. F. Coils 

Patents Pending 

Superior quality at low 
cost -highest efficiency 
-air core, no absorp- 
tion loss -low high fre- 
quency resistance - 
small size, copper can 
2" diameter PA" deep. 

AUTO and MIDGET 
set manufacturers fur- 
nished samples free of 
charge. 

PREMIER. ELEETRIE EObIPANN 
1802 Grace Street Established 1905 Chicago, U. S. A. 

Astatic Microphone 
Type 736 

Many features including signal 
lights and three values of out- 
put impedance makes the 230 
of outstanding value for Public 
Address, Recording and Broad- 
cast use. 
Bulletin No. 3 on request. 

ASTATIC MICROPHONE 
LABORATORY 

YOUNGSTOWN, O. 
NEW YORK: R. C. Powell & 
Co., Inc., 350 Madison Ave. 
CHICAGO: Royal Recording & 
Film Studios, 661 N. Miehi- 
pan Ave. 
ST. LOUIS: Sclentifle Radio 
and Television Co., 3619 N. 
Grand Boulevard. 
DALLAS: The Bolcom Co.. 
319 North Bishop St. 
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DEPENDABLE 
QUALITY- UNIFORMITY 

SERVICE 
ON 

WAXES -&.- MELTABLE 
INSULATING and WEATHER- 

PROOFING COMPOUNDS 
WAXES -All kinds. 

IMPREGNATIONS -Condensers, Coils, Rubber - 
Covered and Weather- Proofed Wire, Telephone 
and Electrical Cables, Etc. 

SEALING COMPOUNDS - Coils, Condensers, 
Batteries (Wet & Dry), Pot Heads, Cables, Wir- 
ing Devices and Specials. 

FINISHING -All grades of Weather Proof and 
Rubber -Covered Wire. 

SPECIAL COMPOUNDS 

35th St. & Maplewood Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 

"For over 35 yrs." 

A NEW AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

Type 513 -B Beat -Frequency 
Oscillator 

General Radio has developed a beat- frequency oscillator, 
operated from the 110 -volt a -c supply, which covers all 
frequencies between 5 and 10,000 cycles per second. And 
over this range the output voltage is practically constant. 

Convenience of obtaining the desired frequency and the 
uniform output make the oscillator eminently suitable for 
general laboratory work. 

Price $450.00 
Write for a copy of Catalog F which 

describes it. No obligation, of course. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
Offices - Laboratories - Factory 
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Penny Wisdom 
The Radio Manufacturer whose decision is 
swayed by a saving of Pennies may congrat- 
ulate himself upon having Wisdom. Some- 
times, however, the difference between 
honest, enduring quality and mediocrity - 
or worse -is just a few pennies. Penny 
Wisdom so often turns out to be the most 
expensive folly. 

Transformers and Chokes 
have rated 

Quality Preferred 
for many years and will continue to merit 
that distinction despite the present pre- 
valence of Penny Savers. If you want the 
very best Transformers, for your Radio 
Receiver you are invited to use Dongans in 
your most rigid tests. 

Dongan Electric Mfg. Co. 
2991 -3001 Franklin St., Detroit, Mich. 

OHNS ON'S j INDUSTRIAL TAPE 

NOES not need a loud- 
speaker 

not need a loud - L speaker to broadcast its 
perfection. 

Radio engineers all know of 
and recognize its superiority, 
its holding properties, lasting 
adhesion and non - corrosive 

action. It will outlast any 
other tape put to 

similar usage. 

Write for free sample and convince 
yourself of its excellence 

JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
New Brunswick, N. J. 
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TIN FOIL 
FOR CONDENSERS 

MAXIMUM YIELD 
HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH 

UNIFORM THICKNESS 

Over 40 Years' 
Manufacturing Experience 

GIVE US A TRIAL 

The Johnston Tin Foil & Metal Co. 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 

Standard Widths in Stock for Prompt Shipment 

Eastern Office 
1224 Halsey Street 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

F. W. Flad, Sr. 
Tel. JE 1549 

.I 
ACME V'e/IRE PRODUCTS 

All ACME products are made to 
recognized commercial standards, 
including those of : 

Nat'l Electric Mfrs. Assn. 
Radio Manufacturers' Assn. 
Amer. So. for Testing Materials. 

Also 

For over 

THE 

Magnet Wire 
(All Insulations) 

Correction 

Wound 

Tape) 

largest radio and 

CO. 

Parvolt Condensers 
(Filter and By -Pass) 

Condensers for Power Factor 

Coils, Magnet Wire 

Varnished Insulations 
(Cambric, Paper, Silk, 

Aerial Wire 
(Stranded and Solid) 

25 years, suppliers to the 
electrical manufacturers. 

ACME WIRE 
New Haven, Conn. 
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"Even age 
can't hurt KESTER!" 
"Kester's what you need, man! Any good set builder 

knows that rosin is the one safe solder flux for radio 

work, but in Kester Rosin -Core Solder ... the rosin 

is in plastic form. No chance for air or moisture to 
get in. No decomposition. Even age can't do any 

damage." 

That's one reason for Kester. There are others. 

Kester is as simple as it is safe ... because it carries 

its flux inside itself. It cuts down soldering time .. . 

and cuts out soldering trouble. You ought to use it! 

In certain operations, it's more practical to use a 

cored -solder with a more active flux than rosin. We'll 

be glad to advise you on these special uses. Whatever 
your special solder problems are ... just write to our 

Industrial Development Department, 
and we'll show you how to lick 

them. Kester Solder Company, 
4224 Wrightwood Ave., Chi- 

cago, Illinois. Incorporated 1899. 

Going the BEST one BETTER! 

A. S. T. M. Class A purity specifications are high ... but the 
virgin tin and lead in Kester even exceed these specifications! 

KF S.TER 
CO ó -. 

,Arid Core Paste Core Rosin Core 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

For Full Benefits of 
Transformer Knowledge 

call on 

EFFERSON J 
S 

INCE such a large "slice" of the satisfaction your 
radio gives depends upon the transformer you use, 
make sure you receive full value tor every dollar 

you pay out. 

The small transformer has always been Jefferson's 
particular field . and in this field it has acquired a 
worthy and sound reputation built on performance, and 
by word of mouth wherever engineers get together. 

Tap a good job of transformer design -and you usually 
find Jefferson had a hand in it. Trace a manufacturing 
activity back to its roots and you usually find Jefferson 
pioneering a genuine step forward when that advance 
was needed. 

Such is the story of Jefferson's activities in the radio -, 
the oil- burner -, the Neon -sign- transformer fields. De- 
velopment after development can be pointed to-as the 
achievement of Jefferson engineers, and, first in the field 
with a practical radio transformer, Jefferson has also 
kept a step ahead of current engineering thought in every 
transformer it makes. 

Because Jefferson operation is standardized, the small 
manufacturer, as well as the large, reaps every benefit 
of Jefferson's experience and Jefferson's wide contact. 
Those benefits include a surprisingly satisfactory price. 
Let us know what your specifications and requirements 
are. There is no obligation. 

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
1599 South Laflin Street, Chicago, Illinois 
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Illustrations 
actual size 

No.70 Series, with Switch No. 70 Series, without Switch 
"Underwriters' Laboratories Inspected" Switch. Rated 1.5 Amps. 250 Volts, 3 Amps. 125 Volts. 

Smaller... better priced 
NNOUNCING the New "Seventy" Series Composition Element Volume and Tone 

Controls, furnished either with or without built -in switch and in whatever resistance 
gradient and resistance value that may be desired. 

These new units have been developed in response to a demand for high class, small 
controls, which can be purchased for less money. The surprisingly low price is made possible 
by design economies and improved manufacturing methods and not through the employ- 
ment of lower grade materials or less painstaking workmanship. 

The outstanding feature of the No. 70 Series Con- 
trol, is the full wiping contact between the movable 
contact member and the hard smooth composition 
resistance element. A new formula developed in our 
Engineering Laboratory has made possible this ideal 
contacting method and despite the fact that we 
employ a relatively high unit pressure between the 
contacting surfaces, the frictional component is so 
low that life tests of 100,000 complete operations 
leave these members in even better condition than 
before fatiguing was begun. 

We shall be glad to send literature to interested 
engineers in which we have more fully described the 
seasoned principles involved in the construction of 
these controls, and upon receipt of specifications, will 
send without charge, samples possessing electrical 
and physical characteristics that will exactly suit 
your circuit conditions. 

No. 20 Series 
Single Control 

No. 20 Series, with "Under- 
writers' Laboratories Inspec- 
ted" Switch. Rated 1.5 Amps. 
250 Volts, 3 Amps. 125 Volts. 

No. 20 Series 
Tandem Unit 

No. 40 Series, with "Under- 
writers' Laboratories Inspec- 
ted" Switch. Rated 1.5 Amps. 
250 Volts, 3 Amps. 125 Volts. 

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO. 
HERBERT H. FROST, Inc. 

SALES DIVISION 
General Offices ELKHART, INDIANA and Plant 

) 
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Complete midget radio 
cose made of Bakelite 
Molded by Kolster- 
Brandes, Ltd., England. 

Attractive small radio case 
made entirely of Bakelite Molded 

An interesting development in midget radios is seen in 

the two tube receiving set made by Kolster -Brandes, 

Ltd., England. This extremely compact set, measuring 

only seven and a half inches in all dimensions includ- 

ing the loud speaker, is entirely encased in attractive 

brown mottled Bakelite Molded. 

Cases made of this material offer many advantages 

to the makers of small radio receivers. Its high insula- 

tion value effectively shields the set and eliminates the 

necessity of insulating many of the terminal connec- 

tions. The ease with which it may be formed into large 
intricate shapes, with metal inserts firmly embedded, 
often simplifies manufacturing and assembly. Its bright, 
lustrous finish eliminates finishing and polishing. 

When formed into attractive designs and in pleasing 
colors, cases of Bakelite Molded add to the appear- 
ance and saleability of the complete set, as well as to 

its efficient and durable operation. We invite you to 

write us for complete information. Ask for our illus- 
trated Booklet 38M, "Bakelite Molded." 

Bakelite Engineering Service -We manufacture a wide variety of Bakelite resinoid molding materials, varnishes, lacquers, enamels, cements, and 

other products. Twenty -one years experience in the development of these materials for radio and other uses, provides a valuable background 
for the cooperation offered by our engineers and laboratories. 

BAKELITE CORPORATION, 247 Park Avenue, New York. CHICAGO OFFICE, 635 West Twenty- second Street 
BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED, 163 Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ontario 
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THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND USES 
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